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told them they could get somebody to do such
Work as well as he lor a dollar a day. It was
hot in his line to be kept in a corner at a de3k,
seeing nobody and doing so little. He was met
Coldly, nobody knew him, nobody cared for
him. Other persons then took an interest in
him; among them Mr. Houghton and Mr.
McClellan, President of the bank here. The
latter in particular pressed the
Captain’s
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excellent milk form for sale
situated in the town of Cumberland
on the Portland and Kennebec Railroad, known as the Isael True form,
An

adjoining the depot, and eight miles
j_
I from Portland; convenient to schools, stores and
mee ing; it contains one hundred and twenty acres
I of choice land; wilj cut from 50 to 60 tons of hay fl
and pasture from 20 to 25 head of cattle. There
|I year,
are two wells on the place, and two never-fa .ng
brooks that run through the pasture, with two urns,
j
| dwelling house and sheds, and wood enough » keep
i two tires for the house. The subscriber wiU ell low,
; as he is about to change his business.
I
For further particulars enquiie on tho premises, or
! of
JOHN
CAYZER.
Aug 22—dlw*

AND

*

Latin.

School.

At the recent

rriHrs Institution will enter
upon its seventh year,
the management of its present
unjJer
Principal. More
than seven hundred students have
been m attendance within the
past year. The Trustees encouraged
by its success and not unmindftil ot

Thenhe was appointed an Aid of Governor
meeting of *he President and Truseducated business men,
tees ot Bates
°ie men,ureducated
Yates, and directed to hunt up the State arms.
College, resolutions were passed recog- educated mechanics,
with special reiernizing the necessity of the separation of the Semi- enco to this practical age and nation, have
He found about 1,500 rusty muskets. He also
decided to
add to the Academic
mustered in men. Still, so many were his disnary from the College, aud *t was voted to organize
Oourso two Departments—a
rilKIH
LIVES
Rme* of Advertising.
™Mrc'*1
“ud
a
and
Scientific
so
and
Industrial
Departcouragements
coldly was he looked upimmediately a Department to be denominated Bates
Cue inch of space, in length of column, constitute
on, that he told his friends he was not wanted
Seminary and Latin School.
IN THE
2 he Commercial
a “square.
Department.
and that he had better go heme.
$i.b0 per square daily first week ; 75 cents per
The importance of having a man of military
the seminary
10 fin-nit* voting men
wee*, alter; three insertions, or
with
less, $1.00; continu- knowledge was
“tenable them to engage
urged upon the Governor. It
2SJ5ff
2SP,*‘,5
ing every oilier day alter Hist week, 60 cents.
will be on the
original plan of tie Maine State Semiwas proposed he should be the Colonel of the
HiilJ square, three insertions or less, 76 cents; one
Fpr Sale.
nary, embracing a Ladies course, and a miscellaneweik, $i.0U; L0 cents per week alter.
21st Regiment, hut another got it.
House in G^ uun, Maine.
Avery
j
Cottage
ous
tauter head oi “Amusements,” $2.00 per square
desirable
department
I jffljjjil
of both sexes, including instruction
Cottage Hon .'just finished, containj About this time Capt. Grant went to Ohio
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
jiS=»ILiug 9 rooms andClo is, together With about 8 in Ornamental branches, Music,
to see his father, when Gov. Dennison was
Penmanship, Pho“special Notices,” $2.00 per square tost week,
acres land.
and about 10 miles
*“*
*©nce«l teachers have been enPleasantly
_ated,
Book
nography,
$1.00 per square after; tluee insertions or less, $1.60,
from Portland; convei nt to Schools, Post Office,
urged to give him an appointment. The prosKeeping, &c. The Seminary will be ™i° d**16?1
l *nt_moT° ^ « h® added os the exigencies of
under
hail a square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,
the
&c.
For
here
was good.
government of a separate Principal and
Then he came back to
Cottage design: / Harding, Architect.
pect
11 iH intended to furNEW
YOKE.
OF
8baI11rf<lute$1.:V>.
nish instruction equal
tei ms apply to J. m Indian,
to that obtained in the beet
Illinois. By this time the 21st Regiment had
Preceptress.
Gorham, Me, or
Auveitiseiuents inserted in the “Maine State
:oA‘
Commercial Colleges. One can easily perceive the adJOHN C. PROCTER,
become
in
demoralized.
The men talked of putPrI.kb” (which has a large circulation
every pari
Lime St., Portland.
Aug 22—dSw*
may be derived from the connect?™
THE LATIN SCHOOL
™nf®Se?whleh
of the State) for Sl.uo per square ter first insertion,
of this department with the
ting the Colonel in the guard-house. Capt.
Academy, where a tlior
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent inserwill
of the Modern
have
ough
Grant was sent to them, by the help of Logan;
for
its
knowledge
1st—It ha§ more than double the CASH ASSETS
especial and sole object, the prepalanguages can be obHouse ant! Lot lor Sale on Cedar
tion.
tallied—a knowledge indispensable tobusiness men
men
the
ration
were
of
and
then
our
students for College—any College they luay
quieted,
Captain ! of any Lite Insurance Company iu the United Stater,
in mauypxrta ol our Union.
Special Notices at the usual rates.
Street.
was
for
the
their
intended
Colonel.
The
choose.
All
p&pe:
Three
Communications
appointed
Instructors in addition to the Presit^T*
Regiment j being now
The three story Wooden House, No, 27 CeThe Branehea Taupht
alum Id be directed to the “EmTOB.OF the PBgteV
turned out to be one of the best in the State.
dent
a.u
ii'iillii <iar Street, well arranged for two families.— their have been attached to this school, and it will be Are
no e of a business character u> the “Puna uen uoionet wrant came nacK to Galena to
Hard
effort
with
and
Soft
Water.—
to
Book-keeping in all its forms; Commercial Uaw:
supplied
prepare their «tudents for College in the
i-iMinis.-’
j^iULWell
House in good order. Lot 26 x 114. For terms apply
get Ills clothes; yes, to get Ills clothe?. He
strictest and most
Over &
dOT» PRINTING, of every description, exeArg*™e‘fc; Businas* Correspondence;
thorough manner. Prizes will be Telegraphing;
j on the premises or to
had to have a uniform. To get it money was
Penmanship; Phonography, jtc.
cuted with dispatch; and all business pertaining tc
given for excellence in scholarship in Greek and
!
JOHN C. PROCTOR,
the Oiiice or Paper promptly tram-acteu on applicaborrowed and securities given for the money.
Vnuauat Faculties
2nd—The Kates ter Ins a ring are less than most
Latin.
Lime Street.
aug22J3w
j
tion as aoove.
The American people can afford to read this
Are offered to ladies desiring to
Students in the Seminary and Latin School, will
other Companies, as may be seen by reterence to our
pursue Penmanship
now.
Then he went back. .On taking his
and Book-keeping. There will be a Course
For Sale at Gorham Corner.
of
have free access to the College
Library, Gymnasium, tures on Commercial Law by gentlemen eminentLecmen he had them march, saying they would
published tables, while tbe Dividends are larger.
in
Near the Depot, a House with a Garden con&c.
the legal profession. Rooms
Lectures,
and
open
learn four times as last. He went to Missouri,
day
evening.
Friday Morning, August 25,1865.
an acre; it is in every re•
3d And all important to persons who wish to inkjjiil taininga more than
t
□
xa’ioisr
The
desirable
a
residence.—
for
was
under
and
Fremont
JlidcilLspeet very
place
Scientific and lnduatrial Department.
will be charged at the rate of
sure, our Dividend for the last five years was larger Also a Wood-Lot 01 100 acres, one mile from the vil.Meanwhile his friends, like Cromwell’s little
$24,00 per year. The
ooui-se will occupy two
GENERAL GRANT AT HOME.
lage. There Is not less than 2000 cords of wood and Jear is divided Into three terms
years,
3m6
8|tu,S*itf
in
were
than
few.”
Mr.
and
in
to
of
thirteen weeks
daughter,
‘,indeed very
amouut,
proportion premiums paid,
timber on tills lot. The whole will be sold at a great j
Houg
by lessons In those branches
a?fi Ci?df
(nstrucllo,i
each. These terms will
Abstract
Mathematics
A Galena (IU.) correspondent of the New
editor
The
on
the
31st
not taken up in the
if
for
soon.
of
as
Gazette,
follows:
top
begin
May, was ever declared by any other Lite Insurance Com- bargain toapplie
E. W. JACKSON, at Gorham Corner, or
Apply
Fall Term, August
18H1, describes Col. Grant as the soul of honoi
°lir8e-: ,I;anJ 8obeying; (leometrical
York Tribune gives the following account o.
24th, 1865.
Mechanical
P‘'aw'"S> M
the Press Oriioe, Portland.
Drawing; Architectural Drawand no man breathes who has a more patri- pany in the world, being over
Spring Term, January 11th, 1806.
ing, ohades. Shadows and Linear
1865.—d2w*
the early home and history of Gen. Grant:
Aug.
12,
perspective; -Asotic heart, and ‘,our new soldiers need the
Summer Term, April 26th, 1866.
Navigation;
Leveling; Mechanics; tooa‘ro'lom/J
tions
of Roads;
l have a wonderiul and true
70 Jr*ei‘ Oent.
For Circulars
Excavation
and Embankstory to tell
Calculating
tehdership of a rare man like Capt. Grant”—
containing further particulars, ad- ment; Construction of Roads;
To Let or Lease,
Galena has about 8,000 inhabitants.
It is six-' June 80, the paper says, a
Strength of Materials;
dress the
commanq of an
O. B. C1IENEY, D. D., LewisPresident,
Bridge Construction; Mechanics of Machinery ami
a term of years.
The
Store and tenement on
teen miles lrorn Dunleitli, on the Mississippi,
next
be4th—Dividends
are
the
JTIOR
payable annually,
Ohio Regiment has been tendered Capt.
L1 Center St. now occupied by Mrs. C. W. Jordan;
ton, Maine.
iuigineering; Mechanical Principles ol Architecture:
the terminus of the main line of the Illinoi
Masonry; Stone Cutting; Geology: Mineralogy; the
JOHN A. LOWELL,
Ciiant, and it urges his fitness for a high com- ing February 1st, 1866, and may be used as cash in possession given August 22d. For turther particu
.French and German
of
which
lars
the
tor
of
Central, and Is on this road. In a very early
current
June
is
a
mand.
notice that Capt- Grant
payment
premium
inquire
year,
Languages, ami History. Inany
22,
Sec. of Board of Trustees.
struction will also be given
E. NUTTER,
by Lecturee in Physical
day lead tirot was discovered here by the In- has accepted the Coloneley of the 7th District ! gives all the advantages oi the note system without
Lewiston, August 7th, 1865.
and
St.
Geography;
Political economy.
92
Middle
Logic
aug8d&wtoaug21
dians, who wanted it for bullets. T hey had i. Regiment July 81, states that CoL Grant is having to pay interest on notes.
A« much time will be given to field-work with the
12th- U3w«
August
rune way of smelting it,
As the country set
to be promoted to a Brigadiersliip, and conF. S. WINSTON, President.
compass, Surveyor’s Transit and Engineer’s Level,
TO THE PUBLIC !
as the arrangement of studies will
tied, miners came hi, and the town began tc
permit.
HALE EEMINOTON,
gratulates the service on the event Dec 23
For Sale.
is an editoral estimating the character of Gen.
THE STUDIES OF THE FALL TERM
grow. The river, which is navigable, is bor
Gen. Agent ter the New England States.
CONVOY, carries 75 tons, well found in
dered with many hills, here the lead is found:
Sails, Rigging, Anchors, Chains, «£c. Price
(first of the course) are
Gfant, and in particular mentions his moil,
C3F"All information given by application in person
$1100. Apply to
everywhere one sees dirt thrown up. either re
esty, iritnkness, sagacity and strategy 1 take or by letter, to
Analytical Q> ometry, Surveyiny, GeometriD. T. CHASE, Head Long Wharf.
or
In
other
letters I win these things from the files of the
long ago.
ceLuy
cal llraiviuy, and French.
paper myself
July 29—8T&T tf
speak at large ol these mines.
I will say here, that Gen. Grant’s father J. T. A IK LANGFORD, Agents,
this
The town is on both sides of the river.—
until
farther
we
will
day
sell our
notice,
was a through-going Union man, if not a railiTTTXTIOJST.
To Let.
whole
22 EXCHANGE ST PORTLAND.
AT.in-street is about a mile long, but it is st
caF but there were some relatives quite differChambers for
FULL COMMERCIAL COURSE.
business purposes,
crooked one can see ahead hut a short distance. ent
June 17—dt'
wholesale or retail, in the new block, 147 Middle
Stock of' Dry Goods, Payable in advance and entitling the student
Street. For terms apply at
Hack of this street, and 5S00 feet above it, art
of completing all the studies
?'o earnest young men this history of Gen.
# iibe privilege
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM.
of
the department at
—AT—
vety many handsome residences, and across
Grunt will be a lesson for all time. It teachany time after the i»avJ
REASONS
Aug. 4—dtf
ment,
the river are other streets, broken by hills ana
*40.00
es fbat in waitinfi there are
exceedingly
great
Reduced,
Prices
l
Greatly
Penmanship,
twenty
3.00
lessons,
WHY THOSE WHO
guileys. Sometimes there is a pretty street, rewards. If need be one mnst wait liis whole
Hou.se Lot for Sale.
We
take
the
ACADEMIC
COUR8E.
of
to
liberty
shaded with trees, only a lew roils long.
inviting purchasers give Common
Oil file and expect the time of oppoumity in anon the corner of
us
a
call.
Deering and Henry
5.50
They will find all varieties of desirable
English Branches, per term,
such a one is the residence of the Hon. E. is
other world. To learn to wait is the highest
Higher English Branches, per term.
“A c t
Sts, 50 x 100 feet. Enquire of
6 00
Washburn. home of these residences ait
R. W. GAGE,
Languages,
per term,
wisdom. Crimes of every character, diseases
6.50
Dress Goods, Linen and Cotton Scientific and Industrial Course,
dtf
is
137
Commercial
located
on
and
july25
St.
hills
on
the
ot
6.60
per term,
beautifully
of every name, and infamy and shame are the
edge
SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES
Music with use of Instrument, per tei in,
House Furnishing’ Goods,
15.00
fate of those who will not learn to wait
ciaggy precipices, where one has fine views.—
and Drawing, from
Painting
2.00
to
10.00
Valuable Farm for Sale.
Gaieua is a port of entry.
There is a fine
-IN THECloths for Gents’ Wear,
Board in families, per week, in<
lulling room,
from
3.00 to 4.00
Custom-House, Which cost $50,000. It is a most
The HOME FARM of the late
and every kind ol Goods
JOSHUA
E. HALL, of Gorham,
beautiiul building, and is well kept.
m
a
first-class
usually
kept
HUMPHREYS’
^
Establishment
near
of
this
Post
Great
Falls
Office
Address of the Principal, w. T. WebMe.,
About fifteen years ago Gen. Grant’s fitthei
Village, conkind, at
ster, Auburn, Maine.
taining about ninety acres, well diHOMOEOPATHIC SPECIFICS,
established a leather house here, under the
__l vided into wood, pasturage and tilPRIDES
TO
SUIT
EVERYBODY.
firm of Collins & Co. The leather was tanInsurance Vo.
lage land; produces forty-live tons of hay. Land and
PROVED, from the most ample experiCalendar.
In excellent condition.
ned at Covington, Kentucky, and sent tdthei.
ence. an en ire success;
buildings
biinpie—Prompt—EffiFall Term commences Monday, August 28th, 1885.
A desirable property and for sale on reasonable
and
Reliable.
are
the
cient,
did
is
They
Medicines
The linn
understood made
only
FEUCHTWANGER
&
well, and it
Winter
Term
commences
terms.
ZUNDER,
Monday, Nov. 20th, 1865.
perfectly adap ed to popular use—so simple that
The film was dissolved, and a son
a icrtune.
Spring Term commences Febi uarv 12th, 1866.
Inquire of the subscriber, or of Mrs. L. A. HALL
tuidittkes cannut he made in using .them; an uaimless
81 Middle St., near Post
Office,
Summer
Term
commences
on
came on to conduct the business, hut in abou.
the
P.
R. HALL,
May 7th, 1866.
as tb be free flroin danger, and so efficient as to tie alpremises.
Aug 12 -dim*
NAHUM MORRILL,
County Treasurer’s Office, Portland, Me.
two years he died of consumption.
He wa.ways reliable. They have raised the highest comPORTLAND, ME.
8—d&wtl
August
mendation from all, aud will alwaysreutfer satisfacSec’yof Board of Trustees.
weii liked, and was an excellent business man.
Because its net Assets exceed those
tion.
Auburn, July 18th, 1865.
July 29 S 4wd
Jieanwnile Ulysess Grant having graduatei
Insurance Co. in the
U.
S.
of
Life
Cts.
any
Notice.
Farm
for
Sale.
at V/est Point, went into the Mexican war,
No. 1 Cures l\rers, Congestion, Inftamations,
25
BE
United States.
NOT
A SNUG LITTLE FARM, in
DECEIVED!
2
where he distinguished himself in every batWorms, Worm-Fever Worm-Colic,
‘25
tl
44
WEST FALMOUTH, about seven
A
3
(Jnitkd States of America. \
trymy-Uolie or Tee«hing of infants 25
tle except one, wuen he was not present, thai
4
miles
from
the
a
with
4
Diarnra of children or adults
City,
good
tag I'tyWAa.
District ol Maine, ss.
25
}
44
44
IS
was fought, thence he went to Oregon, ami
TRUTH IS MIGHTY ! !
5
§& r*3B&>U«C story and a half HOUSE, with excel
to Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
Dysentery, liriping. Biliious Colic,
25 j
44
lent Cellar, and abundance of pure
acted as Captain in the Quartermaster’s lie
6
Cholera-Morbus, Nausea, Vomiting,
ot the United States District Court,
25 i
Ware,
Judge
44
44
a woou-iiouse and barn, all
Because
water;
it
is
new.
A
bach
to
7
Us
nearly
within
and
paying
for
Eleven
since
the
Distr
he
hu
Coughs,
25
ict
of
Colds, Bronchitis,
years
Maine, I hereby give
partment.
resigned
4
44
If seekers after truth are disposed to examine into
young and thrifty Orchard of grafted fruit of over
8
Neuraljui Toothache, Facenehe,
25
public notice that the following Informations have
members larger dividends, and 70 trees. With
cominisoion, and went to St. Louis, where he
44
wood enough for family use, &c.
9
been tiled in said Court, viz:
“* Headaches. Sick-Ucadache, Vertigo, 20
facta and figures, they can easily satisfy themselves
Will
44
be
sold
with
or
had some interest in a piece of land, and 1 wa.
without
the
will
be
10
more of them, than any other Co.
crops—or
An Information against One Hogshead of MoDyspesia, Biliious Stomach,
that the
^25
44
44
exchanged for a House in the city.
told he engaged in hauling wood to market,
11
Suppressed or paint'dl Periods,
25 j
lasses, seized by fbe Collector of the District ol
in the United States.
44
Apply to JOHN HUTCHINSON, or
12
on the third day ol
Whites, too profuse Periods,
25 :
himself arivoig liis own oxen.
last
Passamaauoddy,
February
Mutual Benefit Life Ins. Oo., of New Jersey,
HENRY BAILEY <& CO., Auctioneers.
13
25 i
Croup. Cough, difficult Breathing,
The necessary result is, IT COSTS LESS to insure
past, at Houlton in said District.
44
•*
Aug IS—d3w
On the death of his brother, his father en
Salt Rheum Erysipelas Eruptions,
18 not THE Safest ! Is not THE Cheapest !
14
An Information against one Barrel of
25
in
it
in
than
other.
j
any
Gin,
44
44
and One Rarrwx. or Wiithkey. seized by
15
e®i
Rheumatism, Rheumatic‘Palng.
25 !
1st—"Because u» net Assets (do not) exceed those
gaged him to come hither, and take charge o.
44
44
lector or the District ol Passamaauoddy, on the fourth
16
Fever and Ague, Clflll Fever, Agus,
Alternate
50
House
Lots
Sale*
for
the store. Now X come to mention tilings nevof any other Life Ins. Co. in the United States.”
44
44
2£?“ Comparisons will Confirm these Facts.
day of February last past, at Houlton in said Disj7
Piles, blind or bleeding.
50 ;
X have to tell a hard story.
44
er beibie related.
Cy O HOUSE 1 iOTS at from 10 to 11} cts. per foot, trict.
2d—“Because it is (not) paying back to its mem18
50
Ophthalmy, and sore or weak eyes,
j£JtJ within from 10 to 15 minutes walk of the Post
Those who really wish to know all the facts, vitally
•‘
44
Which seizures were lor breaches ol the laws of the
Statements previously made about Gen. Gran
19
Catarrh acute or chronic, influenza, 50
bers larger Dividends, and more of them, than
important to their own interests before paying out Ouice, ami only from 1} to 3 minutes walk of the
United States, as is more particularly set forth in said
4
any
violent Coughs,
20
50
Horse
Kail
Whooping-Cough,
road.
win be blown away. Many a young man 01.
The
above
limited
number
of
Altertheir
are
invited
to
call
at
this
where
other
money,
Co. in the United States,” as is alleged by its
•4
office,
Informations; that a hearing and trial will be had
“21
50 1
Asthma, oppressed Breathing,
nate House Lots >n new streets already located is
every facility is cheerfully offered to understand the
thereon at Bath, in said District, on the First Tuesreading what follows will he encouraged. J
Ear Discharges, impaired Hearing,
‘22
50
Agent.
ottered at the above named prices for the purpose of
whole subject.
44
day Qf September next, where any persons interestgather my account from the most trustworthy
23
Scrofula enlarged Clauds, Swellings, 50 ;
S3F* “Comparisons toil/ confirm these facts.”
encouraging the building of Houses, thus giving to ed therein may appear and show
,4
cause, if any can be
Sources.
“24
General Debility Physical Weakness, 50 !
who make the first purchase the advantage of
parties
On the 31st December, 1864, as appears
wherefore the same should not be decreed for44
by the ComState Agt. the rise on the land which is sure to follow the im- shown,
f»o ; WARREN
25
Dropsy, aud scanty Secretions
SPARROW,
feit and disposed of according to law.
Capt. Grant, as he was called, found the ai
•*
missioners
“26
Sea-Sickness x sickness from riding,
50
Report, the Great MUTUAL LIFE INS.
provements.
Dated
at
li.
concern
in
fairs of the
this twenty-second day of Au44
*4
MAINE AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Portland,
great disorder, but
FOR
27
Disease.
50
CO.
OF
NEW YORK, had assets (aU cash)
Kidney
For plans of Lot« and Streets, apply to
Gravel,
gust, A. D. 1865.
4
44
went to work, and, in three weeks, had every
Nervous Debility SeininfU Emissions,
28
\
MOSES GOULD,
Central Office HO Exchange Street.
F. A. QUINBY,
$12,445,264 OO
1 00
involuntary Discharges,
No. 74 Middle Street, up stairs.
thing straight. There was one elerk beside Inn
julyll—6w
*
u.
S.
41
Marshal.
Dep.
The
Benefit Co. had (gross as&s) 7,1 34,790 OO
Sere Mouth, Canker,
50
29
Portland, July 18, 1865—dtf
Aug 22—dl4d
Dist. of Maine.
nen, and generally more or less hired men. As
4‘
44
30
Urinara tnconUnambe, wetting bed.
50
$6,042,037 00 only, being Cash Assets; the balance
44
this was the only establishment of the kind in
•4
Real Instate for Sale.
50 I
3t
Painful Periods, even with Spasm?
CITY OF PORTLAND^
being in Premium Notes, with an outstanding liabil44
44
the place, the trade of which is large, there
100
32
and LO r No. 37 Middle Street, known as
Sufferings at Change of Life,
IVotioe
44
ity on Policies in force of $55,037,3S4 00, or nearly as
33
HOUSE
the Pay son Honse.
Epilepsy, Spasms, St. Vitus’ Dance, 1 00
was much business to do.
Capt. Grant wa.
In the Year Eighteen Hundred and Sixty-five.
44
4‘
50
34
House and Lot corner of Waterville and Sherbrook
large as that of the Mutual Life Co.
Diphtheria ulcerated Sore Throat,
not remarkable as a salesman, but he was guoa
Sts. Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
The expenses of the Benefit Co In 1«64 were,
FAMILY CASES.
to oversee and to manage. Generally,he hough
TO PLEASURE PARTIES.
AN ORDINANCE respecting the Collection of Taxes.
Apply to W, 37} Middle St.
juiylldU
the hides as they were Drought to the store iu
35 Vials, Morocco Case, and Book,
$271,367 00
$H) 00
it ordained by the Mayor, Aldermen and Com6 00
2) large Vials, in Morocco, and Book,
while its Cash receipts were only
$1,715,875 00
mon Council in City Council
country wagons. He took them in himself.—
assembled, as follows,
of the Winthrop House. WIN5 00
2) large Vla’s, plain case, add Book,
Proprietor
Valuable
Real
Estate!
The
Cash
his
he
had
a
of
the
Mutual
via:
That he might not dirty
Receipts
Life Co. being
clothes,
3 00
15 Boxes (Nos. 1 to 15) and Book,
THROP, Maine, would give notice that he has
Section 1.—It shall he the duty of the Assessors
short leather apron, which he always wore.—
$2,026,801 OO
put in BOATS fbr sailing and rowing in Wlntrop
FOR
SALE.
to make out and deliver to the Treasurer and Collector,
Veterinary specifics.
South Pond, and is ready to accommodate Pleasure
and
Those not acquainted mistook him for the poiits
expenses only
$266,105 00
at the time of the commitment of the warrant for the
Parties and Excursions at shot notice. He has erect\
The finely located Real Estate, on the corMahogany Case 10 Vials.
$10 00
in this way, here in the city of Galena,
ter.
collection of taxes hi each year, tax bills for all taxes
Any Lii^Co. which does not inceasc its Assets in
1
ed on Wood’s Island a house for the accommodation
I if)
Single Vials, witli directions,
He was emassessed upon all resident persons and estates, with
he toiled on tor two long years.
the same ratio as it Liability, cannot be considered
tSiilnerof
of Pic-Nics, Chowder Parties.&c.
name and residence of the same marked thereon.
The Pond abounds in PICKEREL and WHITE
by tlio Case or single Box, the
ployed at $40 a month. The intention on the areQTThen Remedies
the s(\ft?8t.
Sec. 2.—The Treasurer and Collector shall immeSlate and Danforth Stx.,
scut to any part of he country, by Mail or ExPERCH.
pari of his father was, after a while, to estabThe Benefit Co. is not the Cheapest for the reason
diately issue the tax bills, and if the same are not Now
Arrangements have been made with the
press, free of charge on receiptof the price. Address,
owned iw8 occupied by' the subscriber.
lish him in the business, but he was expect*!,
paid within four months thereafter, he shall issue a
that its Rates are higher, and the Dividends much
MAINE CENTRAL R. R. CO., to convey parties of
HUMPHREY'S SPECIFIC
summons to each delinquent person
JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
to live on $480 a year. To do this, and to live
assessed, and if
HOMOEOPATHIC MEDICINE COMPANY.
or
to
and
from
Twenty,
more,
less.
any point between
For particulars enquire of his Attorneys, Messrs.
such person shall not pay his taxes within ten days
Office aud Depot, No. 562 Broadway, New York.
Portland and Bangor to Winthrop, for HALF FARE,
in society, is impossible.
Everything must Ik
Deblois & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.
For instance, at the age of 35, for $1000, on the 10
after the receipt of such summons, or after the serDu Humphreys is consulted daily at his office,
on the regular trains.
cheap and plain. Sometimes his wile had a
vice
thereof
in
usual
the
said
the
Treasurer
and
JulyO.-dtf
A few summer boarders can be accommodated at
year plan, with the Benefit Co. it will cost
personally or by letter, as above, for all forms of Collector shall isssue his form,
$57 81
hired girl, but usually she did her own work.
warrant lor the collection of
uisoase.
the Winthrop House, with pleasant rooms. There is
while* with the Mutual Life Co. only
$31 01
said taxes according to law.
Kcal Instate lor Sale, also connected with the House a Good Livery Stable.
H. H. HAY, Agent, Portland.
During these two years Capt. Grant made
jHly26’85eod y
Sec. 3.—On all taxes assessed, interest shall be
being $6 20 less, with the same difference of Rate as
Parties leaving Boston in the morning arrive in
very few acquaintance. There were plenty oi
In Cape Elizabeth.
charged at 1 he rate of six per cent per annum, comto other ages.
Winthrop the same evening.
business men on the street who did not know
mencing sixty days after the commitment of said bills
is
desirable residence in Cape Elizabeth,
Winthrop Village
pleasantly located on the •The Dividends of the MUTUAL LIFE CO. have
to the Treasurer and Collector.
iiim, and who never heard his name spoken, l
Maine Central Railroad, between Portland and Banone mile from Portland Bridge. The house is
Sec. 4.—On all taxes paid witliin
sixty days, from two stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, &c., all in gor; it contains about 2000 inhabitant*. It lias a been more than Seventy per cent, on the Premiums
presume it would be easy to number bis assothe date of the commitment thereof, a discount of five
ciates on one’s fingers, i have heard business
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and out- Telegraph Office, and all the conveniences ol some paid, while those of the Benefit Co. have never been
per cent on the amount shall be allowed.
buildings. Tiie lot contains 50.000 feet, and for beau- large places.
more than 501 er cent.
The Policies ot the Mutual
Lard and Hams !
men say that they never heard of him till he
Sec. 5.—Section ten of the Revised Ordinances on
The Boats, and House on the Island, are under the
ty of location is unsurpassed in this vicinty.
On his arrival
was put iu command at Cairo.
taxes, page 233, and an ordinance “respecting disL\fe Co. are constantly increasing in amount, and
Term easy. For particulars enquire at*
management of CAPT. W. H. HODGDON.
count
and
on
interest
taxes.”
passed June 19, 1857,
For further particulars apply by letter or telegraph always have a Cash value on surrender.
here to-day, the vast majority of the citizen
While
VontjrvbH Sr.,
and all Ordinances and parts of ordinances inconsistto
of Galena are able to recognize him only by
july25dtf
those of the Benefit Co. do not increase, and have no
Portland, Me.
ent with the provisions of this, are hereby repealed.
E.
STAVTON,
Flour ! Approved Aug. 15, 1865.
his portraits, and yet this is the only home he
such value, nnless the premiums are paid upin cash.
augl6d2w
Winthrop House, WINTHROP, ME.
Real Estate for Sale.
Which is Cheapest? judge ye.
A
has..
and
A
halt
and
lot
40
x
100
story
House,
feet,
A few know him intimately.
Among these
We regret the necessity for thus showlug the falsity
Alden St.
Call
and
Examine
H.
editor
of
St.
Louis
H.
The
Golem,
was
of the statements put forth by our neighbors; but If
Houghton,
For particulars enquire at No. Ill Exchange
Gazette for over thirty years.
Mr. Houghton
THE UNION
aug8dtf
they still persist in thus deceiving the public, wc can
learned most of the Captain from his lather,
And a large assorment of
furnish other (hets of the “same sort.”
&c.
For
Sale.
and he came to admire and respect hint,
CHEESE,
Button-Hole
Machine !
There are many reasons for insuring with
in lact, he had'studietfhhn. Hon. K. 11, Washlocated in Freeport, 2£ miles from
T>LEASANTLY
THE GREAT
crowning invention in the Sewing MaExtra and Doable Extra Favorite Brand*
X the Depot, on the old county road to Brunswick,
PHILADELPHIA
burn partly knew him, and became one of the
BEEF,
MARKET
chine line, substantial in construction, simple in
the old homestead known as the Townsend place,
BEEF, EXTRA MESS BEEF, MESS BEEF, Mutual Life Insurance Company
of Canadian and Western.
best iriends he had on earth.
arrangement, and perfectly successful in its operaLARD In Tcs. and Tubs, CLEAR PORK, MESS
containing 36 or more acres. Fruit trees, wood lot,
Of New York,
tion, d ing the most difficult branch of sewing work and water convenient. Apply to Maj. w. MITCH- PORK, New York and
j^Those two years were years of trial and disVeruiont CHEESE,
and in a manner which,
with an incredible
ELL, on the premises. Price $800,00.
jy20dti
couragement. In tact, the captain came hith- Heavy Mess, Clear, and Ex. Clear for both beauty andrapidity,
durability,
Its Cash Assets being
$13,500,000
er from St. Louis in a great degree disheartenMolasses, Sugars, Teas, &c.,
Its Annual Income is more than
$3,500,000
For Sale or to Lease.
He is describFar Surpasses the Best Work Done by Hand.
e 1, still he would not give up.
Its Net Increase in 1864 nearly
FOB SAf.K BY
$1,300,000
This anecdote is
LOTS on Oxford, Washington, Madison,
Its Sm plus Dividends to Policy Holders the last 5 yTS.
ed as a broken-down man.
PORK
It is the only practical Button-Hole Sewing MaM unrot', Fremont Greenleaf and Fox streets on
THOMAS
the
in
curLYNCH,
related: During
great depreciation
chine known to exist. An examination of it at onr
$3, OOO^OOO.
term8tosu.it. Apply to WM. OXNARD,
of the fanners
Room will convince you*>f its value.
130 Commercial Si.
rency, Capt. Grant bought pork
171 Cumberland St.
july25iseolm
Dividends are now declared Annually and may be
Menu, Ex. Mess, aud Plate Beef.
Samples of work sent by mall whenever reto semi on East to get .New York exchange.—
August 8—<12w
quested.
applied in payment of Premiums, or to augment the
For Sale or to Let.
One day some limners sold him their porl:;
We have also first class Sewing Machines for famiinsurance as heretofore.
could
R0DDIS’
where
IN
TIEROES.
and
use
gold:
get
new
they
they
French
manufacturing
purposes.
LARD,
ly
on
the Cape Cottage
they inquired
To those who prefer the Ten Yearly payments,
Cottage,
Reward !
The clerk iu the I
Agency for Maine 1371 Middle Stroet, Portroad, opposite Capt, Green Walden’s, containing
no other Company presents such advantages; as this
must have it to pay taxes.
land.
fourteen
with
about
seven acres of land.
rooms,
It
gives more than compound interest for the money
house would sed it lor a certain figure; Capt.
mav30eod3m
Sugai- Cured Hams !
is unsurpassed on the Cape. Enquire Of
from me, night, of 16th bust., the fallowing
paid.
Grant said he 1 relieved this was too much; he
U. S. BONDS, viz:
A. STEPHENSON,
The Policies are Non»Fnrfeitable in the true
did not know exactly what it ou*ht to be, but
121 Commercial Street.
FOR SALE BV
sense of the term, and can always be disposed of to
jyG—df
3 Bonds, 5-2fls, $1,000 Each,
$3,000,
'.
i*n
the Company for their equitable value in Cash.
10 Bonds, 5-20s,
100 Each,
be advised them to go to the bank and inquire.
1,000,
2 Bonds, 7-30s,
Many Policies taken out at this Agency have in1,000 Each,
2,000,
The result was that the fanners saved $12.—
CAUTION, CAUTION, CAUTION !
Farm lor Sale.
CHASE, ROGERS A HALL,
creased more than Fifty per cent, of the sum
2 Bonds, 7-30s,
500 Each,
1,000,
SITUATED in North Yarmouth, on the GloucosThat was the style of the man.
5 Bonds, 7-30s,
500
insured, as numbers of our best citizens
Each,
2,500.
originally
61 COMMERCIAL STREET.
O ter road, formerly known as the “Col. Cushman
At, tins ume traps. errant, was urawiug uccan testify.
within two miles of two depots on the G. T.
8—iltf
Place,”
Jnly
All
needful
information cheerfully given on applinot
this
was
ascerhis
$#,500
expenses, though
KINGSFORD’S
yond
R. R., contacting 200 acres of land, 40 of which is
cation to
Among the Bonds Stolen were,
He could not
tained till the end ol the year.
wood land: fences mostly stone wall.
Building$1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,072, 1st Scries.
W. D. LITTLE, Agent,
live 011 §40. a month. He seldom went abroad.
good two storied house, with out-buildings; and barn
SHIPS’
1,000 7-30 Bond No. 75,067, 1st Scries.
100 feet by 39, cut fUll of hay last year. Orchard—
A lew friends he visited; here he would sit and
Office 31 ExchangeStreet.
500 7-30 B nd No. !J0,8S6, 1st Series.
of several hundred thrifty apple trees, all
consisting
smolte his pipe. His conversation was varied,
500 7-30 Bond No. 90,887, 1st Scries.
August 11— dtf
grafted ; bore in ’62, 1500 bushels, and in ’64 we have
but he liked to talk on the Mexican War. Mostsold $600 00 worth of apples, besides a bountiful supThe above reward will be
paid for their recovery
In such popular use for food, has been counterfeited
ply for a large family. Pear, plum and cherry tree? and conviction of the thief, or a proportion for what*
ly he was a man of silence. Mr. Washburn tolls
OF A STY SIZE.
of
Portland
article
and
some
a
in
ever
be
by
unprincipled
parties,
with
a
recovered.
of
other
bearing,
fruit.
may
me that he seemed to him to be
spurious
variety
thinking on
put up in imitation of their style of packages and
STEPHEN PATTEN.
Also, a Cranberry patch from which 30 bushels have
some abstract subject, and that he took
him
SIX PER CEXT LOAN.
trade-mark to deceive the public.
been taken in one season.
August IS—dtf
to be a thoughtful, reflective and large-minded
Dealers and customers, to avoid deception, will see
The location is a fine
one, with plenty of shadethat every package Is marked plainly,
trees. Mills, school house.
man. Such being his condition, one is remind&c., near by.
For further particulars
Copartnership Notice.
inquire on the premises.
ed ot the case of Frederick the Great during
City of Portland,
Corn
Starch.
june3eod3m*
Kingsford's
SAM’L
H. SWEETSIR.
Oswego
the years he was banished by his father. Hut
Treascreb’s Office,
I
7—d3m
lmve
undersigned
formed a copartnership in
Aug.
in whatever makes a man, Grant, the AmeriMarch 11, 1866.1
the name of
To Let.
I will
can Hero, far excels.
FANCY
OF
PORTLAND
say here, that he
SIX
SKIFFS,
SHELLS, &c.,
PER CENT. BONDS
DAVIS. MESERVE, HASKELL & CO.,
CHAMBERS over HO and 112 Federal Bt.
are for sale at this office, In stuns to
suit, not less
always was temperate, and every way correct
LARGE
and taken tnc Arcade No. IS Free Street, for the
Apply to
purthan $600, on one, two, three,
Constantly on hand, or built to order, by the subsc:
and ten years’
in his behavior.
four,
of
Jefferson
on
the
DRY
pose
GOODS JOBBING
cOolige & co„
carrying
with Interest Coupons attached,
as
short
Irene,
at
notice,
before
the
ers,
parable semiCor. Commercial and Franklin streets.
Fort Sumter outaplvatt
A month or so
BUSINESS; and are prepared to show an entire annual! v.
rnHE Fall Term oi this institution will commence
stock of new goods.
HENRY"
P.
I
and
will
conrage, and afterward, Capt. Grant was uneasy.
Wednesday.
August
30th,
Treasurer.
1865,
LORD,
FREDERICK DAVIS,
March 13r-dtf
Thirty Days for a 50 T. Yacht,
•He walked in the streets, and to and fro in
tinue eleven weeks.
House Lots.
CHARLES H. MESERVE,
House Lot*,
ths store, saying nothing, and apparently in a
Mr. CHARLES D. BARROWS, A. B., Principal.
feet of
LOWELL
P.
Boat.
comprising
48,000
or
HASKELL,
Row
Ten
a
Ship’s
About those da ys the
Days for Shell,
Land, on Emery, Cushman and Lewis st. for
troubled state ol mind.
Mr. Barrows has high qualifications for his posiA. y. NOYES & soy,
ELBRIDGE CHAPMAN.
so*® by
W. H. STEPHENSON.
tion.
Aug. 1,1865.
augl5d&w4w
Douglas Guard organized in the city to counAprd 26,1865.—dtf
Portland,
I). B. SEW ALL, Sec’y.
No. 35 Exchange Street,
teract the Lincoin-Wufo-Awakes, and Capt.
Particular attention paid to
Fry burg, Aug. 2d, 1865.
augkl0tw3w
Grant, as a military man was appointed orderIleal
Valuable
PORTLAND
Estate
for
Sale.
fciAINF,
His replv was that a captain in
NOTICE.
Stock, Finish,Model, Speed Safety
y sergeant.
on the corner of Federal and Temple
rTlHERE M ill be a Special Meeting of the StocklioldHie United States Infantry was not the one
Manufacturers of anti Dealers In
li
PRICES
16J
REASONABLE.
about
feet
on
Streets,
Federal
includI
the
eni‘of
Street,
International Steamship Company at
to take such a position. He did not go near
BY USING
their (Mice, corner Commercial and union Streets,
ing the Fulton House, a two story Dwelling Houne,
them. He meddled so little with politics that
OARS OF ALL KINDS MADE TO ORDER, on SATURDAY,
and four Stores.
RANGES,
at 10 o’cleck A.
August
ldtli,
1865,
—THE—
he
voted
it is to this day unknown whether
For particulars enquire of
M., to fee if the Stockholders will vote to incease the
S. If. COLESWORTHY,
ANI> a lauge stock on hand.
for Lincoln or Douglas.
Capital Stock, and to act upon any other business
Stoves,
Office
Parlor
and
Choking,
02 Exchange St.
that may legally come before the mettlng.
Aug 4—d4w
At last war came, a war meeting was held,
TREMONT
N. B.—A liberal
allowance on freight will be made
Per Order of the Directors.
and Capt. Grant was appointed Chairman.— on order* at a dlstanoe
And
WORKERS OP HEAVY IRON.
H. J. LTBBY, Sec’y.
from ns.
To Rent.
Burglar-Lock
Then lie went to Mr. YY j^hbum and said he
Portland, August 3—dtd
KfF" Please mention this advertisement in address
TENEMENT centrally located, to a family withLEAD, and
PUMPS, LEAP PIPE, SHEET
hail been educated at West Point at the exPKOOF 8AFEH!
out children, at one hundred and tifty dollars per
aU kinds of Tin, Copper and Sheet
ingu*.
to
suit.
pence of the Government; he had resigned,
P.
S.
to
REMOVAL.
W.,
year. Apply
Iron, In quantities
WINSOE £
A SURE PROTECTION AGAINST
No. 37$ Middle Street.
expecting never to serve again, but now he ofBURGLARS!
junelCtf
WHITNEY,
undersigned take this method to inform their
Sole Agents In Portland ftr the Celebrated
fered his services for what
the
and
public
were
worth.
COMMKRCIAL
that
13
customers
have
generally
they
they
WHARF.BOSTON. REMOVED THEIR BAKERY from No. 5 WashA company was raised in the
DAVIS BROTHERS. Agents,
town, and under
To Let or Lease for a term of Years.
Magee Fumaces and Wtoves.
JulyB.—eod2m
6 and 8 Union
his direction it was
ington Street to their new Bakery Nos.
Aug 19—dlw
equipped and sent to
53 Exchange St.
to see all tlieir ohl
rriHE Store anti Wharf now occupied by Charles
Orders from the Country respectfUUy solicitStreet, where they will be pleased
Cairo.
i H. Merrill, situated between Union Wharf anti
ed. Job Work done to order.
augSdtl
customers and as many new ones as will bo pleased to
For Sale.
Galena is in the north-west part of the State.
Wharf
contains
about
1600
The
Merrill’s.
square ft.,
us a call.
pleasantly situated at give
!
R. W. SMARDON,
F. metimes the wants of this corner are disre
.A
J’S™
with a two story building thereon, 20 by 75. For furThe War is Over.
North Gorham, three ami one-half
R. S. SCAM MAN,
ther particulars inquire of
garded. At Springfield there is always a ring
miles from Gorham Tillage, on the
L. YORK Is treating wtth great sneoess aH disJOSEPH H. WHITE,
S. E. SMARDON.
of politicians who are anxious to
road
old
from
Gorham
both
leading
Acute and Chronic, in 61 ales and
to
Wharf.
eases,
No. 6J Union
provide for
August 16—dtf
may25dtf
Siandish Comer, containing 80 acres
the recipe
Females. Consultations and Communications strlcttheir set. It is difficult to do
with
anything
into
divided
and
v
l
of
confidential.
mowing, pasturage
A word to the wise is sufficient.—
land, suiiiuJy
them. Mr. Washburn urged Capt. Grant to
preserving and sweetening rancid or strong
House Lots for Sale.
Corn! Corn!
wood-land with some timber; a one story house, bam
Butter, which took a price at the Fair ot the Long Patients can be accommodated with board at the Ingo down and elfer his services. He would help and other outbuildings; well supplied with water.
Island
finely located House Lots in Cape ElizAgricultural Association, wiU he sent to any firmary on reasonable terms.
No. 1 high mixed Com in
Pifkfkf'k BUSHELS
him all he could. The Captain went
Near church and schoolCuts about25 tons hay.
For particulars call on or address DR. L. YORK,
store and for sale bv
abeth, three minutes’ walk from the Cape Bridge. address on receipt of One Dollar.
down, house.
For farther information inquire of the suband alter some delay he was set to work drawof E. N. PERRY, at the Sheriff’s Otfioe, PortAddress,
FLETCHER & Co.,
JOHN C. HENSLOW,
Auburn, Maine, Box 81. Office and Infirmary on
Inquire
HEUBEY,
KUFUS
WHITNEY.
scriber
on the premises.
lots
be
of
Elizabeth
a
Lincoln
169
Street.
where
Island
Commercial
Cape
may
plan
Street, Lewiston Maine.
Long
land,
City,
ing up and copying papers. After a while he
33w3w*
w3w30*
August 16, 1865.—d3w
seen.
New York.
mayl3tf
July 7—3m w*

MUTUAL

St'S sssffs™

B55»S=wai»S

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

13,000,000.

'•

SCUMS

Great Sale of Dry Goods!
FtOM

_Business

Copartnership
undersigned have funnedu
rpHE
X der the name and firm of
XJ.

Wisely” SITUATED

MUTUAL

BENEFIT

HAVE

1st,—IT IS THE SAFEST ;

S.

Q
a

^Partnership

rice

For the carrying

AT 08
p.

&

ROSS <£ FEEHY

PLA8TERKJ18,

un-

PLAIN AllIi
OUNAMKNTAI.

co..

STUCCO AND MASTIO
WOuKC^S

of

on

T. S.

Oak Street, between, Congress an)
Free si*.,
PORTLAND, MK.

BUSINESS

COMMERCIAL

BICE.
August 7—dtf

ST.
8.

a.

MELCBBB

Counsellor and Attorney

“<* white-Waging
,WhJ“®‘n*
0ra®r*trom out ol

Dr. Fred 4. Prince,

Law,

at

Office Xo. 117 Middle Street,\
(Mu88ey’8 Block,)

1 >enfiNt,

No. 11

OKI LAND, MAINE.
fA.wSi'it8'*wlth t,le ''“P'Ptroents at Washington attended
Junel4dJtwSm

Clapp’a Block, Congresr St,

P

PORTLAND. mV..

to,_

March a8—dtl

WILLIAM A. PEAUCE,

j HENRY P.

P B U M B E R!
MAKEK

Force

Pumps

NO. 124 EXCHANGE
PORTLAND,

Commission anil
Forwarding
MERCHANT.

Closets,

UT Merchandise of all kinds bought and
sold
Northern account.

STREET,

,,..

«,*?£?’iy,

detcrlption or Water Fixlnres tor Dwelling Houses Hotels, Public Buildings, Shops,
an,j Bet UP In the best
and all
“a Ian>'t‘d
orders
In town or country faithfully manner,
executed
Ad
kinds of JOBBINOpromptly attended to. <
onstnnt-

L,VnU
SSS-LEAD
descriptions.

PUMPS ol all

J.

T.

At B. D. Verrill's

i

andBEEB
aprftltf

Law*

And Import*™ ol

lB.AEB.Gfc.QF

(Over H. J. Libby & Oo.'n) |

And other Norway and Swedes Iron.
Street, Bostonj and 81 John Street, New

PORTLAND, M13,

M7 Milk

__York._ap32d6m

JylldtiM

h

s

PORTLAND,

JOHN F. A \I)Fl{SON,

CO.,"

d

a n

-SURVEYOR & CIVIL

JS alt,

J.

-fern

THECHEAPEST;

PURSUANT

Opposite Manufacturers’ and Trv-o hs’ Bank.
t

Josepli Bradford,

NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

Manuiacturorol and Dealer in

Portland* Malar.
Work executed In every part of the State.

Carpenters’, Ship-Joiners’, Coopers’
and Calkers’ Tools, «&e„

_juneldt!

IlaA REKovEo from his old stand In
Union Street
to No. 200 Fore St., where he Is
prepared to till alt
orders tor Carpenters’ and other
Tools, ol the
at short notice and on reasonable
*wy

MANUFACTORY 1 I

hes^jiality,

200 Fore Street.

THE

Carriages

Beef,

AVEltY

Patapsco Family

ton

Family Flour,

BEEF, PORK, LARD,

C.

P.

STOLEN

BOATS,

Yachts, Sail and Fishing Boat

Oswego

Corn Starch !

City

FRYEBURG

ACDEM7

ELEVEN

CAUTION TO BURGLARS I

SITUATED

FURNACES,

A

THE

—

Attention, Dairymen

DR.

FOR

SEVERAL

? RULl®1*!! on« 7*" tree

er^2Sf5fcjSSf“

ME.

chaJtaJ”4*
T 1
July

CHARLES W. LUCY,
No. 91

Exchange St.,

&

filled.

orders in the city

Hags

!

maso

prompt -y

PIANO

fdW

I*iaiio

Morton Block.

Spikes.

Stein way »t‘ Sane, of New York.
All instruments sold by us are warranted to give
aathdhctlon.
Pianos to he let, and
done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARl'S Jt CO.
March 8—d&wtt

tuning

Hails 4c.

notice and delivered at any port required.
McGILVERY, RYAN Jt DAVIS.

at short

JULY

Sep* 5—dtf__

Fi

IMPROVED

WARREN’S

FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT
—

FOR

jan26dtf

Or era
e-'cry deaoHpth n
ioi rd. Town* >®pp led at

t»o

prices

Cl! AS. O » Y. Jr •
144 Hi 'tile $1.
‘nr Works -re iron the HRS I* manaiacturere
>«•
ii .d Wd' ranted
give rathfac'i
f>ur long * kk Ro l*t a»e pr*i*tab !•» the • ert
o.e
as ihi do u >t I Met is train •*« i»a-* iav h »ug »
wl4 wti
I
ib* air

Root in «;

FLAT ROOFS.
E. I1ERSEY, Agent,
No 16 Union Street.

HEIMS,

Fare Reduced to the Penob*cot River

MAXI FArTUBEB OF

Tables

Billiard

e

anuacturer*

AND —

HE\BT

4, 1865.
W«rk«, Fire Works!

WORKS of
t^IKE
from the Couutr.

COMPOSITION,
Gr ravel

Fortes,

all the modern improvements, which they can
sjll as LOW as can be purchased elsewhere, of the
same quality.
We have male arrangements, also, to
j keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
are
which
Fortes, among

YBLLOW METAL A COPPER 8HEATHI3G,
Bolt Yellow Metal,

FORTES.

with

prepared to furnish Hulls ol

Copper,

„

rf-">Srq The undersigned begs leave to aukvTSSkJl nounce that they are manufacturing and
LL. » U.keep constantly on hand

Fat tenm,

New Bedford Copper Company.
undersigned agents of the above Company.

Bolt

Warranted.

8CHinH ACI1KH .V
lluHK.
Agents for New York Plano Forte Co., 3M Hud
Street, «■ Y.
feblBdl
._

riTJlE

are

Europe!

A Good Babuain is

Nss. 54 and 5S
Middle Street.
Needles and Trimmings always on band.
marlStf

1

9

beantv-

Agent!?,

Maydtf

CO

Y..

Judgee of Pianos and purchasers are requested to
•HI at 113 Middle St., Portland, Maine,
any time during the day or evening, where two Pianos are lor s:. e
and judge for themselves.

WOODMAN, TRUE k CO.,

MEASURE,
fly CHARLES Cf STfS At CO.

FORTE

"SteInways*,

MACHINES!

FROM

PIANO

man-

We would call the attention ol the public to the suof these Instruments. They are equal
*
to
Chickerlngs*, or those ot any other
noted manuthcturer in this
country or
The Company being composed ortwent y ol the best
workmen that could be found in the first class manufactories hi New York, principally in
Siohiway’s maru&ctory, every part ol their instruments Is done hi
the best manner, and this enables the
company to furnish Pianos which, it oqualletl, can not be
surpassed
for quality and power ot tone, easiness ol action and

SINGER’S

i* t

each bottle.

perior quality

HpWKfM

CUT

on

STERN «ft

394 Hudson Sireet. N

EXCHANGE STREET.

|i i

is

name

inmTpimiB.

YORK

PIKW

Manufactures to order and in the beat manner Military and Navy Uniforms, and Boys Garments.

!S

label and

received the Agency lor the Pianos
HAVING
ufactured by the

f*ept&r64dti

SEWING

.i«i
Jne

CO.,
“PlONKJCR Houa*,M
Dealing Exclusively In California +W
For sale in Portland by Cbosman jfe i.«,.
nia> leoJoiu

ALEXANDER D. REEVES,
Tailor*
and
Draper.
OS

our

PERKINS,

—

from the country

now

JBFor

BRACKET'!',
or

lor Maine.

their

^See that

No. ton Midfile Street.
AU

Agent

d«Hpd

Manulaetnred and fbr sale Wholesale and Retail by

DURAN

WM. M- TOBEY.

lant is
our Port is excellent.
The ‘‘Mmatel” is without doubt the finest Wine
of its class ta the
country, and as a Party or l>eb**i t
Wine, is delicious.
a Dinner Wine the “Hock**
isdeeervi-dly poj u-

Cake

Traveling-

Wheeb

to

FanUlv Ylachine, before pur-

2!i—eod&wlm_

oi

VALISES

AND

BiTN*

***«*•

superior merits and undoubted purity
For tliqjlck chamberthe Asg b. a” wlUcommend
itseiL
Mre « highly touic ana
invigorating stimu-

that cannot be excelled, furnished at the
shoi
notice.
AH Orders promptly attended to.
.July 17—eodtf

—

the be"‘

***

Xho“

ot el arge.

unexampled popularity achieved by
THEbrands
these
celebrated Win-s, 1

to

Brlng
your Baskets and get them filled with iiat
what you want ihr a Lunch at the Islands.
Also constantly on hand the best of Icc Cream, Soua Water, ami
Confectionery.

TRUNKS,

Control,* St.,

California Wines.

to ftirnish Parties, Pic-Nics, &c., Will,
JStheprepared
choicest CAKES and PASTRY, at tail- pricein

Wedding

Clapp's Block,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
Where you will find a good aaoortmeut ol all th»' various patterns ol Cane an«l quality manulectured bv

OF

Sale Booms, 1M and 112 Sndbury St., Boston. Mass
juheltf

THE

CITY

At No. 11

KIMBALL,

PORTLAND,

BOW BOATS.FISHING DORIES

Y/HERRIES,

-FOB-

Wheeler & Wilson's SewinsMachinc,

PREBLE STREET, (Near Preble House.)

$2,000

THE

NEWAGENCY

OAB.RIAG-ES ANDSLEIQHB,

PLATE

HOUSE

Sleighs,

MANUFACTURER

Sewing

THE

and

J ane 16—dtf

Jfo. 20 PREBLE STREET,
murlT dtf
PORTLAND, MAINE.

v

Flour, Pork,

RANDALL,

F. H.

>

□Special

Is I

From 41 Union to 200 Fore St,

Fresco and Banner Painter,

1

BE

Street.

REMOVA

Marshal’s

2nd,—IT

,e

MAINE.

SCHUMACHER,

CARRIAGE

ENGINEER,

OFFICE, CODMAN BLOCK,

d&wtf

inch 17

Luther Dana,
Woodbury S. Dana,
June ldtf
John A. S. Dana.

CHAS,

1‘artland

Steel Mrnmfactm urs !

AND FURNISHING GOODS.
Chambers, Nos. 1 and 8 Free Street Block,

F i

Collection OjRoe,

WM. JESSOP & y

READY-MADE CLOTHING

DANA <fc

and

No. 164 Middle Street.
Jan. 13—dtl

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

____

10

Leave Your Demands for Collection

Lewis & Co.,

k. p. lewiI; |

Norfolk, Va.

Consignment* solicited.

Messrs Me srs. Lowell A
& Pearson; John Dounis .V
SSJ*
C'r.;
Bead <6 Co., Portland, Me.
CUrk, t
maySSdOm

Silver Plated Cocks.

k

on

Office.—No. 12 Campbell's Whart.

ME.

Warn. Cold and Shower Baths, Wash
Bawl*, Bran

WORCESTER,

GENERAL

OF

and Water

prompt-

tow‘'epl'fited.

rMay

('HAS. B. MERRILL,

■

Life

r.

Business Cards.

Notice.

A GENERAL COMMISSION

ELEGANT

TWO”

Cards.

On and after June 1, the tan between Portland ami Bangor wUl he
■13.00; Rockland $9.oo; other land“ingxon the River reduced In cr»1portion, i*er steamer Regulator.

!

Patent Combination Cushion*, Patent Pocket*,
and all the latest Improvement*.
A. 80MERBY. Agent.
Any question* by mail immediately answered by I
| Portland, May 31, 188C—dtt
HENRY HEIMS, 866 Washington St.,
Between Dover and Chapman Street*, Boston.
July 11—w6m
Copartnership Notice.

With

undersigned have this day tomed a ocpartnerahtp under the style ol
S. K. JACKSON A SON.

riTHK

Hails and Rigging lor Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sail* and Blocks ol

THE

new

Brig Atlanta, 4(H) tons old

saved in perfect order.
seen at our store.

JunelC—dtf

1
the

measim nieut.
can he

The draft of the spar-

the P«*ri«n of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
sawyor s Wharf, foot of High Street.
9. R. JAl KSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON,
..
k ortland,
June 13,196&—tf

lor

;

a.

McGILVERY. RYAN & DAVIS,
No. 161 Coiunn relal Street.

Notice.

hereby cautioned against ! arbortrusting Juditn Roach, my wife, or any ol
ing
my (hntilv. without my written consent, as I shall
pay no debts of their contracting after this date.
SYLVESTER RGaCII.
Portland July 26.1866.
July26 I'w*

ALL

are

i>ersonft
or

nDeal

this

day formed

a

partnership under

u,..

WRIGHT A CO.,
General Commission Busihaving furnished a Cash
lumdreii thousand mil re is (i:..,

for the purpose of doing a
ness, a special partner

S^SSlOwi

Wright, No.

Wall Street, New York,
Aaont In the United States.

Ww*ciPil our
py«
late of
Wnglit*
our

Power

of

69

Attorney

to Mr. G. G. T

the House of Maxwell, Wright £

a

^I^VERT.RV.VNADAVIS.

June 3—tf

Copartnership Notice.
firm of
1HAVE

Freights.

Shlpe wanted to load Deals at Bm
tor Liverpool and Bristol tlia*» c*.

Board
i

on

Peak's Island.

prepared to MK**”******^
a WUMI.
a: hl« house on Peak

rilHE subscriber Is

1

al hn*r.fers

nl, Muaut

near the Momrea. House, taa
will.be
situation, and no labor
spore J mat
bta Wdera.to the enjoyment of

SnSaSK
moderate.
C'bargea
Aug.

»-dtw»_

BODERT F. SKILLINGS.
__

MECHANICS’ HALL.

t t CELL arranged (br Concerts, Lectures, LnhiblI \ | tlons, Levees. &c., may be obtained on uppllcahave out
lUCHARD COLE, Superintendent,
| tin,i to
best attention.
G. GRANVILLE WHIG KIT.
No. S Tolmon Claec.
I JunelOdtt
Rio de Janeiro, May 9, 1866.
Juo/Oeod-’in
•

Any business confided

to

our

care

will

AILY

PRESS,

PORTLAND.

Friday Morning, August, 25,1S65.
The

daily

of the Press

mm

of

hied circulation

Terms-$8,00

limpr

is

all the other dailies

in

<h'

tin

ea’M

city.

<‘llr«-U£C>

pee

C -T' Reading Matter

than

..

....

~
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UNION NOMINATIONS.

CONY.

QUESTION—AGAIN.
Advertiser of yesterday, contained

a
n

leader which reflected somewhat sharply np<
to the w.
the course of the Argus, in relation
connected
ter question, and other matters
and highest

improvement, prosperity
a
city. ’Ac copy paragraph.
consistent
the
been
oppoArgus lias
lor the last

interests ol the

The
fttteeu
nent of iu.roducing water
that it would in
years—early on the ground
credit and of public
voive a huge outlay of city
the ground that tiie cits
debt, and latterly on
debt had been enlarged to an extent renderiiii,
Inexpedient.
the word of obtaining water
Since tne erection of the New Oitv Hall, a

gl'C-tl Outlay—yvt,, wudiWHiuu uuco I»y*
feei proud of it, and what stranger tees with
out admiring it, as the most eloquent foaturi
ot ail the city)—the Aryus has uniformly pul
a

expenditure in opposition to not only evbut to every proposed expenditure tor water,
of city improveery otuer proposed scheme
ment. it is a "penny wise and pound foolish
tne Aryui
pohey, which we had hoped to see
until
outgrow, but which it probably will not,
“circumstances alter cases.”
that

When it is desirable to Oppose or defeat a
boseo
measure ot public interest, the argument
and increased taxation is a
on the

expense
but not always forcible
very convenient one,
nerves all eei.except with those whose largest
We supposed that at.
tre in their pockets.
special privileges and improvements were
necessarily attended with cost, it; costs money
to have good streets and sidewalks. Gas is an
expensive luxury, or, rather, a necessity, but
who, to cut down his annual expenses a fen
dollars, will consent to grope In the darkness
of tallow candles,

or even

in the

penumbra

ot

kerosene ?

might be saved,
some may argue by
dispensing with orn
schools. Why uotcut them down, at least to the
simple rudiments of education, or so as simply
to prepare our children for the ordinary business of die ?
Why increase the public burden,
by leaching in our public scho»13, shell expensive branches as mathematics, natural science
the languages and music ? How much coult.
be saved by coming down from Alcgebra to the
“Single Rule of Three,*’ and from Botany,
Philosophy and Physiology to simple Heading.
Writing and -Spelling ?
Then, too, how the people are impoverished
by building tine houses, planting flower gardens, purchasing pictures, and by other outlay
designed, it is said, to make home attractive
Why not pull up every rose-bush and dahlia
and plant potatoes and carrots in theh place t
Then the expense for moral and rellgiou:
training 1 How much is squandered -on
churches and ministers I Why not hold meetings in bams and employ only “heart preachers,” who take no thought what theyshalljhy.
and spurn
tl^ idea of preaching for lucre 1
Wliy not sell the precious ointment for three
hundred pence and give the proceeds to the
poor, instead of wasting it upon the ieet ol
the Redeemer ? Why so great a waste ? These
questions were asked more than eighteen
hundred years ago—by Judas—aud are they
not equally pertinent now ?
A

great

deal of money

We have been accustomed to suppose that

privilege is property; that education Is wealth:
that moral improvement is better than gold;
that light is worth paying for, and that all our
blessings are appreciated in proportion to their
cost.

Portland, up to the present time, has got along without pure water.
So she did get along without gas or railroads
till a few years since. We admit that she m!ty
continue to go without a water supply, but can
she afford to do it t Suppose it will increase
tiie taxes, will not an ample equivalent
beyreIt is certain that

turued for this increase?

Can the

cl^HhintAKts

manufacturing
while thi3 great need is unprovided for? Will
men put up steam engines all over the city
front, to do thd work of thousands of pah's of
human hands and other thousands of horses,
when it is impossible to secure the necessary
soft water from which to generate steam ? Is
not this a question that touches the interest
and material prosperity of the city in a vital
point? We insist that neglect of thlt matter
is expensive, and that the city cannot afford to
rest content with the order of things now existing.
But the sanitary aspects of this question are
of infinite importance. Who needs informingthat much—a large proportion—of the water
procured from wells in this city is utterly unlit
for ordinary domestic purposes ? It is neither
fit to drink nor for culinary use?. Gentlemen
crease

in its

small

have told us that the health of their families
suffered till they provided a supply of filtered
rain water; and a great many families in the

provided with “hard and
cistern—ignore the former entirely, on sanitary grounds, and use the
latter,—frequently impure and unpalatable
from falling on smoky wooden roofs, or being
city, living in

°* ®

wise economy, and not an outlay
be
gance, nor a burthen that would
single year.

CENIS TUNNEL
Review conThe last number of the Edinburg
article in relation to
lam* a very irfteresting
in processof acthis magnificent enterprise,now
by the Italian Government. Wc
THE MONT

facts for the benefit of ourreadcondense few
who may be interested in the processes by
a

THE WATER

with t>

"purpose,

complishment

GOVERNOR,

SAMUEL

The

,'f

_

all Four Pages.

on

l‘a ir
v. Vvt W y
.-vy—
Election Monday, Seplcrabir lltb, 18GS.

FOR

and the salvation of property from conflagrations. reducing largely the now needful expenses of the fire department, and in preserving
Hie health of the citizens, and multiplying
their facilities for business in countless ways.
For the very purpose of reducing taxation by
ularging tire basis of it and multiplying the
persons to pay It. is the measure of introducneing water of the most potent influence and
cessity, An expenditure of a million an<1
■foilxrs for this
would he an

houses

soft water”—well and

caught in open cisternsoften of wood' or
Such men
without filtering arrangements.
feel that no price is extravagant when tfte
health if not life of their children is at stake.
As they value all that is dear to them in their
family circles, they cannot afford to rest easy
under the present order of tilings. To such
people—and their number is fast increasing—
the idoa of an increase of taxes as an objection to the introduction of pure soft water, is
worse than an absurdityit shows a criminal
disregard of the health and life of the city.
The supply of such svater Is so small in the
city and so precarious—being cut off by every
severe drought—that bathing homes are almost unknown in our midst, and a hath, even
and perspiring season of dog-days,
in the

dusty
is a luxury in which many are forbidden to init
dulge. If cleanliness is not godliness, is, at
is a virtue in
and
to
related
it,
any rate, nearly
which there is great gain. Heaven itselt would
be divested of its attractions were it regarded
as a filthy piacs, filled with the odor of tainted
perspiration and the disagreeable effluvia
which comes of disregard of frequent ablutions in the commonest and freest element,—
pure air alone excepted—which the Creator
has provided for the comfort and health of his
creatures.
We have made the
foregoing remarks without disputing the position of the
Aryus, that
the introduction of water will increase the burden ot taxation, liut we do
tiffs

dispute

prop-

osition. Introduce pure
water, and like gas
and street railroads, it will be sonn
found a
self-sustaining if not paying institution. We
satisfied
with
are so well
the
reasoning ol' the
Advertiser on this point, that we
prefer
to
copy rather than give the reader any remarks
That
of our own.
paper says:

“Where lias a water debt of any city increiv
Where has
ed the rates of taxation?
such a debt in a few short years from its oriincome
on
an
the
to
failed
pay
expendigin,
ture either by direct revenues, or by so largely
of
manufactures
the
increase
and
stimulating
conrequentiy of population, and saving property from destruction by fires, as to greatly lessen
the burthen oftaxution to every eilizon, labor,
er and property holder alike ?
Though such a debt has amounted to mil-

er.

which a railway tunnel is being driven through
that tremendous barrier which the Alps impose between Italy and the other nations of
Europe. Repeated have been the efforts, from
time to time, to devise means for surmounting
this barrier, hut thus far their success lias been
did
but partial.
“The genius of Napoleon
much when under his auspices the Simplon
road was made, and the traveller could climb
the lofty summit of the Alps comfortably seated in hfc carriage.” This was followed by
similar roads

across

the St. Gothard, the Spin-

and when these were
or, and the Stelvio,
completed it seemed as if engineering skill had
ioue it3 utmost to make a Highway into Italy.
Yet with the days of steam came a feeiing oi
discontent at these old slow modes of travel.
Tlie jolting diligence erawling slowly up and

skies,

down tixe mountain

was a

necessity

not

in. The question would
occur, “Is it possible for a locomotive to scale
that lofty wall ? or, if not, is it impossible to

patiently acquiesced

railway through the Alps?” Some suecasd'ul experiments in the waa of Alpine tunnelling accomplished by the Austrian engineers in constructing £lxe road from Vienna to
Trieste, encouraged the idea that such an attempt might prove practicable. There were
discussions aud plans year,after year, but the
precarious condition of Italian affaire, and the

earry a

state of Italian finances, preventaction in the matter uutil Count Ca-

,111 favorable

ed any

became the head of’ the Government,
when his energetic mind revived the scheme
of the tunnel, and gave it a practical development. “A concession was made to a French

vour

Mont Cenia
company of a line connecting the
with the rail-ways of France by the valley of
In Piedmont the Italian governthe Arc.
ment undertook the construction of a line as
dir as Susa on the other side of the mountain,
and for some time the idea was entertained of

carrying a train across the Alps and so connecting the two lines of railway. Independently,
however, of all other difficulties,there was one
which, in an economic point of view, render,’d'sucli a scheme objectionable. To overcome
locomotive must expend as
a given height a
much force as is required for travelling a given
.engtli; and it was found, oil calculation, that
to climb to the top of the Mont Cenis was
equivalent to adding more than ninety-two
of the

length

niies to the

journey

which the

train would have to perform.” To drive a
tunnel through the solid wall of rock from seven and a half to eight miles in thickness, was

OBIGINAL

ITEM.3 OF STATE NEWS.

and s elected

Gen. Grant’s Chiof of Stafl,
i£g-Co\. Parker, him
on his recent visit to
accompanied
who
Hew England, is a pure Seneca Indian, and a

lyf-The two boats from the Kennebec for
Boston, the Eastern Queen and Daniel Webster, landed 1800 passengers in Boston a tew
mornings since. Fares are merely nominal.

grandson of the celebrated chief Red Jacket.
He was formerly an engineer on the Erie Canal, and was chief engineer of a corps at the
time of the saige of Vicksburg, since which
time he has been upon Gen. Grant’s Stafl. He
is at least six feet in height, a man of command-

gor, was all in on Wednesday afternoon, and
Mr. McCrillis made his argument for the de111—
fenoe.

the Collectorof ex-Vice President Hamlin
to that office somerestores
this
Port,
Bhip of
and character. An
thin" of its former dignity
filled by such men as
office which has been
Bancroft, Robert
David Henshaw, George
Rantoul, Jr., not to mention others, should not
ho allowed to degenerate in importance either

£#”The Lewiston Journal says typhoid fe-

tyTlie Journal regrets

in the front window and
hooks the tive watches.

glass

5^"The

liquor

ftjF“Chief Justice Appleton is the presiding
Judge at the trial of Williams for murder, in
1
Bangor.
EiF’Ata Union Caucus in Bath on Wednesday evening, 526 votes were east. From the
list of delegates chosen to the County Convention

KlF*Tho Waldo Cattle Show and Fair will be
held in Belfast on the 27th, 28th and 29th of

September.
i£6T“Mrd. Harriet Bagley, widow of the late
Capt. John Bagley, died very suddenly at her
residence in Belfast, on Thursday night, last

a

a

week.

Ancona in Italy, and at Manchester, England; and in the latter country the
most stringent measures are being taken to
check the progress of the disorder.
at

cer, of Wm. Kating 2d, the defaulting collector
of that town.
He was arrested on a warrant for forgery, in altering the collector’s

bond, given by him to the town, by means of
which it was made void; at his request the offi-

demise of Mr. Schmidt having crevacancy in the office of Consulate-Gen-

gjg—The

accompanied him to his own house, when he
stepped out of the room on pretenoe of getting
a paper, and “sloped-”
He has not yet been re-

cer

Prussia, the Prussian Minister at Washington, Baron Von Gerolt, has appointed
the Secretary of Legation, Baron Von Gra-

eral of

baw, the Consul-General pro. tern., until advices are received from Prussia on the subject.
Baron Von Grabaw has been many years in

taken.

was

reserved for three

aud Grattoni, acting in amicable concert, to
overcome this great difficulty.
The principle
of their invention is the compression of the
atmosphere by means of water, so as to reduce
its volume and thereby increase its elastic
pressure. If a body of aie is reduced to 1-6 of

this country, and his diplomatic experience os
Secretary of Legation will qualify him for this

Died,

its

ordinary bulk,

acquires

it

expansive

an

the Democratic party

on

ibove the mouth of the

spoken. They believe the war a failure; the
Maine Democrats are laboring to make it so.

tunnel,

there is

a

mountain torrent which is never frozen in the
coldest weather. If a canal were traced from
this it would convey a mass of water with a

moving lores per second equal to 000 horse powGut this was more than was required,
er.
therefore a reservoir has been constructed at a
lieigth of 83.2 feet, which gives a moving force
of 208 horse power. By means of thi3 force
another reservoir is filled, and kept filled with
compressed air ready stored for use. This air
is passed through long pipes into the tunnel
where it is made to drive the iron tongue of the

perforating machine. Thus the torents of the
Alps and the free mountain air are the slave,
by whose labor the heart of Alps is being
pierced t
• The arch of the tunnel is nearly a semi-cireirc'.e. It is twenty-five feet three anil a hah
iaehe3 wide at the base, twenty-six feet twc
and three-quarter inches wide at the broadest
part, and twenty-four feet seven inches high.
It is intended that the tunnel shall rise from
the north to the middle with an incline of one
in forty-five and
eaptibly towards

half,

and then

drop imperextremity with
in 2000. The length already
a

the southern

incline of one
finished is a little more than two and a hall
miles. This leaves about five miles and eight
chains yet to be excavated, and at the rate ol
progress which the work is now making, it
ought, unless some unforeseen accident occur,
to he completed in five years from the present
time. Then will have been accomplished an
enterprise which, to use the words of M.
-denabrea, in the Italian Chamber on the 4th
of March, 1863, “will he for the glory of Italy,
and the greatest benefit to all her population.”
And not Italy alone. All Europe has an interest in the success of this artery through
which will flow the stream of traffic from Germany and France. “A few years ago the pass
of the Mont Cenis glittered with the bayonets
raid resounded with the tramp of a French array marching to rescue fair Italy from the
grasp of the foreigner. Now a more peaceful
conquest is going on over the obstacles wliicli
Nature has imposed, and the Alps themselves
are yielding to the potent spell which science
and art together arc able to evoke. It would
bo difficult to exaggerate the importance of
the result; and If It Is achieved, the Alpine
tunnel will be one of the blessings of humanity, and exist for ages an imperishable monuan

ment of patient energy and

‘‘SrANDisn;

engineering skill.”

A

story of Our Day,” is the title
of a new novel jnst issued, in a neat paper covUnder a
er, by Loring, Publisher, Boston.
thin veil of fiction it exhibits

some

of the mosi

striking and romantic real incidents of the war
jnst ended, and the daring and heroic deeds it
relates are not the product of the imagination
but narratives from actual life.
Price 75 ets. To be found at Short & Lor-

ing-’s.

_..._

& t?“A Fenian has been arrested in Liverpool on a charge of robbery. On his person

following oath was found: “I now,in the
of Almighty God, solemnly swear allegiance to the Irish Republic, now virtually established, to take up arms in its defence at a moHunt's
notice; and that I will, to the best of my
power, duf-Qj
territory and independence,
—n wi 1

die

presence

Op-nor
t

implicitly
o

■itT'm,8,/'

car.
°

obey the commands of my

80

^

>'

None hut
(q()(j
il8ip
Emerald Isle could perper,lUnl«“ “ is involved in
me

lions, have the people enjoyiug its advantage, tho above oath.
been found,
willing to get rul of it by a loss of
the water supply?
!>y Gen. Sherman has been
Introducing water into Portland is the
to deliv
or the address at the
agency of all agencies that can be thought of,
Wisconsin Sval4! Fair
that will help the citizens to
has expressed an intention to
He
off
their
be present if
pay
large
city debt; by the Increase of manufactures, possible, but refuses to make a speech.

i^d

*.

Restrained, however, by a partial assurance
that he might enlist when of proper age, after
a severe struggle between inclination and a
sense of duty to his country, on one side and
the claims of filial obedience on the other,
he

remained at home.
Soon after arriving at the age of twenty his

evident unhappiness at the idea of further detention convinced his parents that it would be
positive wrong to dissuade him longer from
his cherished purpose.
Accordingly their conwas given, and he enlisteneJ with the
greatest satisfaction under the call for troops
issued December last.

sent

His career as a soldier was brief.
with his Regiment to Savannah in the

before he

United States senatorship. His friends boast
holding the balance of power, and hope to
secure his election by industrious fillibustering.
of

6 y The Louisville Press says “a Mississippi
Unionist, known to many of our citizens as an
excellent, conscientious, Christian gentlefffan
expresscss grave apprehensions of the succetf>
of reconstruction in his state. Evil counsellors, he thinks, will control the Convention,

comrades.

during
was

noble

Christian example

a

his sickness says: “He told me that he
Christian and viewed his sickness as

by the hand of God. That God was his
only trust, and he felt resigned to His will. I
have not seen one in the hospital so resigned
sent

be exhausted, and he be
slower, but surer method of reconsoon

he was.”
Tho’ dying in hospital it required no less
courage to meet death with resignation there
than upon the field in the midst of the
tumult and excitement of battle; and he
gave
his life a sacrifice to his country just as much
as if he had been slain by shot or shell in
charging upon a battery of the enemy. Peace
to his memory—and may his quiet, self-sacrificing devotion to duty—“to God and his
country”—'be au example and a stimulus to
as

struction.

HTGov. Pierpont—who

The

have gone
over to the rebel side of the reconstruction
pol!cy, bag and baggage, recently sent Fayette
Vic Mullen, who was a member of the rebel
Congress, to Washington, to ask the President
o withdraw' the colored troops from
Virginia I
But then the Copperheads will applaud Pierpont, for did’nt he quarrel with and denounce
3en Butler?
seems to

IjyThe number of persons in Washington
and

temporarily holding positions of trust and
emolument under Government,or who are paid
for transacting business with the
Government,
is five thousand.

others, gratefully remembered byUuweofm
who are permitted to enjoy the ble3sings of
civil liberty seoured by such costly sacrifices as
have been made for us during the past four
years.

AN INTERESTING TRIAL.

Considerable interest is felt, says the Bos-

*

MAINE LAW CONVENTION.

ton

Herald, in the result of a trial now in progress at Rochester, N. Y., in which Mr.

To the Editor

Charles J. Colchester, a so-called spiritual
medium, is the defendant. He is charged
with a breach of the revenue laws In not taking out a license as a juggler, and his defense
i3 that he is no juggler at all, but performs his
feats under spiritual or supernatural influences. As this involves the decision of

requested to meet in convention at Gray
Comer, on Wednesday next, to consider the

of
The friends of Prohibition in this
County

are

object imperiously demanded. With a law admirably adapted to shut up grogshops, in many places
they are not shut up, simply because the authorities are false to their oath, and will not
close them.
If charity would modify this
statement, let charity prevail. But does charity conflict with truth ? and is it not the ver
diet of truth that with ample power there is
lacking the disposition to shut up the grog-

very nice

shops ?

trial commenced on Saturday, and three or
four witnesses were examined. One of them,
James Rogers, an assistant
magician of Anderson, testified that he had seen Colchestor produce raps by placing the outside of his toot
against the legs of the table. He was posi ti ve
of this, and moreover Colchester had told him
that the raps were a humbug. Other witnesses
teslified to visiting the defendant for the purpose of obtaining answers to questions.
Mr.
Jamss Connelly detected Colchester in an apparent effort to obtain possession of one of
the envelopes which contained the questions.
It followed that he received no answers. Dr.
Heminghad never been able to obtain answers
to questions that he had soldered up in tin

Maine Law men propose to meet and
see what should be done in the present emer-

Now,

gency, and then to do iU-at least,- to begin a
work which must and will be finally performed. The matter has been held mainly in abeyance for several years by reason of the Great
Rebellion. The existence of the nation was
threatened—its life endangered.
The salvation of the Union, therefore, was of the first
importance; and the hand and the heart of every loyal man and woman in the country, were
directed to that point, it being well understood that with the loss of the Union would
almost inevitably perish every valuable institution in the land.
Well, the country is saved, the Union estabcans, although when he used envelopes he
received replies that were pertinent, but not lished, but Intemperance abounds,
Slavery
often true.
Further than this little was ! openly and boldly aimed a blow at the life of
developed on the first day, but the prosecuting i the Union. But it signally failed, and is itself
Attorney intimates that the secret of the destroyed, or is in the throes of death. Inwriting on the arm and all the other wonders temperance is no less an enemy, but is more
will be revealed in the course of the trial.— | insidious, and, if not arrested in its terrible
The public will be interested to see how it coarse, will as certainly accomplish the overthrow of the Union as slavery would have
comes out.
A despatch from Buffalo
says, the case of
Colchester, the spiritual medium, was given to
the jury last night. Tbi3 morning they returned a verdict in accordance with the indict-

ment, viz, that he is a juggler. Judge Hall has
reserved sentence. A large number of spiritualists’ male and female, attended the trial.

:

then meet in Gray on
Wednesday next, and determine what is now
S.
their duty.
men

DR.

Will give their exclusive attention to collecting

PENSIONS, BOUNTIES, ARREARS OF PAY,
PRIZE MONEY, LOST CLOTHING, &c.

COLiOATE’S HONEY SOAP!

IS at 147

Maine,

)fflcers*

Accounts with the Ordnance, Quartermas-

and

Treasury Departments adjusted and settled,
of

certificates

indebtedness obtained.

non

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, In such universal
demand, is made from the ohoicest materials, Is
mild and emollient in Its nature, fragrantly scented,

—

and
For

Will be at the

21st,

Of* No charges unless successful.
All advice and information free.
Office No. 88 Exchange Street, Jose Block, (old
itand of Bradford & Harmon).

LIG1ITHILI.,

U. S. HOTEL,

MONDAY, August

on

remain during the week, where he

to

ly consulted
diseases

can

CATARRH, DEAFNESS,

on

be daiand all

Particular attention given to Children aftected witli
Parents having children
Discharge trom the Ear.
aftected

are

intormed that they

can

be cured of that

disagreeable affliction safely and permanently, and
that the sooner they have it attended to the more
readily it can

be

effected.

jy Artificial Eyes inserted without pain.

Z. K. HARMON,
W. S.'SAWYER.
References :—Hon. Wm. P. Fessenden, U. S
senator; Hon. Samuel Cony, Governor of Maine;
ffon. Israel Washburn, Jr., Collector of Customs;
Ett. Rev. David W. Bacon, Bishop ©I* the Diocese of

Portland.

Notice.
of Scarboro are requested to meet
it the Town House, in said Town, on Tuesday, the
29th inst, at 5 o'clock P. M., to nominate a candidate
for Representative to the Legislature.
Per Order Town Com.
Aug 23—ri&wtd
The Union voters

subscriber would call public attention to
and Original process for making

The

A Timely Warning to the Sick.
It is

especially important

direst poisons, under the
and when domestic

time,

at this

markets of the United States

are

when

the

flooded with the

imported liquors
compounds purporting to be mename

ot

heralded

are

‘‘sovereign remedies,” that the pub-

as

a

lic should understand the fhets.

Be It known then,
that while all the diffusive stimulants called liquors
are impure, and all the Tonics containing alcohol are

Which is superior to anything ever before introduced. Its advantages being to produce a clear picture, with more brilliancy of tone, and less liable to
fitde.
For Copying and Enlarging pictures this process is

particularly adapted.
Parsons

can

obtain

a

picture

better

for the

same

price than by the old process.
Exhibition Rooms open at all hours of the day.—
public are invited to call and examine speci-

The

at the

of

charging.

Sid 2Hth, brig Alamo, Steele, tor Arroyo, to load for
New York.
Ar at Quebec 19th Inst, ship Alexandria, Crosby,
Boston.
Cld at St John NB 23d, ship Underwriter, Sears*

Liverpool.

I Additional per steamer Persia. |
Ar at Liverpool 11th, Polar Star, West, Jrom. St
John NB.
Cld at London 9th, Geo Durkee, Anderson, Shields.
Otf Dover 11th, Deborah Pennell, Penned, from
Shields tor Portland.
Ar at Portsmouth 19th, Daphne, Mills, Bombay
(and sailed 12th for London.
Ar at Falmouth 19th, Courser, Griftiu, Maulmain :

Marv Whitriilge, Crensy, Akyab.
Off Kastburne 8tb, Valley Forgo, Crowell, from
Callao for Hamburg.
At Bristol Uth, Sarali Payson, Dakin, for Charles-

1,1st.
Brokers Board. Aug. 24.

Kilkenny.
in Orono, Aug 18, David Peevy, of Orono,
Sarah Ricker, of Bangor.
In Sehec, Aug 13. Chas
Sarah J McGuire, of S.

ton.

Slil fin Newport
Itio Janeiro; atti,
Ar at Aberdeen

GEORGE M. HOWE,
Art, 112 Middle Street.

June7sn3m

H

7th, F unds Hlllyard, Lovett, for
Mary Knuna, Patten, Callao.
8th, Investigator, Carver, Callao.

Sid ftn Foochow Juno 14, Typhoon, Crosby

Shanghme.
Ar at Ningpo June 14,

Sherman, Page,

Gen

tor
from

Taiwan.
Sldfrn Batavia June 16, Oeoan Pearl, Newcon.h,
Souralmya.
Cld at Gotteuburg 4th lust, Annie M Young, C rusby, North Amlrlca.
8P02BK.

July 1, lat 7 N, Ion 18 W, ship Berksht.-e Berry,
trom Swansea Air Coqulinbo.
July 4, lat 7 N, Ion 21 W, ship WWt Mountain
from Akvab for England.
July 11, lat 13 15, Ion 271, ship Mucy Warren. from
Callao for Cork.
July 8, lat 11N, Ion 23 W, ship Mary Whlttrldge,
Crossey. from Akvab for Enclaixl.
Ion
ship Winfield Scott,
Band, from Baltimore for Panama.
*")P ^ Mttrcb' frum

and Miss

Hodgkins, of Milo, and

Julyil.lata V,

38/W,

oSgwior’v£JSSoU'
8UlP ®“‘""

DIEie__

«SSS^JSt'
l0“

St"' Uh»> *«*
*' 8h‘P Va,aftanca. from Loudon

fo^New York?'

In Falmouth, Aug 23, Mrs Judith S Atherton, of
Mt Desert, aged 60 years 10 months.
In South
Aug 15, Betsy Miller, aged 81
years.
Iu Unity, Aug 2, Margaret B, wife of Geo W Ayer,
and daug ter ol the late Kdw Brock, of China.
In Waterville. Aug 16, Mr Lemuel Dunbar, aged
84 years 3 months; same day, Mrs Lucy A, wile of
Henry W Barney, aged 40 years f) months.
In Augusta, Aug 21, Melvin Cnnningham, Esq,
aged 38 years.

Gardiner,

mens.

Temple

Bomhay June 23. ship Templar, Nichols, unc:
barque Luzon, Robinson, from New York; and othas before.
Sid fin Gibraltar 22d uR, brig Three Sisters,Uanna
New York.
At Ponce PR 5th, brig Celia M Carver, Treat, dis-

ers,

American Gold. 141
U. S. Coupon Sixes, 1881,.-. 107
United States 7 3-10tbs Loan, 1st series.
2d series.
do
United States Five-twenties, old.
small.
do
new.
do
Unite! States Ten-forties.
m
Rutland Second Mortgage Sevens.
20
Vermont Central R R First Mortgage Bonds.. 89

PHOTOGRAPHS,

Aug. 16—nsd&wtt

Young Greek, Thompson, unc.
At Manilla June 5, ship
Sumatra, Ktanm n, for
New York, ldg.
At Singapore .June 22, ship Ocean Eagb. Lovett,
unc; barque Monitor, Larrabee, do.
At Penang June 23, ship Rainbow,
Kelley, for Sin-

At Capo Neddlck, Aug 18, Moses Rowe, of C N,
and Mary Grey, of North Berwick.
In Phillips, Aug 15, Harvey 8 Sampson and Mary
E Toothaker.
In Strong, Aug 10, Hcury CarvUle and Miss Elmira

A New Discovery in Photography!
New

FOREIGN ports*
Hamlin, (Br) WheolSerpent, Wlngwor, unc; Wallace,.
Evans, do; barques Bene tHc tor, Berry, for Foochow;
13'
_^,?°"g.U.?ng
wright, and Sea £une

Boston Slock

Sales

Providence.

v

iff C P Gfhbs, Gardiner, Bangor.
GLoUCi^TER-Ar IS*tli, snh Rio, Ridley, Harpswell; 21st, Jan Henry, Oliver, Bangor ior Baltimore;
La«?A^.Hart* Bangor.
284111 ***** Mali* Whits, Bryant, tor
New Orleans*

_MARRIEO-

IMPERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS!

No Charge for consultation.

extremely beneficial In its act upon the slim
tale by all Druyyittt atul Fancy Gootl.'t Dealer,.

Junedldlyr

inaykBd&wtf

of the EYE, EAR, and THROAT.

augllsnd4w

Hall’s Rubber Emporium
Middle Street, where every variety of R«bL«r Goods can bo procured, at Manulheturers’ prices.
Their assortment ol Rubber, Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnitkeont.
jnno2*tl

[J. S. War Claim Agsnts

worth tor
Ar 231,

Patent Skirt Elevators,

plied.

marl3eodly

rerms reasonable.

New

Advertisements..

EXCURSION

!

PASSENGERS.
In the steamer Karaak,
and servant.

from Savannah

—

FORT POPHAM!

Miss

Capron,

_

fiery
coctaining amyl or
mortal poison, HOSTETTER’S CELE-

manufactured
fusel oil,

a

with

article

a

BRATED STOMACH BITTERS contain

ol

none

things, but are a combination of pure essence
of Rye with the pure juices of the] most valuable
stomachic,anti-hillous, and aperient herbs and plants,
and that as a safe and rapid remedy ror Dyspepsia and all its kindred complaints, this preparation
stands before the world without a rival or competitor.
Its sales to-day are equal to the combined sales of all
the other tonics advertised in the United Stales, and

E. S. WORMELL,

the

certificates which authenticate its usefulness

are

signed by individuals ot the highest standing -in
Beware
every professional calling.and walk of life.
of imitations and impostures.
NeW York House, 59 Cedar Street, N. Y.
Aug 12l—d&w2w
SEELE’S
A

HAIH

LIFE I

RESTORING,

BEAUTIFYING,

-AND-

DRESSING

THE

jy Card Photographs at Three Dollars

dozen,—the

per

HAIR.

returned with the 31st Regiment Maine Volunteers, and offers as references the
Mr. Smith has just

following names:—
Surgeon J. H. Kimball, Bridgton,
Chaplain Geo. C. Cuawfoed, Readiield,

FIFTY

CENTS.

Wholesale and Retail,
-—11Y-

CUSTIS

k

CO.,

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE ol MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Street, Portland.
July 22—sndtr

Annual

Cornp’y,

Our readers have long since become acquainted
with the New York Life Insurance Company, and
been made somewhat fluniliar with the character of
the men who conduct its affairs. If insurance journalism did no more for the profession than this, its
services are surely worth all that they cost.
For we
hold, after all that has been said and written on the
subject, that it is the men who make the Company,
and this making may either prove successful or disastrous, according to the Jhshioning of the workmen.
This is peculiarly so with regard to Life Insurance institutions. A knowledge of the men, therefore, gives
us an insight into the workings, conduct, and management of the Company. A large capital, with
handsome surplus, may do something for a Fire Insurance Company to help it along, but a life office
must ever depend upon the men and the method they
adopt to secure to its policyholders protection against
disaster and ruin In the future. Hence the perpetual vigilance and supervision exercised by State officials over our Life Insurance Company's operations.
In this connection we are pleased to say that the officers of the New York Life are well tried and experienced underwriters; and if any of the policyholders are unacquainted with them, they have only to
iconsult the file of this magazine to satisfy their curios

ty.
held

on

1, 1864,

January

of premiums, endowments,annuities, and interest received and
accrued, including premiums on
gqld, etc,, etc,, durmg the year 1864,

Amount

Total,
during
1864,
cluding paid losses by death, paid
on deposit for minors, for redemption of tlivideildB, annuities, and
surrendered and canceled policies,
printing commissions, physician’s
fees, taxes, ect., etc.
the year

Disbursements

Last

$2,653,337

Thus making a net increase of assets for
the year, of

1,729,811

17

$4,383,319

09

?24,593 51

$3,658,755 35

2,058,537 92

$1,005,217

43

Fr^Aosyo 8fmf.

Aug. 23d—sneodlm

COAT, PANT

and VEST MAKERS to
Also Girls to do basting and
Good prices and constant

be depended on.
Inducement will
and all information obtained by address-

employment may

a. if.
* co.,
No. 164, 168 and 170 Main St., Worcester, Mass.
Aug. 14—snd2wfcw4t*

ing

no

inju-

IT WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIGINAL COLOR.

It will keep the hair from falling out.
It cleanses the scalp ami makes the liair'soft, lustrous and siiken.
It is

splendid hair dressing.

a

person, old

No

or

young, should fail to

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

use

it.

MA.RfNE

no

OF

PORT

PORTLAND

GALLLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
JVb, 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.

Copying done is

the best

dec2i)tf.

manor.

Sch Nellie M

AX

WINSLOW,

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Phyto the attention of Mothers her

siclan, presents

Soothing Syrup,
TEETHING

which greatly facilitates the procoss of Teething, by
softening the gums, reducing ail inflammations, will
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
it

Relief and Health

will give rest to your-

w^iiE

next,

30 til,

end of CENTRAL WHARF at 7 o’ clock
and arriving at the Fort, in time tor all who w-i*h to
Annual Celebration at that place.
Several experienced Caterers will accompany the
Boat to furiush Oysters, Chowder, Coffee, <&<». at
reasonable prices.
The number oi ticfceca wdl be
limited, ana can be obtained of Davis Bros, Exchange
St., and at my store, No. \ Central Wharf,
fry Fare tor the round trip Si,50.

N KWS

attend the

Great Business Chances!
$50

OOB

to

$ 100

Day

pev

Can lie made by cantrolling

good County

a

K 1 N ti

on

S

Patent Bread Kneading Machine.
Patkntrb July 25th, xsob.
very valuable Invention Is now ou exhibition
and sale by State and County
Rights at 0>c

CLEARED.
Sch L W Pierce, Collins, Boston—R G York & Sou
FBOM

WINSLOW, Agent.

_Aug.2fo-dtd

Short,-, Boothbay.

This

CORRESPONDENT.

GREEN’S LANDING, Aug 16— Sid, sells Loella,
(fin Sullivan) for Salem; Thistle, Mai tin, and Woodcock, Moon, (from Hancock) for Rockland; Andes,
Eaton, fishing.
Aug 16—Ar, achs Gloucester, Coombs, Bay St Lawrence ; Ladv Ellen, Libby, Portland for
Ellsworth;
Roscoe, Gallev, Tremont tor Providence.
Aug 18—Sid, sch Gloucester, Coombs, for Bay St

INVENTOR'S
This is

EXCHANGE, 80 EKr.KKAL ST.
only practical Brcail-V noadlng Mathe world, and it can be soldi
at a price that
the

chine in
will Insure Its Introduction into
uvw, y family in the
land.

Lawrence.

E.

Aug 25—tllw

Aug 19—At. scb» Mary A, Wasgatt. Sullivan for
Baltimore; Caresa. Fullerton, Boston lor Ellsworth;
Alpha, Carver, fishing.

Wanted

T. CUSHING.

Immediately,

The

ship building in Perking’ yaid at Biddeford,
nearly finished and will be launched In a
few weeks. She will register about 1000 tons, is built
new
is now

M^he^l™

of the best material, and Is in every respect a fine
vessel. She is owned by the McManus brothers, of
Brunswick.

Tilctens

Sell J S Lane, Smith, at New York from WilmingNC, reports, lfith inst, Isaac Billlngton, of Harrington, died tram the effects ol sun stroke, and on
the 21st, Oliver Goodrich, of Sag Harbor, died from

Ar at Cardenas 14th inst,
Ford,
Maehias.
Ar at Havana 13th, brig Volant, from Bangor; sch

Williams,

for

Portland:

lighthouse recently

Aug.

to $100

An oppor1

Evory Day.

25—dlw

PORTLAND

erected

BUSINESS COLLEGE
No. 3

nee

sea.

Olapp'g Block, Con^rasi

Edj£££“

Scholarshlpa for t

°btlJn,n#

Street.
Busi-

a

ill

course, comprisin'! botli tUso.lieges,cius-ltut.
f.00'1 lntUrty-aiv
log thef International
Chain,” time unlimited.
'"lurmatlon please coll a tlie Oeliaoe, or
„£^V“rF?Tr
send lbr College Montlilv and
Specimens of Fan n#nsUp, enclosing letter stamp. Address
BRYANT, STRATTON & GUAY,
Aug 25—diwDm
Portland, Mo.

W B SHUBRICK, Chairman.
Office Lighthouse Board.

Treasury Department,

FISHERMEN.
Ar at Gloucester 21st, schs Flying Mist, Bartlett,
and Morning Light, Martin, Ba. St Lawrence:

22d,

L

GREAT CHANCE

DOMESTIC PORTS.
FRANCISCO—Sid 26th tost, ship Lookout.

PORT ROYAL SC

can equ il it.
to make from

INVENTORS’ EXCHANGE. 80 FEDERAL ST.
*** T‘ CUSHING.

Moil no Point, at the East side of the entrance to
Palamos Bay, South Coast oi Spain.
The light is a fixed white light, placed at an elevation of 74 feet above the mean level of the
sea, ami
in clear weather should he seen from a distance of
ten miles.
The illuminating apparatus is dioptric, or by lenses
of the fifth order.
The tower is 27 feet high, of blue stone, with a
blank lantern, and stands about 27 yards from the

SAN

the greatest ourloslti 3* In the way of a
For ,ts* choapnew, slm-

$25

11th.

Ceylon, Briou, and Paragon, Adams, do; Ado
Harris, Smith, do.

Sauce

and

Cali one and all, and see the
Bon-Ton Sifter.
State and County liiffhta tor Nile on
reasonable
terms, at the

NOTICE TO MARINERS.
MEDITERRANEAN—SOUTH COAST OF SPAIN.
The Minister of Marine at Madrid has given notice
that on and alter the 1st dav of Sept,1865, a light
would be exhibited from a

i'no of

tunity i» here offered

EXCHANGE.
brig Chas Wesley,

M

Flour

?»SK£!t,C
Tticl^*‘vorAv!erinothing
.ai“*

MERCHANTS

>rig W
Adams, do.

Bo a.Ton

Patented May IOtu, 1853.
U to
,,

fever,

FROM

BUSINESS to InvestigWa

Sifter!

ton

By order,

MRS.

A.\i|rust

PORTLAND.

on

PHOTOGRAPHIC

Tuesday Morning

Thnrudaf, August 24.
ARRIVED.
U S steamer Karnak, Thraue, Savannah, witli 30th
Regiment Maine Volunteers.
Steamer New Brunswick, Winchester, Boston tor
Eastport and St John NB.
Steamer Forest City, Donavan, Boston.
Brig Stella, Tucker, Ellsworth.
SchXalah Rookb, (Br) Evans, St John NB.
Sch Thos Dickson, (Br) Macomber, Windsor NS.
Sch Sardinian, Holbrook, Philadelphia.
Sch Maria Louisa, Robinson, New York.
Sch R Leach. Sherman. New York.
Sch C C Clark, (new, of Portland) Camming, Kennebunkport.
Scb Convoy, Lindsay, Gouldsboro.
Sch Lady fcllen, Libby, Ellsworth.
Sch Americas, Blanchard. Gardiner.

Orison

Ask for Hall’s Sicilian Hair Rcnewer, and
other
R. P. HALL & < 0..
Nashua, N. U., Proprietors.
For fa'e by all Druggists.
auglosndi wtim

take

Excursion to Fort Popham,

an

leaving the

USED BY THE

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.

ake

u

FOR

AGENTS!
the people want eomploto History ortho
ItebelUon In one volume, splendidly illustrated
with Steel Plate Engraving*.
It contains reading
o volumes.
matter equal to two largo
Agunts
are selling no many on the sain., ground as have been
sold »f all other htotorios put together.
Pilc<»

WHAT

Ar15th, bne Ids Mel..

■

to

youb

Infants.

We have put up and sold this article tor over thirty
years, and can say in confidence and truth of it
what we have never been able to say of
any other
me die in e— Never has it failed in a
single instance to
effect a care, when timely used, Never did we know
an instance of dissatisthclion
by %ny ope who used it.
On the
contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
apd speak in terms of commendation of its magical
©fleets and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
“what we do know,” after thirty yearB experience;
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
we here declare.
In almost every instance where the
intent is suffering from pain and exhaustion, reliel
will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is admin iJi are J.
Full directions for using will accompany each botttle. None genuine unless the fiic-simile of CURTIS
& PERKINS, New Yorx, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.

Ppice only 36 Cents per Bottle.
junc3snd&w6m

BUY ME, TBY ME & I'LL DO YOU GOOD.
Hr Lanoley’# Anodyne.

94,00.
Address
35w3t

J.

PATTEN FITCH,

B ist, n,

WILLIAM H.
Solicitor

Muss.

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR
or

AT

LA

W,

Po,tenta.

AT©. 103 Middle \|cee/,

PORTLAND. MAP IK.

!

For Sale.
.T-ry-fa,fr*M* two et,irv HOCTSK ,cjutaluwith <'r,r-'
coiivonk'no^ft w»ni8' *A>
v.r,’Cm!‘’aero
land ur Merahgh
i
f, .?Uiv,.Hator’,
wl

M,

A

a

andfru

coombs, Gloucester.
YORK—Ar 22d, brig Lytna it cote, » align,
St Jago; schs J S Lane, Smith, ftn Wilmington NC;
Corinthian. Tapley, charleston; Brilliant, Look, Ad-

groat

variety

o

.lirul,

erv

atH

dison ; Dr Kane, Ryder, Providence for Fhlladeijihia.
Ar 23d, barque9 Indian Belle, Spates, Trinidad;
Annle.CbftoKi, Hllten Head SC ; brig Louisa, CrowelL Cieufuego#.
CW 8Stl. snips Resolute, (Br) Holt, Shanghae: Valparalso, Mayhew, Baltimore; barque EUgc Drlako,
Apalachicola; brigs Matron, Hillman, Jacksonville;
Edwin H Kennedy, Geyer, Philadelphia; Moiacaibo
A J Dyer. Rogers, do.
Henley, Elizabetliport: Belts
Jas Bliss, Hatch, PUR..,
NEWPORT—Ar 22d,
dclpliia for Hauleri Sarah Gardiner, Teel, ft* dofoi

Aur'>A_!oJOH''V

Aug -Wd2w

C*

MOCT'iJR,

Mac

Street.

Stolen.

Xt'ttOM
A

Ofiioe on Wed needav night, August
Androacoffltn First. Mortgage Bond
for
.it, persons are
#,000.
81,
tvauinst purchasing or nog1 ,tia'ing the same.
JJKBLOIS A JACKSON*.
our

23.1,

one

?autio„«i

medicine for all the summer complaints.—
Aug. 25—il&wlw
Composed of Roots, Barks and Berries, whieh seem
to have been designed for the quick, safe and sure
i
Coopera
cure of Dysentery, Cholera-Morbus and Chronic
Sl,i 22d, achs Madonna, (JcKiih*' ftn
,nr
Philadelphia; Julia AW.Rlch, lr0m
rpo make Hht! Sh *>ks in New York Clt
Dianlitna, which are so common with all ages, and so
70
dangerous at tills season of the year. We never adHOLMBW HOLE—Ar 220, sehs Camilla m-t,
August25—t'2w*
vertise certificates. Let It stand upon its own merits ■Pldlailelpltl* for Eastport; Henrietta
—this is the only way a good thing should be known.
Watited to
Hence our motto:—Buy me, &e., of the heading.—
Every person who uses It will testify, as many have
i
^ subscriber wishes to imn*i»An...
already, that Dr. Langley’s Anodyne is the greatest
Jw cAtn"
k\|ji |°n TWO-STOUY
n~
I ■*«£
discovery of the age, and must he Queen of all Modiabout eight or nine
twining
h^' »oont,
UniHho'1
dnes, by Its great euros. Sold by dealers. Price 4(1
<**trjtUw ami aktua iET
iUtT
*
located
price say fr. m
cents per bottle.
,or do: Ceylon. Butler, New I t3/jOO U
Hae
m
X*k
For sale in tSUrs citv bv H. H. Hay, and W. F.
"
*
1
Lucy A Oreutt, Butler, Boston for 1
J5.Calais:
VS?* *?’ !>*■ Olllce."
Phillips & Co.
JUnel5eod&w3m
Aug. 25,1*63.—<ttw
Philadelphia;
Arcade, Munroe, tin Rockland for do;
Junlatta Patten. Parker, Augusta for Providence;
f ornelia Randall, do for
Maehias; Leader, Dogne,
“Hypebiox to Satyr.”—Such are Its wonderful ElUanetliport for Portland;
Viola, Sherman. LtnOB for New York: Emeline O StvfSknMW,
dressed
hair
that
his
with
virtues,
a Satyr,
Sterling's gan
with Capital of too
r a.
° in
Boston
for
Philadelphia;
Ned
ht'
h‘
Sumter,1 Lord, Bangor
proMtable an I reliable biulue *
even
Ambrosia, would transcend
Hyperion tn beau- tor lKuhton.
*• «WP.U Box S 5.
i
BOSTON—CId 23d, brig Wny Nash, Fowler, Corafit,
augl8dSw
25—dlw*
Aug.
t
A

new

i«sS,Tir^»aA£7bur5Proyw/n^.

Wanted.

BaJSwf(br^ew

«—-13 *>rZT7

Cl£,k’

sssraxssysf‘ii

Wanted
Worcester, Mass.
finishing on Clothing.

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Re newer has proved itself to be the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the publio.

SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS,

JOHN E. DOW & SON, Agents,

Custom

ever

A Pact Worth Knowing,
That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and

Depend upon it, mothers,
selves, and

have directed the payment of the fifth and final Installment of twenty per cent- on dividends of 1860 to
1860, inclusive, and and the redemption in full of those
declared in 1861 and 1862.
Policies subject to notes will be credited with the
dividends on the settlement of next premium.
We trust the future will prove as successful as the
past,
The officers are: Morris Franklin, President; Isaac
O. Kendall, Vice-President; William H. Beers, Actuary; Theo. M. Banta, Cashier.

go to

finest

Prepared only by EDWARD SUTTON, Providence
For sale by Druggists generally.
H. H. HAY, Agent for Maine.
julyl7d&w2m

FOR, CHILDREN

During the year ending Deeember 31,1861, the Company issued 4,906 new policies, insuring the aggregate
amount of $13,147,658. This is Just as many policies
as would have taken a Company three op four
years
tg have accomplished a few yearn ago. Such is the
that
Insurance
is
at
Life
the
making
present
progress
day. (The feet Is, excepting Government co-.tracts
for fUmishing Army and Navy supplies, we know of
no business that has flourished so prosperously during the past four years of war as the Life Insurance.)
The New York Life Insurance Company, we are
pleased to see, has got a fair share of the spoils.
The Trusteos have declared a scrip dividend of fifty
per cent, upon all participating life policies.
They

--9

It Is the

R. I.

92

in-

Gross assets for the year,
year the assets on January 1,1864,

Bowels.

It is a vegetable compound, and contains
rious properties whatever.

Report for January 1.1865.

The amount of assets

or

substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

[From the U. S. Insurance Gazette,J

New York Life Insurance

VEGETABLE DYSENTERY

SYRUP, contains no opiate or mineral substance.
Very pleasant to the taste, mild in its effect, yet sure,
safe and reliable, and is Warranted to cure Dysentery, Diarrhea, Cholera Morbus, Summer Complaint,
medicine for children, as well as grown persons,
offered the public. Try it! No cure no pay.

For sale at

CHARLES

aug7su4w*

Cramp in Stomach

WAR RIO JR,

Will

Miniature Almanac.August 25.
rises.......5.17 I Moon tteta.8,41 PM
sets.6.46 I Hltrh water. 1.15 PM

Maine.

or

LTHE

Sun
Sun

expense, &c., by writing to R. SMITH, Hanover,

BICK&ELL’S

STEAMER

WINDSOR N8. Sch Thos Dickson—125 tons plaster, lo order.
ST JOHN NB. Sch Lalah Rookh—15 tons grindstones, to N P Richardson; 41 tons chalk, to S Page,
Hallowcll.

m£y25snd6in

Persons who have lost friends in the army, and are
desirous to receive their remains, can learn all the
particulars as to the best mode ot removing them, the

Pain
PRICE!

City.

best in the

Notice.

DR.

-FOR-

,

No* 00 Middle Street* Portland*

of tho 31st Maine Vols.

Magical Preparation

IMPORTS.

P H OTOG II A P H F K

these

be offered,

The internal revenue receipts for the
first seventeen business days of this month, are
1
a trifle over nineteen million dollars.

and Produce bought, stored and insured at

for

Newburyport.
SALEM—Ar22d, brig Tangion Smith, Newburg
Portsmouth; ehs William, hVtcber, EHzabethOttoman, Dodge, New burg for do: Catharine,
Kt;
ris, Calais for New York; Senator, Bonzcy, Ellstor

most

:hargo.
Flour

..

maylleodOm*

tached to any dress.
1'HtCE TH’EFTY-FIVE CT3. A SET.
For sale at the NEW YORK SKIRT and CORSET
STDBE, 28 Market Square, Portland.
GEORGE ANDERSON, Agent.
Sent by mall on receipt of price.
'The Trade sup-

Libby, Portland.

SM 23d, brigs Fanny Lincoln, and Valencia.
Ar2^th, sebs H Preecctt. Freeman, BayCbaleur;
Grace, Wall, Lepreaux NB; Courier. Hopkins,Elizabatkport; Boston, Russell, Calais; Pembroke, Small,
Pembroke: Forest. .Jordan, Ellsworth; Protection,
Harford, Millbridge; Leo Washington, Pendleton,
Bangor; John Ruggles. Dodge, and Day Spring, Darik Bangor; Ella, Farloy; Oliver, Franklin Jane,
Lottd: Oraloo, Beck; Sarah Hall, Pierce; Centurion,
Green, and Ada S Wit-well, loole, Baugor ; Fairview,
A rerill, Bristol; Trader, rinkham, Rockland; Yankee, Sargent, Buckeport; City Petal, Matthews, Belfast; Boh) Franklin, Patterson, and Franklin, West,
Wixcasset; Thoa (’ Bartlett, Card, Bath; Bramhall,
Sawyer, and J Baker, Barberick, Portland; Concert,
Diown, Kennebunk.
Cld z4tli, barque Windward, EWrldge, Melbourne;
brig Sami G Auaras. Barrett, Philadelphia; sobs War
Eagle, Kelley, Washington; Win G Eadic, '1 hurlow,

looping up Ladles’ Drosses In graceful fold. Tie
convenient article a lady oan use. Can be at-

For

following choice brands of Flour on hand:—
N. Warren,
Bertshy’s Best,
Cabinet,
Eagle,
Champion,
McClelan.
Market Reports sent daily or weekly without
The

md

done.

Let Maine Law

Nonpariel

Buy for Eastern account Grain, Flour, Beef,
Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.

ers

state of the cause.
The notice is timely, and the

point by thq jury concerned, the
prosecution have summoned all the professional prestitigitators, necromancers, magicians,
fakirs, &c., for the purpose of proving that
Mr. Colchester’s phenomena can be produced
by simple earthly and material agencies. The
a

the Press:

Druggists everywhere.

WISCONSIN.

HARMON & SAWYER,

Standish, Aug. 23, 1886.—aug24tf.

but a short time

than do those who were his

BROTHERS,

iberal rates.

The Republicans and Union men of Standish ore
requested to meet at the Town House, in said
town, on Saturday, the second day of September
next, at 3 o’clock in the afternoon, to nominate a
Candidate for Representative to the Legislature.
Per Order of Usios Tows Committee.

which he set was such as would inspire
any one
to imitate it.”
Another who was with him

UyThe New Bedford Mercury suggests
that the President’s kindness to the rebels is
meeting with such ungracious returns, that his
a

more

HAlIt RETHE MOST
WONDEnrn, DI8COVAGE, will positively restoro Gray Hair
to Us origin J color, whether black, brown or auburn,
ami being a delightful dressing,H imparts to It a
beautiful glossy and healthy appearance. It will u)*,,
on bald heads, where
promote a growth of new hair
theglonda or roots 3re not disorganised; and effectually remove all dandruff, Itching and humors from
the scalp. It is warranted to produce the above results or rnonoy refunded.
TEBBETTS BROTHERS,
Proprietors, Manchester, N. H.
W. W. Whiffle, Agont for Portland. Sold by
THE

eby OF

PB0DU0E COMMISSION MERCHANTS.

Standish.

was

feel his loss

and will do their utmost to bring back to the
restored Union, the heresies which proved so
nearly fatal to the old.”

lrivon to

distance.

matter at what

Aug 25—sn d2t

taken to the

sy Frank Blair is ambitious for the next

must

Going
spring

stricken down by disease and
hospital. Under good treatment
he had apparently passed all danger, and
seemed convalescent, when he was suddenly
attacked with Typhoid Pneumonia, which in
a few hours ended fatally.
It is a souree of real comfort to his friends
that he who had always been a dutiful son, an
honest and pure minded boy at home, was a
faithful soldier in service, and whether in
camp or hospital maintained his fidelity to
principle to the last.
A fellcw soldier writes: “You can
scarcely

Hate

patience

1865, he remained there

of

the basis of

sovereignty, and are said to be strongly
organized. They different our Maine Democrats chiefly in being more honest and out-

at Post

defence.

late census, falls below the estimates. It was
a
snneose*1
million .souls,
whereas the number will not exceed eight hundred thousand.
{iy The class of Democrats in Ohio who
have nominated Alexander Long for Governor,
in their resolutions, declare the war a failure,
denounce conscription, colonization, emancipation, and the public debt, propose to reconstruct

price. Dr. N. will cure instantly where any perbringing a garment of any kind of a sick friend,

son

aualSsneoi! 13t

PHYSIOLOGICAL

GENERATOR,

69 and 71 Baal Water St.,

Free Lecture

N. \

DR. TIB BETS"

_

Portland, Me.

And healing the sick, on next Sabbath, Aug. 27th, at
1] o'clock A M., until 12 o'clock M., at Congress
Hall. Doctor J. R. NEWTON, “the healer," will explain the wondcrlul power or gilt of healing by Magnetism, and will cure rich and poor without monuv

no

way.

merits
of these
and for

RICE

man,

ay

S
l*i-theCCleb"tal
Prico 20 cents;
tusoit}-.

beautiful Instruments will be on
sale (for a few days only) at the
Photograph Soouuof A. Ai. MoKENNEk, opposite
Preble House.
Persons desirous oJ
obtaining a superior Piano, at
\ reasonable price, should
improve this rare opportunity. Every Instrument fully warranted.
E\ it. OSBORN. Gen’l Agent.
Aug. 8th, 1805.
auglGsnd&wtf
exhibition

MILWAUKIE,

to the world

Hospital, Savannah, Ga, on
10th May last, Gebshom S. only son of
Rufus Whitney, Esq. of Gorham, aged 20
years and 5 1-2 months—a private in Co. I,
12th Maine Regiment.
Very early in the war young Whitney, then
a mere lad, was impressed with the conviction that he ought to enter the army of the
Union and do what he could in his country’s

important place.

force equal to that of six atmospheres, and
this has been found sufficient for ail the purposes required. At an elevation of 160 feet

Aug. 2Ss—sn dim

dicinal, but not a whit less pernicious,

——A——

_

OBITUARY.

According to the latest information on
gigantic project finally resolved upon, and
this, perhaps the most stupendous work of our such subjects, the chances tfoat a newly-born
infant, in England, will live for the space of
age, is now steadily advancing to completion.
The manner in which the work of boring is twelve months, axe 861 to 149. Babies bom in
France are not quite so fortunate, the chances
carried on is by no means the least interesting
in their favor being only 820 against 180.
part of the subject. The engine by which this
&|^"The “conscience money” paid into the
is done consists mainly of an iron bar which
British Exchequer last year amounted to
is darted out like the tpngue of an adder
£7,184.
against the opposing rock, with wonderful veman in France has just taken out a
locity, and force. To find a suitable motive patent for luminous hats. They would, he says,
power for this engine was Jong a desideratum, prevent the wearer from being run over by cabs
■jlteam was of course out of the question, for at night, and would to some extent enable a
team can only be produced by fire, and fire is
saving in the lighting of streets with gas to be
the great devourer of air, so that to introduce
effected.
it into the Alpine tunnel would have been lit!S5P*Tho population of New York city, by a
It

Fore Street,

187

XT

~

Receipts
Metropolitan Hotel in
mailed,po»t*9 free. Address HUTCHINSON 4 CO.,
PubEre, ^ Bronc-

!

Pinna! !

Perfect

wallls NS j sells North Cape, Hart, Camden; Watch-

XOTICES.

850 UAili:
ftECEIpTS—com Jag nuuiv
Secrets and much valuable
itifljnnation new beftac
made public, including over
log
now lu cs-

For power, purity, sweetness and durability ol
lone, they arBiiaequailed by any Pi—o known.
The
iimplicitv ot construction, together with the
impossibility of its giving out, arc among its most

important
The constantly increasing demand for the abeve
article has Induced the Proprietor to lease the premises on the corner ol Congress and Ohostnut Streets,
as a Laboratory, where,with every tacillty for manufacturing, and with a stock ot the best articles the
English and American markets afford, he is now prepared to receive orders at the above address or at the
office of his sole authoriaed agents.
MOORE & SMITH,

jjaF*The Belfast Age says there has been
quite an excitement in Searsmont the past
week, over the arrest and escape from the offi-

the

tle short of suicide.

infer that the anti-custom house ticket

we

prevailed. The vote stood 311 against 215.
£i#“Maiue has been made into a Military
District, and is to be commanded by Maj. Gen.
Charles Griffin; headquarters at this city.

twin
scourge with the cholera. It is a curious fact
that wherever this disease has appeared, the
cholera has quickly followed. Such has lately

a

TOInTIO bitters.

nebunk.

favorite theory with the savins of England and France that the “cattle
distemper,” at present prevailing in various

ated

A

Attorney;

County Treasurer.

j^#“The Augusta Journal of this week contains the oration delivered in that city on the
4th of July, by Col. James M. Stone of Keu-

jy The editor of a country paper put a'dozen saucy questions to a political opponent, and
concluded with calling him a brandy barrel.
Whereupon the opponent retorts, “If he has
that opinion of us, no wonder he is so fond of

case

for

ty Treasurer, Leonard Keith.

tie other day by an excited pugilist: “I’ll
twist you round your own throat, until there
is nothing left of you but the extreme ends of
your shirt collar sticking out of your eyes.”
His opponent left.

been the

have

RMELEE’S,

PIANO-I'ORTES

SHARP’S

or

Knox"»County

for County Commissioner, Job P. Sylvester;
for County Attorney, A. C. Phillips; for Coun-

threat was made use of

or

the

Jay;

by Mr. Gooch’s appointment

quarters, is either the origin of,

taking from

The Union men of Franklin County have
nominated for Senator, Cornelius Stone of

&5f“There is reason in every thing. A young
f :llow in Barustead, N. H., cut his throat the
other day because he was going to be married.
A woman in San Francisco drowned herself
because she was not going to be married.

p imping us.”
[i'if“It is now

Union men ot

Sprague

Alden

in Worcester, Mass., have been warned
t :i close by the State constabulary.
gSF“The New Bedford Mercury mentions
Gen. Banks as a candidate for the seat in Con-

fyThe following

learn of the

nominated N. A. B.urpec and John B. Duuton
for the Senate; Moses Luce for County Commissioner; L. W. Howe for County

which

shops

g.-ess made vacant
a naval officer.

to

service for three years as Paymaster in the Navy. Mr. Jordan wat 20 years of age, and graduated from Bowdoin in ’61.
|£3?“The Dover (Me.) Observer says that on
Friday night, the 18th, the jewelry store of W.
F. Haskell in that town, was robbed of five
watches, the thief or thieves breaking a pane of

cal state of health.
Peaches were sold in Philadelphia on
8 iturday at #1 to $1 75 per basket.

Springfield

in that vi-

death of Samuel Jordan, of Poland, of consumption. He died on Monday, having just returned from the Gulf, where he has been in the

j£J?“Tbe present population of London is
3,015,494; of the borough of Liverpool, 476,868;
city of Manchester, 354,930.
Gov. Brough of Ohio is again in a criti-

in

prevailing quite extensively

cinity.

ment.”

is one arm

is

ver

in the eyes of those who are from position or
ability qualified to fill it well, or in the minds
of those who are subordinate to it, or who do
business with that department of the Govern-

tifi hero

at

BJfThe evidence in the murder trial at Ban-

to

ikes fifteen hundred pistols a week.
l;fA hundred and twenty-eight

--""""

ter.”

ing presence, and hie reputation as a military
engineer is not equalled in the country.
“the appointment
2®“The Bostou Post says

m

will not interest themselves in this mat-

PA

Patent IwlateJ

SPECIAL NOTICES.

calls for a boat between
the Kennebec and this oity, and is fully of the'
opinion that such a boat would do a good busiThe Times asks if “the Portland business
ness.

SPECIAL

*—"Jr

pudding*.”

pT*The Bath IHmes

men

SPECIAL NOTICES.

^yAn incurable old bachelor, and who
ieemingly rejoices in his infirmity, describes
marriage as “a female despotism tempered by

«.

g£^&Tatss.i ssajt

tiioi

Purchase.
llOUSEP^// i*
linf

^’‘'T

Wanted.

APA2JNER

Friday Morning, August 25,

Rifle Shoowng.—At tlie trial of rifle shooton Wednesday, the first prize, a beautiful

I

1865.

Another Jtailroad Accident.

Erie, Pa., Aug.

ing

Portland and

vicinity.

New Advertisements Ts-Dsr*
SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.

Sharp’s Tonic Bitters—Moore
Lecture—J. B. Newton.

Freo
*

&

Smith.

AUCTION COLUMN.

Auction Sale of PubBe
Government Steamers, Ac.,

Builuinga-Henry Inman.
at Auction—H. Hams.

NEW

ADVKltTlSKMENT COLUMN.

Wautod to Purcbaso—A two-atoryAjeusc—Box 42.
Bu.-.ineiB College—Brvant, Sixattenmswiray.
Hoase for Sale—John 0. 1-rooter.
Bond Stolen—Ueblois A Jackson.
Coopers Wanted.
Counselor at Law—War. U. Clnlord.
Agents Wanted—J. P. Fitch.
Wairted— Partner.
Great Business Chances—h.#T. Cushing.
Excursion to Fort Popham—Steamer W arrlor.
Wanted Immediately— F. T. Cushing.
,,,,

_

,,

RETURN OF THE 80TE MAINE REGIMENT.
The 30th Maine

regiment

was

organized

at

Its field and staff
Augusta January 9,1864.
officers were as follows:
Francis Fessenden, Portland, Colonel: Thomas H.

Hubbard, ilal.owell, Lieutenant Colonel: Boyal E.
Whitman, Turner, Major; John C. Kendall,' Freeport, Adjutant; Francis H. Coffin, Portland Quartermaster; Josiah Carr, Minot, Surgeon; Thomas H
Brt lin, Portland, Assistant Surgeon; Simeon C.
Higgins, Turner, Chaplain.
The regiment broke camp, at
February

Augusta,
7th, arrived here the same day, and

em-

barked on board steamer Menimac and sailed
for Hew Orleans on the
Sth, at which place
they arrived on the 10th. It was actively engaged in the Red River campaign, and, at the
battle of Cane River, Col. Fessenden received
a. wound which caused
amputation of one of
his feet. Subsequently Lieut. Col. Hubbard
wat wounded, as was also
Major Whitman.
Last November the re-enlisted men of the
lota Marne were consolidated with the 80th.
and other recruits were

added, bringing the
number of men in the regiment to upwards of
1,400. During the year 1804, it was in every
engagement under Gen. Banks.
After severe service in Louisiana the Regi
meat was ordered to Bermuda
Hundreds, Virginia, where it was under Gen. Butler. From
thence it went to Alexandria, then to Savannah, at which place it has been since the war
subsided. Its record is a glorious one, and it
has earned for itself a fame of which the soldiers may well be proud.
The Regiment left Savannah on the 19th
instant in the steamer Karnak for this poll,
and arrived here about five o’clock last even-

ing.
CoL Fessenden having been promoted to
Brigadier General, Lieut. Col. Hubbard was
appointed to the Colonelcy of the Regiment.
Col. Hubbard resigned last July, and was succeeded by Major Whitman, who had been promoted previously to the Lieutenant ColonelcyThe iollowiiig is the present organization ol
the Regiment:—
F<Ui and Stajj'.—Royal E. Whitman, Colonel, Turner; George W. Randall, Lieutenant Colonel, Freepor; ;«JforaceC. Haskell, Major, Turner; Charles b\
jjanaboe, Adjutant. Per clan. ; Francis H. Coffin.
Quartermaster, Portland; Horatio N. Howard, .Surgeon, Hebron; Simeon C. Higgins, Chaplain, Turner.
Co. A.—David S. Barrows. Captain, saco; Francis
E. Dwinal, 1st Lieutenant, Minot; Charles S. Field,
2d Lieutenant
Co. B.—Gorge E. Moulton, Captain, Westbrook;
Neis ,u Howard, 1st Lieutenanr, Phitlij^s; Frai k L.
Holmes, 2d Lieutenant, Portland.
Co. C.— Whitman Sawyer, Captain, Raymond:
Henry T. Simpson. 1st Lieutenant, Portland; Wm.
L. Dickey, 2d Lieutenant.
Co. 1).— Warren H. Boynton, Captain, Bangor;
Han. H. Quimbv, 1st Lieutenant, Bangor; Josiah A.

Millet, 3d Lieutenant, Palmyra.
Co. E.—Wiliam W. Noyes, Captain, East Livermore; Lucius D. Fisher, 1st Lieutenant, Norway;
Henry N. Fairbanks, 2d Lieutenant, Wayne,
C. F.—Levi M. Prince, Captain. Portland; Henry
B. vJeavea, 1st Lieutenant, Briogtou ; Emery O.

Walter, 2d Lieutenant.
Co, G.—Kirke W. Moses, Captain, Lewiston: Francis S. Coffin, 1st Lieutenat, Machius; Joseph I>. Ca>
ville, 2d Lieutenant, Lewiston.
Co. H.—Robbins B. Grover, Captain, Bethel Hill;
Preston M. Emery. 1st Lieutenant, Kendall’s Mills;
Bunitt H. Beale, 2d Lieutenant, Portland.
Co. I.—Frank L. Jones, Captain, Portland; Chas.
B. Hall. 1st Lieutenant, Portland; Wm. H. Motley,
2d Lieutenant, Portland.
Co. K.—Simon C. Andrews, Captain, Biddeford;
Wihiam H. Foster, 1st Lieutenant, Albany; Albert
M, Ames, 2d Lieutenant, Lewiston.
A'on-Ccmmissloned Staff*.—George W. Goodbehere,
Sergeant-Major, Lev. is ton: Charles A. Bailey, Quarterin astcr-Sergeant, Columbia Falls; 1). P. H. Lockbail, Commissary-Sergeant, Portland; George W.
Cun: or, Hospital Steward, Minot; Edwin A, Libby,
Drum-Major, Parsonstield; Edward M. Gammon,
Leader of the Band, Portland.

Karnak, Capt. F. W. Thrane, left 8a
vannah at 8 o’oloek Saturday morning, 19th,
Some
and had a very pleasant passage.
.twenty or twenty-five of the soldiers were sick
with dysentery, three of whom died on the pasThe

The number of

sage.

8 field

men

who returned i:

officers, 8 staff officers,

2i

T18,—viz.;
The steamer also
line officers, and 688 men.
brought six horses. The officers and soldier?
speak in ltlgli terms of praise of Capt. Thrane’?
attention during the passage.
'flie names of those who died on the passage are Evatt Willard, Co. C; Stephen B.
Steven*, Co. F, and Moses King, Co. I. The
latter was a French Canadian. They were all
buried at sea.

William Gillespie of Bangor, Co. D, died
yesterday, just after the steamer arrived at
this port. His remains will be sent to Bangor.
The Regiment, to the music of their excellent Band, marched from the State Street
where

Wharf,
City flail,

they

were

landed,

to the oki

where quarters had been provided
A large concourse of people acfor them.
them, and gave them frequent

companied

silver mounted rifle, made by Mr. Brown,
Union street, was won by Charles Day, Jr.Distance forty rods, aim “string,” (2 shots) 8

9-16 inches,
The next best shot was by Mr. R. N. Leighton, whose two shots measured 8 3-4 inches.
This will be recognized as splendid shooting.
Mr. Day also made the best single shot.
The next prize was

Maynard Breach Loader rifle, for the best
“string,” off hand, at 125
yards. This was won by F. Kenny— string 5
a

8-8 inches.
Mr. A. M. Burton made the next best shot,
5 11-16 Inches.
Healing the

Sick.—By,an advertisement

in another column our readers

will learn that
t>r. Newton who has acquired a wonderful
reputation as a “Healer of the Sick,” wili lecture at Congress Hall, Clapp’s Block, on Sunday next, explaining the method of his magnetic power over all the diseases incident to
humanity, and at the same time will heal all
sick who may come to him, without money
and without price. Since he has been in orn
city he has performed some cures so remarkable as to be almost miraculous, and as his
treatment ean do nc harm at any rate, invalids
*
will do well to visit him.
Speedy Justice—The four brutal fellows
in Boston who committed the outrage upon
Mrs. Bates, on Court street, Boston, a‘[few

nights since, have all been convicted; and sentenced to a life imprisonment. The Journal
very justly says “such result, on competent
proof of thoir guilt being produced, was demanded by the general popular voice. The
criminal and judicial authorities, we are sure,
wili have the thankful approval of ail law and
order loving people for their prompt and just
action in this case.”

To

Tuikd.—Mr. James W. Merrill, of
Norridgewock, late Quartermaster of the 20th
Maine regiment, has been sent to Galloup’s Island in accordance with orders from WashingUK

ton, and his trial for some irregularity in the
conduct of his office will commence there on

Monday next.
Sunny Side.—The members of the Third
Parish Church and Society presented their
pastor, Rev. Jeremiah E. Walton, last Wednesday, w ith a purse of $500. This handsome gift
is an expression of the affection and esteem
entertained by his flock towards their spiritual
guide and teacher.
Patents.—We refer all those who may
want business transacted at the Patent Office,
to the card of Wm. H. Clifford, Esq., in this
days issue. The experience this gentleman
has had in obtaining patents and transacting
business with that Department places him in
the front rank of Solicitors of Patents.
Assigned to

Duty.—Miyor

J. W. T. Gar-

diner, formerly Provost Marshal General of
the State, and who has been off duty since being relieved by Coh Littler, has been assigned
to duty on recruiting service for the regular
rmy, with headquarters at Augusta.
Camp Property to be Sold.—It will be

by the advertisement of Capt. Inman,
that all the buildings and the fence at Camp
Berry ate to be sold at auction on Thursday,
Sept. 7th. JThere are 29 buildings on the camp
grounds. Other sales are 90on to follow.

8eeu

Veteran Reserve Corps.—The men enlisted In this State for the Veteran Reserve
Corps, left for Boston last evening, in the
steamer. They are under command of Lieut.
Murphy, and are bound to Washington.
Real Estate.—Henry Bailey & Co. sold
at

auction

yesterday

the

wooden

house No. 12 Peach street, with lot
84 feet. It brought $1475, and was

by Hugh

Dolan.

Notice
our

dwelling
37 1-2 by
purchased

to

Subscribers.—Mr. F. Tracy,

agent, will visit Sagadahoc County during

the present month for the purpose of collectd&w
ing dues and receiving subscriptions.
The County Nominations are omitted

TELEGRAPH
-TO the-

EVENING

PAPERS.

Washlnuton Correspondence.
New York, Aug. 21.
The World s Washington dispatch says it is
generally believed that our government will
oppose diplomacy to the aggressions of Spain
upon St. Domingo, and perhaps stronger measures.

J. L. Pugh of Alabama, and E. S. Marten,
late members of the rebel Congress, have arrived in Washington.
The Tribune’s Washington dispatch says it
is hinted in well informed circles that the government will arrest and hold for trial the leaders of the rebellion, and pardon all others by

proclamation.
Supper was provided for them by Hr.
An agent of the Poles is in Washington
Wheeler of the P. S. & P. Depot Refreshment
seeking aid towards the emigration of a large
Room, and served to them in the hall. This number of Poles, who desire to settle in Virmorning Mr. Higgins of the Portland & Ken- ginia.
The Herald’s dispatch says Admiral Goldsnebec Depot Saloon will furnish the soldiers
borougli writes that not having been invited
we
a3
The
breakfast.
to
be present at the naval review at Brest, he
Regiment,
with a
shall not allow any of his Squadron to be in
are informed, will go to Augusta to be paid
that vicinity.
off and mustered out of service. The necessiThe Richmond correspondence of the HerThere is great ald states that a large party of Swedes have arty for this we fall to perceive.
dissatisfaction expressed by the soldiers at rived there en route to settle in the valley of
the upper James river.
being taken down there and then obliged
exown
at
their
return
of
to
them)
(most
Canadian Affairs.
pense, when they could just as well have been
Quebec, Aug. 23.
out here, and at a savmustered
and
off
paid
The Canadian Customs’ return to June
Govof
dollars
to
thousands
the
ing of some
30th, of the present year, show there was imernment.
ported during the year merchandise valued at
were from
On their march to City Hall the Regiment 844,500,000, of which $19,500,000
the United States. There is a decrease of
passed through State Street and halted in $419,000 as compared with the previous year.
froni of the residence of their first Colonel,
In answer to an inquiry, Hon. Mr. McDonFrancis Fessenden, and, although he was ab- ald announced in the House to-day the intention of the government to enlarge the canal
sent, the men gave three hearty cheers to
system of Canada at the earliest possible moold
comfor
their
and
love
show then''
respect
ment, if the financial condition of the province
mander.
would allow it, for the purpose of attracting
cheers.

-MUNICH’AL OOUKT. AUGUST 24.
James Nellis, foi drunkenness ajnl disturbance, was committed to jail ffj default of payment of a fine of three dollars and costs.
John Cayenaugli allowed his goat to run at
large and was obliged to pay $8.17 tine artd
costs.

James Hayes pleaded guilty to assault and
battery on Man son Hume. Not having the
wherewith to pay §7.80 fine and costs, he was
committed to jail.
Eugene Rich and George Averst, for drunkenness and disturbance, were committed to jail
in delimit of payment of fine3 of three dollars
each and costs.
Charles E. Neal, a lad, for larcency of a small
amoui-'t of currency from another lad, paid
§6.04 fine, and costs.
to drunkenness
John Kelly pleaded guilty
and disturbance. He could uot pay the fine
was accommoof three dollars and costs, and
dated with lodgings in the jail.
CT. B.
WM. H.

COMMISSIONERS

COURT.

CLIFFORD, KSQ., COMMISSIONER.

William A. Mitchell of Freeport, was brought
before the Commissioner last Wednesday
of a retail
charged with pursuing the business
S. Inliquor dealer without taking out his U.

examination was
next Wednesday and Mitchell
the sum of $303 for his appear-

ternal Revenue license.

postponed
recognized
ance.

to
in

The

the trade of the western States to Canada.—
He would not pledge the government to go on
with the enlargement this year.
From Mexico.

f

w

New York, Aug. 24.

Havana papers contain accounts of the guerrilla warfare carried on in Mexico. Zou Golica has pronounced in favor of the republicans,
and the national forces at Oajaca and on the
Coast will make their headquarters there.
The foreign legion have left Matamoras for
Tampioca, to start thence on an expedition
against Ciudad Victoria. A company of laneers and infantry, under the Austrian captain
Kurzorck, have been captured and the latter

BUTLER,

The New York Tribune of Wednesday,
makes the following editorial statement which
will UP doubt be cheering intelligence to the
newly developed Democratic friends of President Johnson
“A dispatch in yesterday’s Times is calculated to do great injustice to Gen. Butler. It is
said that that ofljoer had not offered his resignation in a way that could be accepted. The
truth i«, that the General not only offered his
on the President and
resignation, but calledit, as he destred to dose
him to accept
with the government, go to New
up his affair*
The
of law.
York and resume the practice

L|ed

Kfant

21.

^e**£ken

The Macon correspondent of the Transcript
states that cotton is being rapidly brought up
and shipped.
Cotton at Savannah was quoted at 34 and
36 for middling.

| signation
♦

was not

Bficepte**:

of McCautland and others.

Indictment

New York, Aug. 24.
Harrisburg, Pa., dispatch states that the
Grand Jury of Franklin Co. Pa. has found true
bills of indictment against McCausland and
others, who caused the burning of Chambercburg. Gov. Curtin tias made requisition upon
the Governors of old Virginia, West
Virginia
and Maryland for these men, and has sent officers to take them into custody.
A

Washington Correspondence.
New York, Aug. 24.
The Post’s Washington dispatch says it is
announced at the Treasury Department that
ail fractional currency lias been counterfeited
except the last notes printed. Also that legal
tender notes printed in New York have been
counterfeited.

follows:
finally passed, modilipd
Resolved, That we are in favor of so equalbounties
to
soldiers
in 1861 ’62, that
izing
paid
they shall receive the same pay and bounty as
the soldiers of 1803 and ’64, and that Congress
should make an approprietfon for this pur-

Discharge of Williams—Sudden

Col. Jonathan Eddy,

Werz.

The

Philadelphia, Aug. 24.
McMichael, proprietor of the North
was
renominated
for Mayor by the
American,
Union City Convention on the iirsfc ballot
with but little opposition.
Nciq York Markets.
New York. Aug. 24.
Cotton—lc higher; sales 1,1*00 boles Middling Upland at 44 @ 45c.
Flour—sales 15,800 bbls. State and Western 5 (a)
10c higher. State 6 80 @ 8 10. Hound Iloop Ohio 885
(a) 11 00. Western 6 85 @ 8 25. Southern firmer; sales
500 bbls at 9 30 @ 14 00. Canada 5 @ 10c better; sales
350 bbls at 7 90 & 11 00.
Wheat—unchanged; sales 82,000bushels. Chicago
Spring 1 53 @ 1 57. Milwaukee Club 1 54 @ 1 57.—
Amber Milwaukee 157 @ 1 58.
Western 1 924. Amber Michigan 2 10 (j$ 2 16.
Corn—lc higher; sales 76,000bushels. Mixed Western 94 @ 94Jc.

Beet—steady.
Pork—firmer;

New Mess 32 50(a)

sales 7000 bbls.

32 75.

Lard—steady; sales 725 bbls at 19J @ 24Jc.
Whiskey—firm; sales 420 bbls at 2 19 (a) 2 20.
Bice—firmer; saleB 150 trs at 11 @ 11£.
Sugars—firm; sales 1050 lihds. Porto Rico 13 @
144c. Muscovado Ilf @ 13J. Havana, 60 boxes, at
16c.

Coffee— firm; sales 420 bags

Molasses—firm;

on

sales 200 hhdg

private

terms.

Porto Rico at 80 @

90c.

Naval Stores—quiet.
Petroleum—dull.
Freights to Liverpool—firmer.

of the

Buffalo Spring, Mecklenburg Co., Va., Aug.
17, 1865.—You ask my views of the future

99*
Treasury 7-30.
Michigan Southern
New York Central...92
Erie.
864

and future interests of us all. The case
plain that very little can be said or m-itten upon it. We of the South referred the
question at issue between us and the United
States to the arbitrament of the sword. The

course
is so

.63J

Reading. 103^
1083
Hudson.
Illinois Central.
121*
Cumberland Coal Co.,. 42
North Carolina Sixes,. 74
Tennessee Sixes,. 72}
Gold dosed at Gallagher’s Evening Exchange at

decision has been made and is against us. We
acquiese in that decision, accept it as final, and
recognize the fact that Virginia is again one of
the United States. Our duties and interests coincide. We shall consult the one by performing
the other and by doing all we can to promote the
welfare of our neighbors, to restore prosperity
to the country. We should at once commence
the duties Of peaceful citizens by entering upon some useful pursuit, qualifying ourselves to
vote if possible, and at the polls our votes
should be cast for conservative men who understand and will maintain the interests of
Virginia as one of the United States. Tins is
the course which I have recommended to all
those with whom I have conversed with on
the subject, and that which 1 have adopted
for myself as far a. practicable.

1

43g.

CASCO STREtT SEMINAR!!
riiHE FALL TERM of this School for YOUNG
J LADIES ami MISSES, will commence

Monday,

September 4th,

ami continue ten weeks.
Separate Department for Children.
Miss ELLEN M. FREEMAN, Teacher.
For terms, inquire at No. 15 Preble Street.
MARY C, HALL, Principal,
Successor to Miss H. Iiawkes.

O?

Portland, Aug 19,1865.

Very truly yours,

J. E. Johnston.

aug24dl5t*

Copartnership Notice.

Washington.
24

undersigned have this day
rpHE
A
under the name and
nership

a

copart-

& McCALLAR,

ELLIOT

nnd liavopurchased the stock of CALEB S. SMALL,
at No. 11 Market Square, intending to do a CASH
BUSINESS in
lloots,

8hooi4

and

Unbbora,

We hope to see all our friends, the old friends ol
Mr. Small,*hnd the public generally, fceliug confident
give satisfhetion In goods and prices.
M. F. ELLIOT,
D. C. McCALLAR.
Aug 24—d&wlm

BOOK

Jt.ady in

The

WANTED!

AGENTS

History

a

of

Bay. !
the Rebellion!

1-Yip

by the AUBURN PUBLISHING CO., in
two Octavo Vols., 1600 pages, 200 PORTRAITS,
Maps, Diagrams, &c. The Fl/tST, cheapest ami
best History published. A rare chance for Agents.
New Illustrated Order Bool: now ready. Terms very
liberal. |3T"For Circulars, terms, &c., write to E,
G. STORK E, AtrovBN, N, Y,
augl6d2w*

ISSUED

Dissolution.
POBTLAKD, August 2,1866.
copartnership hcreloloru existing between
THEGEO,
R, ROSS and WM. ROSS, JK„ under the

agent.

firm

name

ol

HOHH BROTHERS,
is this dav dissolved by mutual consent.
'.'EO. E. ROSS,
WM. ROSS, Jb.
The undersigned will continue the business under
the same firm name or Boss Brothers.
yrM. ROSS, Jb.
augTdtl

STEAMEB FOB FBEEEQBT.
CASCO will leave
_~T\ Freeport for Portland every MON>A
and SA.TU RA
WEDNESDAY
Y,
TiTiV i
: •£®;i^«-i^DAY Mornings at 7 o’clock.
.Tl'jtTWscsJ* Reluming, will leave Custom
House Wharf on the same afternoons at 4 o’clock.
Fare each way, 60 cents. Freight taken at low
rates.
July7 2m
d

1

The steamer

n*10,1 *» Commercial Arith-

only
be afinitted tf
thiTef^

Ter ass $10,00 [per Terns of Ten
Weeks.

worthy

public

FILES, Principal,

28 HANOVER STREET.
Post Office Address, Box 103.
N. B.—Please send for a Circular.
Aug 21—dtf

TERM,

will be

ONE

Exqninilc,

A Wont

Apply

Delicate mid I'm*

Perfume, Distilled from the
Rare nud Bemilifiil Flower from
which it tnkca itn name.
Manufactured only by P a It I.O* A SON.

TELEGRAPH!

Ash

GLORIOUS NEWS!

for I*Ji <tloit*M—To hr no other*
Sold by droggieti generally.

T O U E I STS

IS
gladen the hearts of every housekeeper. It is
rpO
X the only PERFECT Sifter in use. It has two
for

EXCURSION SEASON OF 1865.

Church.
P. S.—Orders from Country Traders
solicited, and
will be promptly attended to; to such a liberal discount will be made. Address
C. H. LUNT, Portland, Maine.
Aug 22—dlw*

JOSEPHPARTINGTON
TINDER LANCASTER HALL,
U bis friends and the public, that
years of practical experience as a

French Cook and

would inform
had 18

fully prepared

furnished at the shortest notice.

WEDDING CAKE that cannot be beat, will be
packed safe and sent to any part of the country.
Hg^-Persons wishing to engage Lancaster Hall, for
Concerts, Lectures, Dances, «c., will apply to
j.

July

Partington.

28—mw&f6w

General’s

Office,

Washington City, D. c.,

August IT, 1866.

ARMY MEDICAL BOARD, to consist ot
Brevet Colonel C. S. Tripler, Surgeon U. S. A.,
President: Brevet Lieutenant Colonel H. R. Wirtz,
Surgeon U. S. A.; Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Anthony Htger, Surgeon U. S. A., and Brevet Major C.
C. Lee, Assistant Surgeon U. S. A., Recorder, will
meet in Now York City, on the 20tli of September
next, for the examination of candidates for admission
into the Medical Staff of the United States Army, and
of Assistant Surgeons for promotions.
Applicants must be between 21 and 36 years of age,

AN

and

pnvsically

sound.

Applications must be addressed to the Surgeon
General of the Army, stating the residence of the applicant, and the date and place of his birth: they
must be accompanied by respectable testimonials of

moral character.
If the applicant has been in the service, he will
send the testimonial of the chief medical officer, under whom he has served, and if in service at the present time, the application must be sent through the
Medical Director of the respective Department.
No allowance is made for the expenses of persons
undergoing the examination, as it is an indisperuato appointment.
There are now twelve vacancies in the Medical
Staff.

blepre-requisite

J- K. BARNES,
Surgeon General U. S. Army.
23—3tawtilloctl
Aug

rpHAT INGEBSOL’8 PATENT WATER-DRAWI ER IS THE BEST IN THE WORLD. It cb*ilefiges everything, and is now taking the lead (over
all others) in Connecticut, Massachusetts, and Middle States where
they are sold. The greatest chance
ever yet offered to the enterprising to make money,
by purchasing the right of Counties to manufacture
sell. The Drawer can be seen at Rundlett’s Inventors* Exchange, where territory can be purchased
of the Agent, at a bargain. A chance for all.
C. HOLLY, Agent for Maine,
80 Federal St., near Lime.
Aug 22—dlw*
anti

Portland, Aug. 19,1866.
The subscriber will continue the bnsiness under the
same style as heretofore at 267 Commercial Street,
Smith’s Whan, where a choice assortment of the
best qualities of Coal and Wood
may be found at
the lowest mabket prices, delivered m any part of

LAKE ONTARIO, THE THOUSAND
ISLANDS,
RAPIDS OFTHE ST.LAWRENCE,SARATOGA, WHITE MOUNTAINS.
Excursion Tickets from Portland at verv low ra.es
For Through Tickets and any
information, apply to
all Grand Trunk Agents in Maine and New-BrunsWick, or to connecting Steamboat Offices, and at
E. P. BEACH,
Geu’l Ag’t, 27!> Broadway, N. Y.
WM.
Or

of

ALVAH LIBBEY, who has had the sole
Agency for GOLD’S IMPROVED STEAM and
WATER tf EATING APPARATUS, and the justly
celebrated McGregor Hot Air Furnace, both of which
have a world-wide reputation, can be found hereafter
at the store of Messrs. C. H. STUAliT & CO., 171
and 173 Middle St., where he will be happy to meet

MR.

Boarding,

aug22d3m

For Sale.
of the most beautifully located House Lots in
Portland; good land, large lot. surroundings
pleasant; will be sold for one-half what any other
equally large and desirable lot In this city can be
bought far. Enquire at
W. S. DYER’S,
•••'»■
137£ Middle St,
Portland, Aug. 21,1865.—d3w

ONE

Portland, August 22,1865.
CONSUMERS’ MUTUAL COAL CO. have
now on hand a
superior quality of COAL lor house
or
for foundry and steam purposes. Also a
purposes
nice article of Smith's Coal, and a
goocrsupply of dry
Hard and Soft WOOD, where the stockholders anu
any others that want can be supplied at the lowest
market
_

rates.

Office head of Union Wharf, formerly occupied by
Shurtleff & Co.
Aug 23—d4w
I. P. BUTLER, Agent,

House for Sale.
story BRICK HOUSE,
It is thoroughly built,
improvements and conven-

the three

BiSir^iM.1?. Spilng Street.
fSUkwitti the modern

finished rooms, bathing room, steam heating apparatus, gas, hard and soft water, &c. Will be
sold low if applied for immediately.
Enquire of
BYRON GREEN OUGH.
oo
Aug. 23—dlw*

To Let.

SIX

ROOMS, Cellar, &c.,

to any person that will

buy the stock and fixtures of the Saloon attached to the same. As my health will not admit of my
stopping here, I will sell at a bargain. House Stevens* Plains.
E. H. ROBERTSON,
_

For Sale.
A two story
HOUSE, finished throughout,
acre of land, a good bam and outi! lifllS
!u,one
-ffi&sJLhnUdingB, plenty of water; situated at Allen’s
Corner, Westbrook, about five minutes walk from
the terminus of the F. A. R, R. For particulars enquire of R. Leighton, Jr., No. 15 Silver St., or of the
subscriber on
Aug

the premises,

24- d3w*

_Decateomanla,

with facility, at very low
V rates at No, 37$ Middle Street, Payson’s Block.
Varnish, with printed directions lor using, for 30 cts.
per bottle.
*ug22dtf

T>ICTUBE'J transferred,

ROOMS

with

Board

August 15—d7w

can

be

obtained al the
ALBION HOUSE.

PURE

ENGLISH, FRENCH

P KINDLE,

DRUGS,

MEDICINES,

and AMERICAN PERFUM-

ERY and FANCY GOODS, TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, BRACES, &c.

Street, Portland.

All of the

Celebrated Mineral Waters, KISS INGEN,

VICHEY, CONGRESS,

SARATOGA
EMPIRE SPRING.

Hack and Livery Stable!

Turkey and

Fine

Ventre

and

Sponger.

Liquors for Medioinal Use.
VW~Particular attention paid to preparing Physiins

Pure Wines &

july31d2m

Prescriptions.

53T* Particular attention paid to Boarders.
Carriages Aimished for Weddings, Parties, and
Funerals.
The stable having been furnished with New Carand good Hor. es, a share of patronage is solic-

Furniture at Auction.

^i’ot

Ali.F^er'SSE ’^^tiug, Ch^UeW,

Chair*, Table*,

artlcSc*.’

r,JCkery, Kitchen

ture, anil other
Aug. 24th—dui

Furni-

Assistant

Quartermaster’s Office. TJ,

8. A "
PORTLAND, MAINE,
August 24th, lges,

to hutruction* ft jin the War Deahull sell at Public Auction, on

AGREEABLY
partment, I

Thandar, Scptenibcr 7lh, 18C5,

do
do

One
One

24x160 ft.
20X 63 0.
1SX 24 It.
20x 60 It.
20X160 t.
20x 60 ft.
lsx 44 ft.

do
do
do
do

ft.
lsx 20 it.
12x soft.
lex 30 It.
26x 60 It.
16X 30 It.
25x 40 It.
15x 40 ft.
16X3611.
16x 30 It.
16x 40 ft.

do
do

One

One

one
do
One
do
One
do
One
do
do
one
do
do
20x100 ft.each. One
do
do
15x 37 ft.
One
do
do
16x 40 It.
One
tlo
One Building 13x60 loot.
2400 feet in length and 13 feet high ol Fence.
The Building* and Fence will be sold a* they stand
and are to be removed immediately.
Term*—Cash, In Government funds.
One
One
One
One
Seven
One
One

INMAN,

Capt. and A. y. M., U. S. A.
Aug. 26, 1666.—dtd.

BY HORATIO HARRIS A
(No.

CO.,

India Street.]

18

U. 8. NAVY YARD, BOSTON,
Commandant’s Office, Aug. 24,1865.
The U. 8. Steamers “New London,” “Albatn us,”

“Wilderness,” and “Penguin,” the Barque “Midnight,” and the Schooners “Para,” 1 G.V\ U gtrs,”

“Sophronia,” and “John GriUnh,” will be sold at
Public Auction by HOKATiO BARKIS, at tills
Navy Yard, on FRIDAY, the Kighieenth Day oi
Septem ber, at twelve o’clock.
The “New London” Is a wooden, screw steamer
tonnage length 130.33 feet, breadth 26.*>3 leet, Ueuth
8.17 leet.
The “Albatross” is a wooden, screw
steamer, tonnage length 150.75 leet, breadth 29.50, depth 18.75
The
Wilderness” is a wooden, side-wheel steamer,
tonnage length 116 feet, brea iti- 2€.50, depth 10.50.
The “Penguin” Is a wooden, screw
steamer, tonnage length
leet, breadth —, depth —.
The “Midnight” is a clipper barque ;tonuage length
125 feet, breauth 27.83 fis t, depth 12 leet.
The “Para” is a schooner, tonnage length 97.50 leer,
breadth 24.50 feet, depth 9 leet.
The “G. W. Rogers'* is a schooner, tonnage lemrtli
76 leet, breadth 22.33, depth 0.75.
The “Sophronia” is a schooner, tonnage length
*
106.83 feet, breadth 28.25, depth 8.25.
The “John Griffith” is a schooner, length 114.50
feet, breadth 28 feet, depth 9.
Five per cent o* the purchase money must be
paid on
the day ef sale, ana the remainder before the vessel is
removed from the Navy Yard, which must be done
within six days after the date of sale.
An inventory
of the articles to be sold with the vessels will be found
at this Yard.
S. U. STRJNQHAM, Hear Admiral.
—

jORESSEh'
POJJTtAVl)

On

No

tTceT

about to make
change in
BEING
shall offer my entire stock of
a

DJRY

tave

PltlCBS',

until all

TUESDAY, AUGUST

sold

1st.

My stock is full and complete in every department.
Every family who wants any goods for the next six
months to come will do well to supply themselves
immediately, as the prices are daily advancing.
Any one wishing to go into the Dry Goods Trade
will find this one of the best situations in Portland.

undersigned
THE
in the
of

Aug. 1—eod&wtl

Deeriny;,

Street.

No.

WEBBER,

20

Ifree

(Cor.

of

6HIULEY

Aug. 17—d4w#

<fc

AT

THIS!

Commercial St.

Tor Tickets to all points West & South

West,

APPLY TO THE

Wanted

ir Fares from •4 to %T^Lower via. the Grand
Railway, than any other route to the West.
E. P. BEACH, Gen. Agt.
| WM. FLOWERS.
276 Broadway, New York. |
Eastern Agt.,Bangor.

TRINDLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,
PORTLAND.

To Let

Immediately,

or

ImIaimIn !

or

Charges
Respectable transient boarders accommodated.

Aug. 24 —dlw*

House to Bet

of High Street,
Street,
ONgood tenement
containing thirteen finished rooms,
and
with
a

chandeliers, good cistern.cementod floor
gas
and fhrnace in the cellar, and water. Rent $300.
RICHARD CROCKETT,
No. 4 High Street.

Copartnership.

f;
o. T-CLEVELjKsjD,
w.

Portland, Aug Ifi^odSw*

R T'

£mteo?°n

hJni9el“he tru8t of
EBEN C.

Richards,
^SOrf.

AtaSrirtmtor of the

STEVENS,

hSd teMMMtr&JlL
jaunty
ueceaaed, by giving bond
the
requests all persons who
Indebtoi
£
lle««a*e<l’8 estate to make Immediate paylaaci.

as

those who have any
e*k'hlt,“d
the same for

of Cnmberlaw directs:

settlement

Portland, July 28,

1866.

demands
to

thereon, to

JOHN TRUE.
35w3w*

Cushing't Islands,

for Portland, a
P. M.
Leave Cushing’s Island, touching at Peaks, *
1 ,n
A. M., and 5.15 P. M.
Tickets Down and Back 25 cts; Children 15 ela.

9.46 A. M. and 2.45

June 16—tt

Special Steamboat Notice.

CThe

Portland Steam Packet Oc.,

will make SIX TRIPS PER
WEEK, a. will appear
by their adverUMment for Summer Arrangement,
leaving Portland and Boston on Saturday
Evening*,
J
at 7 o’clock.

August e-dam

U

A*'“"

The A rchimedia n Ventila tor,
WARRANTED

iramed.

ALEXANDRIA,

B

Cash,

in

Government fund*.

H. L. ROBINSON,
Brev. CoL and A.
U. S. Military
oct 10

Q. M..
Railroads.

IV.

NOYES

*

WON.

35 Exchange Street.
STATE.
A DENTS FOB THIS
Aug 14—d6w
___

Estate of John

SS.’MSSTwSS
month*

M.

tfood.

o

y

N.

W.

A L

:

DEHING,

Electrician,

Nearly Opposite

Ike

Colled Slain llaiel,

he would respectfully announce to the
citizens of Portland and vicinity, that be be.
fvorinanentiy located in tlda city. During the two
years we have been in this city, we have cured son c
of the worst forme of disease in persona who have
tried other forma of treatment in vain, and curi: o
patients in so short a time that the question is oft
asked, do
stay cured? To answer this uuesti.
we will say that all that do not stay
«> win
doctor the second time.
Dr. D. haa been a practical Electrician tor twentv.me years, and is also a regular graduated
nhyalelah
Electricity Is perfectly Planted tc chronic disiasca in
the Bins of nervous or sick headache; neural-la n
die head, neck, or extremities;
in the acute stages or whore the
lungs are not ful v
involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, bin
diseases, white swellings, spinal diseases, curvature
of the spine, contracted muscles, distorted
limbs,

WHERE

of,

cured’

I.

palsv or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, doafiiess, mammering or hesitancy ol speech, dyspepsia, indiges-*°n, constipation and liver complaint, piles—*e cure
every caae that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures ol' the chest, and all forms of female

Complaints.

By Electricity

the gouty, the lame and the
with the agility and electricheated graid is cooled; the frostbitten limbs restored, the uncouth deformities revigor, weakness to
moved; faintness converted to the
ami
the blind made to see,
the blemishes oi
move
upright,
to
form
the Misled
accidents of mature liie
youth are obliterated; theof old
age obviated and an
the calamities

The Rheumatic,
bap with Joy, anti
ity of youth; the

move

strength;

h«»f

prexented;

active circulation maintained

Id A D 1 E S
cold hands and fret; weak stomachs, lame
nervous
and sick headache: dizzibacks;
in the head, with indigestion
and
ness and swimming
the bowels: Mi n hi the side and
of
back;
constipation
leucorrhcea, (or whites); falling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, ami all that long
train of diseases will find in Electricity a sure means
For painful menstruation, too
of cure.
profuse
menstruation, and all of those long line of troubles
with
ladles. Electricity la a certain stifle,
young
will, ni a
Who have
and weak

short

vigor of health.
TEETH I

time,

restore the sufferer to the

TEETH i

TEETH l

Dr. D. still continues to Extract Teeth
by EltcTkigity without pain. Persons having decayed
teotli or stumps they wish to have remove* 1 for resetting he would give a polite invitation to call.

Superior Ktjectro Magnetic Ma-.tiinfs lorsale
family use, with thorough Instruction*.

lor

Dr. D. can accommodate a few patients
and treatment at his house.
Cilice hours from 8 o’clock A. M. to 12
to 6 P. M., and 7 to 9 hi the evening.
Consultation free.

v

ith board

21.; from
novltl

'sn* EMPLOYMENT

from the date of said dcthat fix
allowed tlieroby to the creditor* of *a!d estate
claim*
and proving their debt.,
ihrhringing In their
of Augns and
and we nave appointed the 31st dav
of
the let Saturday*
Sopt, Oct, Nov, and Dec,
1866, and the second Saturday of Jan’y, 1866, at 3 P.
at the o«ce of E, & F. Fox, Portland, as tile
time* and plaee tor the creditor* of said estate to present and prove their claims against said estate.
EDWARD FOX,
CHAS. E. BARR KIT.
1865.
33wSw& dlw aug?l
10,
August
imHce

E M

Ua removed bie office from C lapp’!, Block to
174 MIDDLE STREET,

and

A Sure Cure for Smoky Chimneys.
A.

rfTOE undersigned Slave this day formed a copartX nershlp under the style and name ol 8. T. Ofavel*nd * Co., and taken the old stand of Thrasher &
Co., No. 4 Free Street Block, for the purpose of carrv*
ing on the Retail Dry and Fancy Good business

do.,

About two thousand (2,000) tons Railroad
Iron.
Sales to commence at
at 10 A.
and to continue from day to
day until all are

consumption’when

to

public are hereby notified
thai the Boat, of the

Free

Aug. 18—dtl

trip*

Returning, leaves Cushing's Island

Board.

corner

her

M.

Rooms, lumished
unfurPLEASANT
nished, with board, in the first class house 77
St.
moderate.

Inquire of

and

commence

THIS DAY, June 16th, running m follows, until
farther notice.
Leaves Burnham’s Whart for Peak's and Cushing's Islands, at 9 and 10.30 A. M., and 2 and 3.30 P.

augl7tf

the

and Fine Steam-

OAXBLT.B,
Peak’*

R. Newton

Trucks.

do.

DR.

°r

the Siok in Portland, at CONGRESS
HALL, Clapp’s Block, daily lor five weeks, beginning TUESDAY, August 22d, at 9 o’clock,
procures in most cases instantaneous.
A cordial invitation to all who are not able to pay,
“Without money and without price.”
No medicine Is given and no pain caused, but relief from pain, from any sickness or cause, certain in

new

they

The NEW

cure

near

BOND’S,

for Sale.

Fur the

Where they will be pleased to meet their old customers.
augl2dtf

York

&

August 7—d3w

Street,

do., 4 feet 81 in. gauge.

Medical

will

suits ol

Two (2)

a
15—dto
August

THE

J. M. KNIGHT & SON,

lew moments.

thirty

Twenty (20) Passenger do., 4 leet 8? In. gauge.
One (1) Wrecking do., 4 feet 8} in. gauge.

and Vest Makers

Ofilce to, and

Dr-. J.

feet 81 In. gauge.
About
(30)Stock

Terms:

Steam-Mill and Machinery on Commercial
Street, recently occupied as a Potatoo Manufactory, well supplied with soft water. Building 70 x 80
feet, throe story.
For terms inquire of JOSEPH WALKER, or
JOHN C. PROCTER,
Lime Street.

removed their Commission
taken the Store recently occupied by
HAVE
Commercial

Eighteen (18) new Platform Cars, five foot gauge.
Pwenty-Bvc (25) new Box Oars, live (5) foot gauge.
About three hundred and fifty (350) Box Cars, 4 fort
«j In. gauge.
About two hundred and thirty (280) Platform do. 4

141 and 143 Middle Street.

U. T. S. RICE <& CO.,

63

augDdtf

ROLLINS

LEWIS,

REMOVAL!

So.

flrst-cltss Locomotive Engines, 4 leet 81

-AT-

Trunk

90

NORFOLK,

At
VA., October 13, at 5P. M.
One new Locomotive Engine, 5 foot gauge
At ALEXANDRIA,
TUESDAY, October
17 tb:

BRICK STEAM MILL!

90 Exchange Street.

August 16—dfim

_

Fourteen (14) Flats

Aug. 9, I860.—dtf

General Western Ticket Office,

E.

Urited States Military Railroads,
Office of Assistant gdabteumaster,
Washington, D. C., August U, 1SC5.
W1U be sold at CITY POINT, VA., on WEDNESDAY, October 11, at 11 o'clock A. M.: About lour
thousand (4,ooo) tons Railroad Iron.
VA-’ °n 1U1I,AY. ('"tober
13
Five (5) llrst class Locomotive Engines.
About (50) Freight Cars and one (I) Passenger Car

Sixty

of all kinds Cleansed and Repaired in
Second-hand Cloth-

good style, and at short notice.
ing bought ami sold.

Coat, Pant,

HOWE,

Clothing,

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

Grand. Trunk Railway.

JAS.

s/fc OF GOVERNMENT CARS, ENLARGE
G1NES, AND RAILROAD IRON.

(50)
Fiftyinch

Of all descriptions, by

Clothing

Kerosene Lamps.

154 & 156

KOB1NSGN,

Brevet Colonel and A. fj- M.

VA.,on

Cotton.)

Second-Hand

The Beat Oil in the Market l

WILL

SURGEON,
Street,

GREAT PRICES GIVES

EXCELS!ORBURN.NG OIL.
For sale by
rbe

H. L.

,-oaa.,

july20dtd

gauge.

POUTLAND.

used in both Fluid and

expense.

at lv A. M.
Government Ihnds.

a‘t UmTSM°UTH’

Aug. 4—dim*

Street,

17—dtl

trilling

a

commence

Terms: Cash in

Clothing.

AND

gauge at

Sales to

of Deering’s Bridge,

South End

The above stock la all new, and of the very beat
quality.
The Engines are five foot gauge, five foot
drivers,
and cylinders 16x34 Inches.
They can be changed to
narrow

We hare taken the Store and purchased the Sloe’,
of Messrs. U. L. STOKER & CO.
WM. DEERING,
S. M. MILLIKEN,
H. F. LOCKE.
W. H, MILLIKEN,
J. E. BLABON,
O. B. GIBBS.
Portland, July 13, IMS.—dtf

Iron Founders & Machinists, LOOK
(ireeti

copartnership

a

JOBBING OF

Goods &

Dry

PHYSICIAN

Successors to Dodge & True,

lOO

gauge.

formed

Milliken & Go.,

FOR THE

Dr. G. C.

Middle

L. B. GRAHAM & CO.,
No.

have

name

S. B. GO WELL,
199

Notice!

Copartnership

business, I

my

THURSDAY, September 21, at Hinkle/ h
Engines.
0,1 MONDAY, September
25, at Keimett Square,
near Philadelphia,
Penn., Fifty (5U1 Box Freigl
Cars, tour feet eight-and-a-halDlnch gauge.
On WEDNESDAY, September
27, at Wilmington, Del., Eighty-four (84) Box Freight Cara, Uve foot

Wddamn* Shoo in Buttou, Mama., Knur (4) Locum

GOODS !

At GREATLY REDUCED
out, commencing

a

hon*« No.

part oftho Inrnirlc“ i arlor Set, in
arWet Center Table, MirAc.

Black Walnut
ror, Brussels (

of Assistant Quabtkruastfr, [
Washiugton, D.
July 25, lb«5. {
AUCTION SALE OF ROLLING STOCK.
Will be sold at PUBLIC AUCTION, to the hlghe-.t
bidder, the following rolling stock:
Cn TUESDAY, September 19. at the Portland Co.’s
Shop in Portland, Maine, SU(tf) Locomotive Engine*.

AIbo, FOR SALE onegood second-hand Hack; mu»
2 wheeled Chaise; one Top Buggy; and one Carryall,
with pole and shafts.
ITJIAXCIS Jl. IIAXSOX,
july3ldtf

Aug

Exchange St.

STATES MILITARY RAILROADS.
JJNITED
Office

y>»K*ehn„m at

riages,

12

Aug 25,28,3O,s«ptl,4,0.

^albums
1
CHEAP

BOARDING,
HACKING & LIVERY BUSINESS.

are

Board.

CHEMICALS
GENUINE

D. McINTOSH,

Decalcomania !

DEALERSIK

THE

Evergreen Cemetery, Westbrook, Me.

Aug 23—dlw*

PORTLAND, ME.,

subscriber, baring been at the above place for
the past seven years, would inform his frl«id8
and the public that he is still at the old stand, where
be Intends to devote bis entire attention to'the

Dissolution !

HE

75 Middle St., Fox Block, near the Pott Office,

ol

partnership of LEACH
rpSE
A this
dissolved
mutual

& ROBINSON, Is
(lay
by
consent, Mr. Robinson having transierred his interest to Mr. A. Q.
Leach, who is authorised to settle all debts due to or
from the firm.
A. Q. LEACH,
HENRY ROBINSON.
Portland, Aug. 12, lf65.
augl4d3w

DRUGGISTS,

FLOWERS,

At Geo. U. Babcock’s Old Stand,
FEDERAL STREET.

those in want of Aixnaces, and receive their orders.
He attends personally to Furnace work.
ALVAH LIBBEY.

iences ; 12

E.

July 24—d4w

aug22dtf

Special Notice.

4K«»KTFor

EDW’D m. PATTEN, Auctioneer,

HENRY

CROSMAN & CO.,

Eastern Agent, Bangor.
JAS.

HENRY L. PAINE & CO.

Portland, August 22.1865.

Portland, Aug 21,1866.

FALLS,

through

What Every One Says Must Be So !

(he city.

ner-

Terms, one-third ca.h, balance in one and t»o
For further |.arocular, apply to thW'li
years.
C.
U. MERRILL, or the Auctioneer
FOX,
E. M. FATTEN.
Aug- 9, 18C5.
auglucodtd

ME.

Fall Term will begin Aug. 23d, under the direction of Mr. George M. Gage,
Principal, with
the Miesee Smith, Assistants,
EDWARD BALLARD,
Superintendent of Common Schools.
Brunswick, July 28,1835.
July292awtd

»n<l Returning via. the Royal Mail Line oi Steamers,

Fancy Cake,

(plain and ornamental) and refreshments of all kinds,
than can be found elsewhere in the city.
Also, HOT and COLD MEATS, of a superior qual-

ity

Cliicaero, Milwaukee,
NIAGARA

School,

THE

Railway

-TO-

DO Exchan ye

he U
to furnish Pic-NIcs, Excursions,
Island Chowder-Parties, Collations,
Dinners, Suppers, Weddings, &c., with a better quality of

Ice Cream, Loaf aud

Grand Trunk

having

Confectioner,

G.M. STEVENS, Secretary.
Stevens’ Plains, Aug. 15,1665.
augl8d2w*

FARMINGTON,

»ix^eu

fect.

One

lights.

State Normal

ibc lot'“fo

Maine, known a* CAM!' BERRY.
The Buildings are of the iollov.iug dini..n*iimu:
One Building 26x 36 ft.
One Building lsx 26

TjVAIiL TERM begins Wednesday, August 30th,
X and continues twelve weeks.
Board of Instruction consists of Rev. S. H. MCCOLLESTER, assisted by six experienced Teachers
Tuition lrom $4,00 to 7,00.
Board per week $2 75, not including wood and

And Pleasure Seekers.

rSCI’A

atl2M.theila.kcll

1885,
E»ta& «
Portland, being numbered 24.
atmut 42
toet front by 113 feet deep, with a
forge
Hoiwe thereon, arranged for fou, taanUio.. ’t itle

AT 10 O'CLOCK, A. M., all the
Bulling* ami
Fence at the Draft Rendezvous, Capo Elizabeth

WESTBROOK SEMINARY!

The Bon-Ton

The Bon-Ton can be had at retail, at S. C. Rundlett’s, Proprietor ot the
INVENTOR’S EXCHANGE, SO FEDERAL ST.,
and at No. 423 Congress St., next door to St. Luke’s

for information to the principal, or
J. A. WATERMAN,
Sec’y Board of Trustees.

Gorham, Aug. 4, 1865—eodiwlw

BP Beware of Counterfeits.

«*>•

Auction.

,,

land.

The public are assured that the advantages of this
school, in all branches oflnstruotlon, will be equal to
those offered by any school in the State.
grant

gene^a, 'ww.rtment

invltud'to “**“*»

Auction Sale of Public Buildings!

Principal,

With most ol his associates of the past year as
Teachers.
Tile Female Department will still continue under
the immediate care ol Miss F. £. LOUD, of Port-

DOLLAR.

Sieves—one
flour and one for sifting all kinds ot
sauce, and whatever else may want sifting.
The Bon-Ton has no equal. For capacity of work
and durability, it stands without a rival, and no person of good sense will buy a poor article when
they
can have a good one for the same price.
Therefore,
before you buy, wait for the Bon-Ton, for it will visit
every house in Cumberland County, and sure it is
they will have no other.
C. H. LUNT, Proprietor
For Cumberland County.

August 30th, 1865,

W. G. Lord, A.

day,

Flour Sifter
COMING,'

on

Under the management of

TICKETS

person will be passed free unless bolding a
pass ticket with bis name tbereon.
Boat leaves Franklin Wharf at 9 A. M.
every dav
excinit Monday. On Sunday leaves at 10 A. M.
Jar* Large Excursion Parties taken at greatlv reduced rates.
Aug 22—<12w

BY

Beardits

commence

Wednesday

DOLLAR.

same

oth^ gi^uW‘lh

Ltaen and

“

“old

Portland toHarpBwell and return

of

1,1 A’ M>
0 72 BrMgJU-~>twt»2ath>
W»U be wM
ture in aal!i

time” Academy and Collegiate
THIS
ing School lor Young Ladies, will
FALL

after TUESDAY, August
22d, the tare to or from Harps well
On and

From

,n ^hiens

Household

GORHAM SEMINARY

NOTICE.

ONE

and to be sold without the least lefor Lots ms and Collar*, heavy
^ aua
Pillow Case Linen; 10-4
Bleached Linen

^

*,c*

h

*!* '*»<>“
‘'““incs. A *» more

FOR THE HANDKERCHIEF.

a.

EXCURSION

Linens and Linen Goods at Auction.
f 10M1LENCINU Saturday, Aug. 26lh, at 10 A. M.,
and 2£ P. AI, and continuing through Monday
Tuesday at the same hours.
a“j}
Thia stock is not
large, hut consists of a general
assortment of line Linens and Linen Goods, uii wai

SJ**

ou“-

HEW FEB-FOMIS

HARPS WELL !

we can

the tact that the order for the notes came in
faster than they could be printed. If
any subscribers to the loan should tail to receive the
remainder or their subscriptions, they should
at once notify the subscription

Wednesday.

formed

style of

Free St.

thfil*J173cBOOL
wUnL^wI'*;

114101^

WM.

Markets.
New York, Aug. 24.
Second Board.—Stocks dull.
American Gold.143;*
United States 5-20 coupons.106|
United States coupon Sixes, 1881, jegistered.106*
United States 10-40 coupons.
97f

me'
tl'e,1 h&R1 alreartV
spare

C. O.

Maroena JoIumou

on

Mattert and MitataYrT.n
will still find the Academy a S?‘* a,ui altoinnunia
for the continued pursuit of
jy Particular atteution
“> tfvou to v„
boye comlug from the Public Schools.
The utmost endeavors of the Prlm-lr-l
...
Assistants wUl be used in order to makB *"
School
of
patronage.

steamer

C. HOW has this day withdrawn from tho
firm of HENRY L. PAINE «fc CO.
W. C. HOW,
HENRY L. PAINE.

Stock

Baltimore, Aug. 24.
The Fredericksburg, Va., Ledger of Tuesthe
day publishes
following letter of Gen. Jos.
E. Johnston:

Proceedings of the Mississippi Convention.
Nkw Obleans,
Aug. 22.
The Times of* this city has a special dispatch
dated
the
from Jackson, Miss.,
21st, giving the
proceedings of the Mississippi Convention.—
An ordinance wa3 passed designating the first
Monday in October for the election of Congressmen, Governor, members of the Legislature and other State officers.
A motion was made for the appointment of
a memorial to be presented to the President of
the United States, praying him to exercise
clemency towards Jefferson Davis, and Gov,
Clark. The motion was adopted. The chairman then appointed the committee, who will

LORING,

head of Green St; Entrance

thU InsUtu0ou wm

can

& 68 EXCHANGE STREET.

56

Turf.

Morton

ments.

Washington, Aug.

the week.

TICKETS TWENTY-FIVE CENTS,
ty Six Tickets $1,00.
augTdtd

Aug 23—d2m

Surgeon

Political.

Both of these interesting witnesses testified
as to the keeping of dogs as prison instruthe Duties

principal
apoplexy

Springfield, Mass., Aug. 24.
The Race on the Hampden Park to-day was
between Henry Clay and Elia Sherwood of
New York and John Morgan of Boston. Henry Clay won in three straight heats. Time,
2.40, 2.48, 2.38. The trot was for a purse of
§300, ami was closely contested.

O. S. llaker volunteered for the defense, and
is therefore associated with Mr. Schade.
The prisoner put hi several pleas why he
should not be tried, denying the jurisdiction
of the court, and insisting that the charges
ought to be quashed.
The court overruled the pleas of the counsel
for the prisoner, and proceeded to the trial.
Among the witnesses examined was Col.
Gibbs, who commanded the post at Anderson
ville. He said Werz had exclusive control of
the prisoners.
The prisoners were crowded
so close as to remind him of an ant hill.
He
circumstantial
account of the discipline
gave a
and disgusting condition of the prison, and remarked that one of the rules was that whoever crossed the dead line should be shot.
Dr. John C. Bans, an Ex-rebel who was physician at the prison—another witness—gave a
long and interesting account of that place and
the sbamefUl treatment to which the prisoners
were subjected, stating as bis opinion that
with proper care the lives of 75 per cent of those
who died might have been saved.

on

our

fell in the street to-day from
and died in about an hour.

morning.

report

of

one

citizens,

24.
assembled this

South.

24.

In the murder case, State vs. James H. Williams for the killing of Jas. McGraw, the jury
returned a verdict of not guilty.

Washington, Aug.

from

Death.

Bangor, Aug.

pose.
A State Committee was appointed and the
Convention adjifomed sine die.

on

reported as

New York, Aug. 24.
The steamer Gen. Barnes arrived this forenoon from Mobile.
The gunboat Donegal arrived to-day, and reports that while towing the steamer Commodore McDonough, the latter sprang a leak on
the 23d, during a gale, and after taking off the
officers and crew she was abandoned full of
water and ffest breaking up.

as

of Gen. Johnston

And continue from 2 to 10 o’clock P. M. each day

WHOLKSALK AND KKTAIL.

H.

E. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St.

and for advanced scholars In
Tahll1r1.JKWIJfS»^tln«;Brwwn,llul
Frei^h,™r)!<,*,nner8
Napkins ami Do}
uL-HuckLlneu
of the Term*rm““ wiu *» termed at the beginning
and Gents’ Lint n
Hdkih
T°T«° ladies’
“

MONDAY, August 21st,
during

-AT-

!

SCHOOL ROOM, UNION HALL,
At the

COMMENCING ON

ACADEMY

TO J.

Sales.

Auction

T^ILes,
HANSON.

SUCCESSOR

CITY HALL,

J ulyl—eod6m

people owing the same duties and being
clothed with the same rights as before.
The resumption ot their position shall not
be impeded by that portion which always opposed the Union, which now declares it legally dissolved, and is malignantly laboring to
prevent its restoration.
The resolutions are strongly against negro
suffrage as a high crime against the Constitution, and a deliberate and-wicked attempt to
degrade the white race to the level or the
black.
Express willingness to support President Johnson in restoring the States, giving
them representation in Congress, and saving
them from the curs; of negro equality; but
can only give full approval to the administration if he adheres to the constitution and laws
punishing kidnapping and robbery when committed by his own officers, and suffers no person to be murdered by a military commission.
John P. Linton of Clearfield County was
unanimously nominated for Surveyor General.
Mr. Peterkin of Lycouing, offered Ins resolution that in the estimation of this Convention
the soldiers of 1861 and ’62, who enlisted with
little or no bounty, are entitled to and should
receive an appropriation of 160 acres of land,
or a fair aquivalent in money, and that such
approoriatious be urged upon the next ConThe resolution was discussed and
gress.

Mr. Schade stated that as his associates for
the defense had retired, he was alone to manage the case. He therefore asked that there
be a postponement for eight days, in order that
he might become better acquainted with the
subject and prepare for the defense.
Col. Chipman stated reasons why there
should be no further postponement, remarking
that the gentleman was already fully informed
of the theory ot the prosecution.
The court overruled the request for post-

SCHOOL BOOKS,

a

6.

C.

FAIR!

catholics of poktland win wa

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL BOOKS,

SHORT &

PORTLAND

FA1E in aid oi ST. DOM1NICS SCHOOL, at
The

Southern Items.

the

Views

are

usual.
The recall of the Papal nuncio by the Pope
caused a great sensation among the clergymen,
who are also openly opposed to the Emperor.
Gen. Almalegar has been sent to Washington as Minister, who hopes for recognition.
A threatening article has appeared in the
French papers on the demonstration they say
Gen. Sheridan is making on the northern frontier.
There is a number of bands of idle Confederates in tills city, having lost all confidence in
Maximillian.

laws.
The Convention concurs with President
Johnson in the opinion that the State ordinances of seeession|are null, and the States
therefore are all as much in the Upton as ever,

CATHOLIC

SCHOOL BOOKS,

Sew Orleans and Mexico,

possible.
Frequent Imperial disasters

impartial jury, and the right of white citizens
to vote at State elections
according to State

Exchange Street,

_Miscellaneous.

GRAND

-FOB-

Other markfets unchanged.
The Matamoras Ranehero of the 18th says:
Numerous troops and trains of artillery continue to arrive at Brownsville. The troops are
almost exclusively negroes.
The Times’ City of Mexico correspondent of
the 20th ult., writes that the French organ
says that but two courses are left open; that
France should assume the protectorate of
Mexico, as it admits the Empire Is a failure,
and declare it one of its provinces, or tpe
country must be absorbed by the United
States. Mexican independence, it says, is im-

tional rights consists of trial by jury, habeas
corpus, free press, free speech, immunity from
punishment except from legal conviction by

Loring,

HAVE A LAUGE ASSORTMENT OP

New Orleans, Aug. 23.
Cotton sales to-day 1,600 bales at 43 a 44c.

oath to support it being
universally binding,
and it is only by the rigid enforcement of its
provisions that we can hope for liberty and
peace. The palladium of all our Constitu-

Werz Commission

56 and 58

by

J'rutn

having enlisted
with little or no bounty, shouid receive 160
of
acres
land, and urging upon the next Congre:>s the justice of maintaining such appropriation. Referred.
The Convention then
proceeded to ballot for
& candidate for Auditor
General. Col. W. H.
Davis of the 164th Penn,
regiment, received S6
votes on the 8d ballot and was declared unanimously nominated.
A resolution was
adopted, of which the following is a digest:—The preamble asserts the
betrayal ot their trust to the party in power
since 1861.
The resolutions affirm the fidelity
ot the Pennsylvania Democrats to the
Union,
and declare the
slaughter, debt and disgrace ot
the civil war in
consequence of their counsels
being disregarded; that the Constitution ought
to be obeyed at all times and under all circumstances, and in every part of the country the

The

Ac

Entertainments.

PORTLAND,

on the Oil Creek Railroad was
the engine of the freight train running upon the main track to get on a switch
The
about the time the mail train was due.
latter coming round a comer could not see the
engine until within a few yards of it. The
two trins came together with such force as to
throw the
passengers from their seats and
stove up every car m the train.
The following is a list of the killed and injured as near as can be ascertained:
Gideon Lihtgll, of Uellport killed; William
Baldwin, Jr., of East Cleaveland, killed; Edgar J. Clough, of Fredonfa, killed ; Steele
Green, of Hydown, both legs broken: a man,
name unknown, killed; Elvi'n Pratter, of Grovel, N. Y., both legs broken, cannot live; Randolph Phillips, of Hastings, Oswego County,
N. Y., leg broken; JJred. Josley, of Corry, Pa.,
leg broken; George Cooly, of Corry, bruised;
one other was badly biuised and injured internally, who refuses to give his name.

A committee on
resolutions, composed of
one from each Senatorial
district, was appointed. to whom all resolutions on National and
State affairs were referred without
debate.
^r'
offered a resolution that
the soldiers of 18ol and 1S62

of

hort;

The accident

caused

Pennsylvania Democratic State Convention.
Harbibbuisg, Penn., Auk 24.
The Democratic State Convention
met this
afternoon and temporarily
organized, electing
Robert F. Johnson of
Cambria, President.
After recess the committee on
permanent organization reported Richard Vaux of Philadelas permanent President of
the Convenphia
tion, with a Vice President from each Senatorial district, and twenty-five Secretaries.
Hr. Vaux, on taking his
seat, made a spirited
^
address.

The Trial

*■*

LATER.

Information received at the State Department from the United States Consul at Barcelona, says up to the first of August, the date
of the writing of the dispatch, the health of
Barcelona, and that of the Consular District
killed.
was excellent, there being no signs Of cholera,
An editor of a liberal paper in Puebla has which
was prevailing to some extent at Ancobeen imprisoned.
nia, as already announced here.
The Consul at Port Mahon, writing under
Another Steamer Explosion—Two Lives Lost
date of August Sth^-eports that the authorities
and a number Fatally Scalded.
there uow enforce the mast rigid quarantine
Louisville, Ky., Aug. 23.
and that information has been reNo.
regulations,
Vande3,
Capt.
Tlie steamer Argosy
ceived that the cholera is certainly advancing
with
the
70th
Cincinnati,
for
grist,from Cairo
eastward. The accounts received at Port MaOhio regiment, 400 strong) was blown ashore
hon of the prevalence of the cholera at Ancoin a rain storm on Monday evening near Hatnia were such as to create serious apprehenfield’s landing, eighty miles below Louisville. sions, and much alarm was felt in the Belearic
The concussion exploded the mud drums, and
Islands.
the steam coming alt scalded twelve, two of
Capt. Thornton A. Jenkins has been apwhom died, and more are expected to die. Bepointed Chief of the Bureau of Navigation in
tween thirty and forty jumped overboard,
the Navy Department.
eight of whom were drowned.
The Treasury Department had
to-day forwarded to subscribers to the 7-30 loan the. last
of the notes. The
(JEN.
AND
was
occasioned
PRESIDENT JOHNSON
delay
by

Law Office Robbed.—The law office pf
Messrs. I)eblois& Jackson was entered Wednesday night, probably by means of skeleton
keys, anJ two or three drawers In the desk
were opened in the same manner.
The key
of the safe, v’hich was in one of the drawers,
was obtained, t he safe opened, and an Androsc • ;;in Railroad bo.nd for $1000 stolen.
Borne
redeclined, saying that his present did
packages of vouchers were taken winch are of
was an experiment; he
policy
construction
the
to
of
use
but
robbers,
nothing any value
no
succeed ; and, if it fadnot know bow it would
except flie bond was obtained—and payment ed, he would WADtttoe General to gornto the
cf that has been stopped, Th* Wnpl was num- South and take hold, Per thig reason the re-

bered

Special dispatch to the Press.
The Weather on Mt. Washington.
Summit Mt. Washingtoh, )
Aug. 24,-2 P. M. f
The thermometer, at 2 P. M.
to-day, stands
at 32 °.
It is freezing.

ponement.

this morning for want of space.

BY

TO THE DAILY PKESS.

Miscellaneous.

24.

A collision between a passenger and freight
train oooumxl on the Oil Greek railroad this
morning. Niue persons were killed and from
ten to fifteen wounded. The particulars are
not yet received.

At Your Own Homes.
UOU3AND8 can realize a hundred dollars week
iv.
No ntcnztla required except there found nT
eve*vhousehold; prodts 100 percent; demand ,1
We xv Hour. It Is the great*, discovery of the
Futl particulars sent on receipt of two star
-d* *>r ,e~
turn postage. Address,
HOPKINS & —
uKOWK,
aug22dlw&w3w
w,.i Broadway, New York,
rv
1

£

__

_

j>

—*'

Poetry.

Miscellaneous.

TRODDEU FLOWERS.

WATERVIJULE

BV ALFBED TENKfSOH.

of

sorrow

press

willing
uncomplaining love—
Meek coarity thai slirinkH.il it from distress,

Gentleness, lotli her tyrants to reprove?
T iojg Vx/t ie weip forever and lament,
Win one till'd hear* turn to her and relent?

Why should the reed be broken that will bend,
And they that dry the tears in other eyes
Feel their own anguish swelling without end,
of
Tueir Summer darkened witn the smoke
Sure, Lova to some fair Eden of hi* own
Will flee at last, and leave us lien*

a

signs.

Love weepeth always—weepeth for Ibepast,
For wioi that are, for wothat may betide
hist,
Why should not l*ard ambition weep at
Envy and hatred, avarice and pride i
Fate whispers, sorrow is oar lot,
They would be rebels; love rabelletli not.

accomplished
French and Gorman Classics,
and varied cxperience.ladv, and a teacher of large
Qther competent teachers will be employed as the
wants of the Institute shall develope themselves.
for less than one term.
Pupils will not be received
No deductions will be made for absence, except in
sickness. Tuitiou payable at the
case of protracted
middle of the term. Board in private tamilies wili
Stucost at the present time $2.50 to $3.00 a week.
dents who wish to board themselves or in clubs,
can obtain rooms tbr this purpose at a moderate ex

VERY PROPER ANSWER.
Gen. Clinton B. Fisk, in charge of the Bureau of Kefugees and Abandoned Lands for

Kentucky and Tennessee,, has his headquarters at Nashville, and has much tronble with
the “poor whites,” who are beggarly mean and
impudaat A Nashyille letter nays;
“Not long since a woman from the refugee
camp w.iich the government has been supplying with subsistence for some time, eahod oiv
Goaem Fi k tor the purpose of getting transportation and rations. She was a iair specimen of tho tobacco-chewing, snuff-taking
‘white trash’ of Tennessee. Alter considerably
conversation of a general character the follow-

pense.

tuition:

$5.00, $5.50, $6.00, per term of eleven weeks. Drawing, Painting, and Music, extra.
The Fall Term will commence Sept. 4th.
For further particulars apply to
J. H. HANSON, Principal.
32w3w
Waterville, July 27, 1865.

•'

ing occurred:
Refugee—‘Mister Fisk,

REFERENCES:
in the State of Maine.

Everybody

UU: aA

n,

Hi

,

as

an

,

witc
these train* ocnneot at Portland

Both
*

Freight

Portland‘at

train leaves

trams

for

daily

C. M. MOH8E, Snpt.
juno33i
Watervllle, Juno 22,186&.
UKANO
S

General F.—Indeed, madame I be.’
Refugee—‘But you don’t believe in nigger

other places we*L
TRAINS

Quebec, &c,

¥eUTLAND,SALO& jPOMteVOI'T*
R&iLROADOn and alter April 3,1866, Passenger
Trains leave u follows:
Portland for Boston, at 8.40 A.M. and 2.50

\Qgi%38i3MB3
Goavt

April, 1865.

General F.—1 do not think, madame, that
you have occasion for the slightest uneasiness
on the subject of negro equality, for you must
certainly learn a great deal more, and do a
great deal better, before you can possibly be
on an equality with a great many of the ne-

_

M. Stubbs, ef Strong,
Franklin, Leonidas W. Goouridfce, and JuLa JB. Good ridge, his wife, in her right,
and William T. Stubbs, all of Milo, in the County of
Piscataquis, repectfully represent that they are interested an tenants in common and in fee simple, with
persons unknown in all that portion of lot number
••twenty-seven in the one hundred acre division next
Falmouth line," in the towu of Cumberland, lately a
part oi the town of North Yarmouth, m said County of Cumberland, which was assigned to Loranr.
AUen, late widow of Abner Stubbs, late ot said North

undersigned! Philip
rpHE
of
X in the

Boston dally.
FRANCIS CHASE, 8upt.

trains leave Portland and

Portland, April3, 1806.

Our female friend departed without much
ceremony, and it is predicted that she win
throw her influence in favor of the conserv
ative candidate at the coming election.”

V armou111, as her dower in the real estate ol said Abner, same being oil'the south-westerly comer of said
lut and in the tbnn ofa parallellogram extending from
the “North-western range way or rcau” so called.
Nor th-easterly (80)
rods and from the southerly line of said lot
(4*>) rods North-wester-

A Good Anecdote.—About thirty-five
years ago, there re.ided in the town of Hebeighty
ron a certain Dr. T. who become very much
forty-eight
enamored of a beautiful young lady hi the- ly-And
Petitioners aver that they are entitled to
same town.
Indue course of time tlisy were twelve your
thirty-second parts of said property, namely,
to
be
the
The
said
doctor
a
was
married,.
Philip N*. Stubbs t > nine thirty-second part;
engaged
strong and decided Presbyterian, and his lady- and the said William T. Stubbs and saul Leonidas
W.
Goodridgc and Julia E. Goodiidge bis wife, in her
love a strong and decided Baptist
They right,
to tfciee thirty-second parts, mid that your pewere sitting together one
over
tit!
mere cannot enjoy iheir said estate in common..
evening talking
their approaching uuptials when the doctor
Wherefore your petitioners pray that this Hon.
Court, would cam* partition o said estate to be made,
remarked:
and twelve thirty-second ports (12-32) ef said estate
“i am thinking my dear of two events
to be set off to
metes aud bound.
which I shall number among the haopiest <sf In severalty. your petitioners by
PHILIP M. STUBBS,
my life.”
WM. T. STUBBS,
"And pray what may that be, doctor.”
LEONIDAS W. GOODRIDGE,
“One is the hour I shall call you wife for the
JULIA E. GOODRIDGE,
flrA time.”
By Jabez C. Woodman, their Attorney.
“And the other, if you please ?”
Rev. Stamp.)
/ Place of
W cents.
)
J
“Is When I shall present our first born for

ifUltfrfSrTfl

"•""'W1

edtt

“Never shall

At the

notice to all persons interested in the
prayer thereof, to appear before the Justices ot our
Supreme Judicial Court to be holden at Portland,
within and for the County of Cumberland, on the
Second Tuesday of October next, by publishing an
attested copy of said petition, and this order thereon
three weeks successively in the Maine State Press, a
weekly newspaper, printed in Portland, In sain
County, the last publication to be thirty days at leasi
before the sitting ot said Court, that they may then,
and there, In our said Court appear, and shew cause
if any they have,
the prayer of said petitioner>
should not be granted..
Attest:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.
A true copy of the Petition, and order of Court
thereon.

A man never thinks himself mean; lie
only
thinko hitmen cautious, just as a nearsighted

looking

far

give

tioners

Old and

why

awhy.

Attegt:—D. W. FESSENDEN, Clerk.

wholesale store,
INAdo*
charge of set of Books.
B.
Portland.
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SALT

aug23d2t

Ointment for the

only
and cutaneous affections.
11HE

Wanted.
girl that understands running
• Sewing
ffiacuiue, can lmd a situation at 137
Middle SL, Portland, Me.
augiddtf
GOOD smart

A

VEGETABLE
Jt

will

a

e

be

aug22J7w*

Olmpjnid

KENNEDY’S

Lost,! Lost!

Contains

Street
Port*
containing a sum of money. The Under wi.l
be suitably rewarded by leaving it at 14J CongretB
Street or at this office.
4ug22diw*
on

for the lifo and times cl
Dr. L. P. Brocket!,
the Biographer and Historian, Author of “Philantliropic Results of the War in America," “Our Great
Captains,” “History of tho Civil War in the United
8tales," cvc., (Price $3, $3,60, $4,25 and $5, accordThe best Biography to be
ing to style of binding.
published,) and the Groat National Jui
“Was .iugcO.i and his Family,”—a new work, from
Scbuaselos master painting, engraved by Saitaiu.Two superior work.? for salesmen. Deeds of torritory given, guaranteeing exclusive right of s le.-

graving,—

Appi/toC. i,. HORTON, General Supurintentlehl,
21Washington St., up stain?. Boom ho; lb, fi fston,
Mass.
augOdlm

Wanted.

cure ever
As an

Wanted.

family without children, small genteel ton9 omentjiiear the centra1 part oi the
IkAddress
city.
X. Y.
a

Summer

I

KENNEDY’S

RHEUiL

SALT

CENTS.

The larger
PER

CENTS

Sold by H. H. Hay, W. F.

Druggists.

BOTTLE.

T^iilfips, and

can-

FALL TERM of this School will
rflHE
A
and continue

Wednesday, Aug. 23d,

vass

LADIES’

under the

OTJXXDE.

The m ost simple method ever offered to the ublic
for CUTTING DRESSES. Ladies wanting employment can obtain a lucrative business.
Address
MRS. C. If. SANFORD,
rtland. Maine.
Call at No. 3 Brattle St., or 62 Middle St. agldlm

WANTED!
amplilets

or all J
pay t«:s.T
delivers 1 at th-oIUo <i liie Pot tjuud
Sugar Co.,
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FLOUR!

A

wnr,ix,

No. 3 Union Wharf.
purchase, IDIOTS ami

THE
23th.
A Normal

will

commence

Anns:

Claea ia lormod in the Spring and Fall.
Board can he had with the Teachers in “Buaeell
Hall." Enquire of E.S. HOYT, A. M., or
JAS. BATES, Sec’y.
August 13—oodtw3w

BR1DGT0N
tpHE
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a

Jiil.v^’im_No.

Bridffton, Mains.

Fall Term of this
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Scotch Canvass.
BOLTS of “David Corsar & Son’s”
Leiti,
a
of superior
jUhq ri-I
a;njl'clI°Pl
oeived direct
from Liverpool, and lorquality,
sale bv
MoGILVERY,’ RYAN & DAVIS
eept24dtf
No. 161 Commercial Street.

OOrt

Scotch
-FOR

OF

Canvas,
SALE

tions ior
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to send thair freight to the
S P. M. on the dav that the.
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leave Portland.

as

for freight or paa age apply to
•CMEiit % FOX, Browu’s Wharf. Portland
Ll 4 00" No' 86 Wert
stf60t,

New

?orkROMW|1

Mtv 29, 1666.

dtf

International Steamship Go.
Kastport,

Calais and

St. .lobu.

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.
after Monday. March 27, the
^ei=e==A.r.teanierN'aw YoBK.Capt U W Chiaboim, win nave Railroad Wharf, loot of State St,
t~!7nU'!'JLA7 *' *‘,rS,*r *• * '• ai d the Steamer
New Biiun. wire,

Sf° JohnOR8DAT

f.apt

a!

6

F, b. Wiuche**erp will leave
°’c,l>ck P M. for Eaitport and

Returning will loave St, John every Monday and
f0r E* 'port, F- rtland and
,‘8t* 4
St Sa-tncr* the Steamer “Queen” wilt connect

ISo!o

School

HARVARD

COLLEGE!

IN

“
*''*.■ "“"ties also conueet at
\tn"'. 8 atu;
"'Immediate place.
al a. John
t'°s w„
cU.m
A-8t.
the
iteame- Emperor w II connect, for
Wi„ 1 or, l> ghy and Ealltan, an
with ateamorr for
hrederm a-oi ihest John
Rivqr.
ijckuta
procured of tlm arentx or the cloik Through
cn board.
No
Paaxportx r.qti red.
received
cn
Freight
days ofaaiSng until 4 o’clook
P
°
! ortlavd, March 20.1*65.

rr i

E*T£^ent-

Portland and Penobscot River
Summer Arrangement.
■—

r..j

For Sale Cheap,
Two

—-^S^^^NGINES,

second-hand FIRE ENwith Hose Carriages; all in

rtTff..R

On and

'ieT .V”*

BB V?

-

ailor Mon’av April34th tho
,i,e,-Knin« Stp*"'
‘'ttEli-

8™“ «

every

of Hose suitable her

JAMES T. PATTEN &
BATH, ME.

2oaar»:!i

or

tlie Academical Year 1865-’66, there are two
terms of Nineleen Weeks each, commencing
5th, 1866.
September lStli, 1665, and March
For Catalogue and Circular address
JOEL PARKER, Royal Professor.
27w3w
Cambridge, Mass., July 1, 3865.

BY-

Delivered
°*
Boeton,
Batb, April 20 18^3

an

iCHANGK OF VACATIONS.)

THOMES,

<12w_Ho. 2 Central MW.

Uiet

a

as

The most satisfactory
School.
y recommendations
"eommendatlone
tarnished. Address Box 6H.
Ball*. August 1«, 1886.
augl8dlw&w2w

I^aw
for oar.
8"e

M>

SATrRPAtI*.? 1vSSchTk WKDNE8I)Ay

and Graduate, who
e2^ri ™ed.,Teac,ler
BY
the New
®!'“tered out of Service,
nZSL-Si'Sfk
““hi“n,n and.hepah.lx.wirh
Brnawick and Caaadi
nation *^0*13S£2f
Principal of
AcfltlAmv
Ills’ll
Wondareelt and
Railway

si*

Onions.
Received a cargo of Onions
tlie ban el or busbel, bv

and, every W E DN ICS
?ro0T2!“ Wharf. rortl
1
all(l l<!ave

°v

9
»Dd

ACADEMY !

Institution will commence
,,,a „“11 A'yFSl>AY, Sept. S, 1868, under the contmwishing to Contract lor Potatoes for SUlf 1 ued
care ol c7 E.
fpHOSE
IUL'j’oN A. SI.
A ping or other purposes, can be supplied at sboi t
THOMAS H. MEAD, See’y.
....
notice, and at the lowest prices, be calling on A. S\ i ^ lr>
188oauglS 3awd&w3w
DYEii, tape Elizabeth, ft. O. CONANT A CO., No. ;
133 Commercial
No.
Street, or ANSEL LOTHROP,
176 tore Street.
Wanted.
August 4_dtf

S in/ai- and Molasses.
Havana SUUAE; SO lihds
Sou.lhride Muscovado MOLASfM,i,?|ie*r
7
H. I.
ROBINSON,
1 Portland Pier,

,8,0.lov-Bf“1£“WOOU'

run
n a

LINK.

The splendid ard fast BtoamBhips
cans APEAK E, ('at t W. W. SbJrd at a KttAMCOMA,
Capt. II.
willua'iuarther notice,

-AT—-

North

Potatoes, Potatoes !

TERM

run as

New England Screw Steamship Cc

YARMOUTH, ME.

LARUE assortment .>1 aU grades of l?i/)up
now an iving ami lor vslc by tlio CAB LO vu Dotoe.-wlse, at fair prices.
Tile patronage of my formercustomers solicited.

N. B.—WANTED
SHOOKS.
August 5—t!3m

ACADEMY,

notice,

—

Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
Monday Tuesday Wednes
'day. Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock P M ; and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, a 7 o’clock P. M,
Fare in Cabin
$2.00.
Freight taken as usual
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $$0 ih value and that personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
one passenger for every $500 additional value
L. BILLINGS Agent.
feb 18,1863 —dtl
Aug 5, 1865.

3t°Jlo^"Sbe0'

NO. YARMOUTH
FALL

k. n

3,00

3,50 | Primary Department, 2,00
tue Academy at reasonable

near

Montreal,

every

commence

TOlTIOJi.
common Juigiiuj,

until further

SEMI-WEEKLY

rates. Applications tor board can be made to Trustees or Principal.
Desirable for students to be present at commencement oi term.
31w3w

M erchandise.

to

*,&u I

xvauguage,

liijher English,

OF

follows

eleven weeks

instruction of

RATES

Will,

!

N. P. POTTER.
The services of Assistants will be secured as needed. lnstruction*given in Drawing and Music.

if java

FLOUR!

all other
wly

noviG’64

LIM1NGT0N_ACADEMY

Wanted.

CO.,

Hand Fire Engines, Apply to
EZRA RUSSELL, ChieJ Engineer,
^
E• Morgan, Chairman Committee on Portland I«ire Department.
June 160
4

wi™“aT r,i!l Fuel

»

,

w

Corn Mill.
subscribers are prepared to GRIND CORN
for customers at their Mill on Tors «ireet. Office
Commercial at., bead of Richardson s V'Siari
E. E. UPHAM & SON
jnlyl7eod1m

THE

inl\,nlan,'f01!™ic’,

aj&Sdti

&

Dr. Larookah’s Sarsaparilla Componud, has been
so great a blessing in our family that we class it
with Larookah’s 8j rup, the best article in use fi r
what it purports to do. The SYRUP, in the opinion
And Mrs. Selce, has
of my friends, saved my life
been as greatly benefited by the use of the Sarsaparilla Compound.
ItEV, N. P SELEE.
Melrose, Mass., Dec. 1st. 18G4.

_NEW

R

‘ia"«''r

ppppY

ck-port ^luterpor. and Ham.

'hremgh on
Psaaengeraticketed
read

Mo.tuv,

enhothtaT*’

Druggist,

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
Ail who have committed an excess ol any kind,
whether ft be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplacod confidence in maturer years,

SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.

Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation tliat is sure to follow : do not wait for U nsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty

The Pains and

Six Bottles for $5:

CHOATE’S

and

And why everybody should use, and every
Druggist should sell them.
They

will

Coughs

cure.

and

youth,—treated scientifically,
Hardly

HENRY

A. CHOATE,

Particular attention is called to the following provision oi the Act of the Legislature of March 15,1864.
“And if any person so interested shall foil to
pay
his proportion by the time fixed in said
notice, then
any such deficiency arising from such failure may bo
paad by any other person or persons holding bonds or
claims secured as aforesaid; and the person so paving any deficiency as aforesaid, shall succeed to all
the rights w liiciv the person failing to
pay as aforesaid
would have had if seasonable payment bad been
made by him, subject however to the ftirther
right of
redemption as hereinafter provided.”
Portland, July 26, 1865.—dtf

J

Portland, August 1st.

1866.
the provteions of tlis
to provide Interna] Revenue
the Uevomiueut, and to pay interest on
the public debt,” 1 hereby give notice that 1 have received from the Assessor's oi said District the annual
list for 1866; that the several duties,
taxes, and licenses assessed and enumerated in said list have become due and payable, and that 1 will, in person or
by Deputy, attend to collecting and receiving the
aforesaid duties, taxes and licenses assessed and
payable within the County of Cumberland, in said District, at my office, No. 22 Exchange Street, Portland,
from the 15th dag of August to the 31st day <f August
A. D., 1866, both days Inclusive; and at the TONTINE HOTEL, in Brunswick, F riday, August 20ih,
from 3 to« o’clock P. M., and Saturday, August26th
from 9 o’clock A. M. to 12 M.
And 1 farther give notice that I will In like manner
attend to
and receiving duties, taxes and
licenses as aforesaid, assessed and payable within the
County of York, in said District, at the following
designated times and places, viz: In
SACO, at thu Hotel kept by Rufus At. Lord, August
lith, 18C'o,./Vom 1« ddoou A. At., to 5 o’ clock P. At.;
at the Biddqford Howe, Saturday
August 19th, 1365, from 19 o'clock A. M., to 5 o'clock

to
Acts of Congress‘
CONFORMABLY
to support

Memo]

collecting

MIDDLE-AGED

urinary deposits

KENNEBUNK, at Hotel kept by Woodbury A Hail
Thursday. August 24th, 1865, from 9 o'clock A M
o'clock P. M.

All persons who shall neglect to
pay the duties
taxes and licences assessed upon them as
to me or my Deputy, on or before August
31,
“will be liable, (under the provisions of Sec.
28. of an
Act of Congress, approved Jtme 30th,
to pav
1864,)
ten per centum additional upon the amount
thereof,
with a fee of twenty cents* for tlfe
and servin
issuing
of notice, which will in all cases be exacted.
No other
money than United States Treasury
Notes, or Notes of National Banks, or Gold or Silver
Coin will be received for taxes.
Persons in York County, desirous of so
doing, can
pay their taxes at my otlice. No. 22
Street,
Portland, at any time prior to September 1,1865 except during the lime herein specially designated for

aforesaid’
1865’

E.

DR.

1—dim

Grreat

R.

Druggist,

t^** Send

Inducements

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILH.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity ol
desirable building lots in the West End of the
city, lying on V aughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramball Monument, Dantorth, Orange and Salem Streets
They will sell on a credit of from one to'ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to
parties who will
build houses of satlsfhctory character, they will advance, \f desired, (me fourth q) the cost qf budding, on
completion qf the house. From parties who build im-

THE

mediately, NO CASH PAYMENTS REQUIRED.
Apply every day except Sunday, from nine to bin
A. M., at the office of the
subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obiained.
Portland, May 3,

J. B. BROWN ft

1865.

Patent

SONS.

maydtf

Stamp for Circular.

Infirmary,

THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles,

1865

who

medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. G
Temple Street, which they will find arranged for their
need

a

nothing

established in

vears

N. B.— Ladies desiring may consult one of their
A lady of experience in constant attendown sex.

N. Y. City.”

janl.l066d&wly

ance.

“Only infallible remedies known.”

from Poisons.”
“Not dangerous to tbe Human Family.”
come

out of their holes to die.”

Whit

paste—used for Rats,
Mice, Roaches, Black and
Red Ants, Ifc., tfc.t $c.
a

ARY (DAM! hUU Do Ct-uviuc<ttl Ol llltir rDpulU/ilo</‘*rtv ry hing e'se «>f tboknd ever tfl red to
the pub>;c t- r ftronehitis,
Voids. Hoarsetires Sore 'throat
a arrh atd ntluei za
Numeious cesriiroujH s irom tne
and o'bets, oc-

ty

Coughs,

Clergv,

For Hide by
aehbox.
prinopal
Drugging ilirooghf.ut the eily.
may27ooct

comoa y-nir

a

Moths, Mosquitoes,
Fleas, Bed-Bugs. Insects on
Plants, Fowls, Animals, Ifc.
tor

)ite

Lead

Manufacturers of

LEAD, Dry
Lead,

INTERNATIONAL
INSURANCE COMP’Y

WHITE

Of the City

I;

ol

Currency,

Washington, July 17,18C5. )
by satisfactory evidence presented
undersigned, it has been ma<le to appeal

No.

113

Capita],
$1,000,000
Jan.
1, 'G5, 204 188
Surplus,

00

[L. 8.]

OCEAN,
MARINE,
INLAND,

Oliver A. Drake, Asa’t Secretary.
J. H. Platt, Manager Marine Department (late ol
tlie Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co.)

Agents,

No. 186 Pore Street, Portland.
June 7,1865—eodly

BUTTON-HOLE MACHINE.
Best of Machine Oil. The well-known Howe
Sewing Machine. Needles tor all kinds of Machines.

rlE

Weed, Weedy Weed ! The yew Sewing Machine.
Machines exchanged for old. Florence Sewing
Machine makes four different stitches, and has the
Machines to Let, and Repaired.
Reversible leed.
Shaw & Clark’s $16.00 and $20.00 Sewing Machines.
Button-Holes made to order. Stitching done in the
Oil Cans,
best manner. Twist to match the goods.
Screw-Drivers. Robing's Shuttle Hemming Gages.
Twist
and
all
Machine
kinds
of
Cotton
The best
Trimmings. Manufacturing and all other first class
at
low
sold
prices.
machines
New

Street,

Flight Stairs.
_

W. SYKES.

PURCUASERFOREASTERN ACCOUNT,

No. 182 South

rontea.

P. O. Bx 471.

Chicago,

Wafer

St.,

Illinois.

G.Bewd ear A Co; Maynard A Son.; H. A W. Chick •'ring: U. H. Cummin .
A Co; Chas. U. Stone; Hallctt, Davis A Co; Boston.
J. N. Bacon. Esq, President Newt- n National Bank.
Newton,Mar.; C. B Codin.Eeq. N.Y.City fettXWL

fir/Vr.nccs—Messrs.

J,

r.

Dealer

In

8.

FIOKETT,
Pliotogrnplitc

Goods,

mirrors nn«l EogravinffS
m

ifaiturer of Ml*ror & Picture Frames.
No.

Jmneiatf

Cemetery

YORK.

&A*

irtment

1

,

together
of Ship Chandlery, at wooleeale

oi

He ia also Apent for the Revere Copper Company,
and will keep on hand a lull and com pie assort meut
of Copper and Yellow Metal Holts and Sheathing,
Composition Spikes Nails, fc.
Alio’ which >8 offered lor Sale at the L)we«t
Mark >t Price*, nod to which the attention ol those
wiehirg to purcha • ii invited.
O. M M ARBEIT.
Portland, May 22, I860.—(Tin

patnte. cause no pain, act
promptly, never require increase of dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are just the thing.

PLEASANT

I

to the

the bowels once the next morning.
Warranted
in all cases of Piles and Falling of the Rectum. We
a cure lor all symptoms of the
Dyspepsia,
such asOppresslon after eating, Sour Stomach,Spit-

promise

SERVICES.

W. 11. Fessenden, Local Agent.
Office, No* 05 Exchange Street*

1

ting oftood, Palpitations; also, Headache, Dizziness,
Pain in the Back and Loins, Yellowness ot the Skin

S. SANITARY COMMISSION desiring to ; Faintness, tte.
families from
w iat they neat, at
they are so compact and inodorous
the prosecution tI oat they may be carried in the rest pocket. Trice 80
heavy expenses usually paid
ot such claims, have established this Agency, to colc mts per box; small boxes 30 cents.
For sale bv .1.
lect pensions, arrears ol pay, bounty and other claims
S. HARRISON & CO., Proprietors, No 1 Tremcnt
against the Government, without charge or exTemple, Boston. Will be mailed to any address on
pense
ANTS.

of ANY KIND WHATEVER

_

enclosing 80

TO THE CLAIM-

sent to tills Agency, stating the
and post office address of the claimant, the
name, rank, company, regiment, service, and State of
tlie soldier on whose account the claim is made, date
of discharge or death, the
proper blanks will be filled
out as far as possible and forwarded to the person apThese can then be executed and returned to
plying.
this office, where the claim will be proscuted to a flnai
issue in the shortest possible time.
july7 eod2m&w6m.
On

application

name

j
|;

cents.

julytdly

sioo.ooo Tncrease
IPHUBANCE

CAPITAL

!

rpHE
l

« MARKRT SQUARE,
Poetlaxo, Me.

A

20

F Herrick Lyon
JM F Barnes Ma’den

,

A

44
44

j“ J a ll lmy L.uimo-t’r**
"•
NP Philb’i'k Taunton44
**
D*n’. Atktvs .nil b'ry
44 W H 8U*cn flant’ckt44
44
Jfi S Stubbs Lawrence 44
44
44
1 ilunry l>eif.am

hunger AuKUsta V®
J'Wm
llStrout V\ ilton '*
8wanton Hanks Portland
Me.
A Turner W
Harps wdl

Me.
J Umv
Lisbon
Me.
A Hatch Bolnu
••
44
D B Kau la.l Lewiston *'
*** Hitt
a aterviiie
W C brevens l»ixfleld“
(ieo «v Winchester 1 al |
Mrs A I* Ltrr.ibue bath '*
River Ms.
f AU Merrill Cambridge- John !x>cke K Po'and Me,
V +' rt iiiard browiirille**
l*ort Ms.
44
B A Cushing Shrews- *nv8 D F..kiiisCsmiiri«i'af'Vt
CAB wens Lincoln *•
bury Ms
44
W F Karriugton New- 44 \i Adams
Weston
•4
H r*»rk North Add *•
Bedford Ms.
«
f4 D K Banister Ludlow Ms 44 M Bullard Derby
41
S Quimhy Newbury *•
f4 UK HardingK 8a isbury
N Uoodriuh bo CotW
Ms.
I11 K l) Oeorge Southbridgei
ton Ot.
31s.
.i
uovtjoj rcocsville Ut.
*' A K
Hailoy Newton Up- ,4 g 3Cummings WThomp
son Ct.
per Falls Ms.
“FA Loomis So Tartu’tb
J » Week*
Oneida Ct.
"
Ms.
C K Dunham Tolland1*
V P T Kinney B Bridgewa- 1 R Parson* Rockwell '*
** V
ter 31*.
II drown Burnside 44
B K Boswoi th W Sen 1- M 0 W CorttU
Stafford
wich Ms,
Spring Ct.
"
John S boy Lynn Bis *4 J Beecher Bir ini nigh am
F* J L 11 niii turd VTaterCt.
4*
towu 31h.
W MrDonnal Pro videos
j! Stephens Newburyport M*
K I.
*'
0 3 Simmons
qeo Childs Lvden
Quakes
Dr B F Abbott Melrose
N T.
Springs
Rtov K Newhail NGmhara NR " 11 Uarrts
Root
NT.
«* A Kidder
Unity
CKMctU* Chntinivllle44
*
N 31 n alley Uenulker
Kli Covey ;i*i)nviH« *•
F* N L Chase C*ndia
Wni CluiRc Ik Son Troy44
T D >3’ Barber Oilman ton 1 O B Fort| Me* Vor*
4‘
N II.
W Robertson Newark NJ
"
B F Howies Manchester " 11 C Henries
Aunpolin Md
4
N R.
1 TDoodnow T )>ekn Ka»
“CM Barren Colebrook 44 A Webst r U 3 Army
N II.
Robt White UeorueWwn DO
L 11 Knight W Durham K Brown
Washington 44
*•
Ve.
lieo A Bassett 44
R II Stinohtteld Saco Mr Dr Sing Us USSurgion
J M Woodbury Newflold
Me.
44

11

9otne of th« above named Clergymen may have rfiang®4 their Pacoial charge since the publication of the
above.

PRICE,

no CTS. AND *1

PER BOTTLE

Prepared bi a. Hcarery,.
bit

K.

K.

KNIHlirs, Proprietor,
Melrose,

W F Phillip* % Co, and a. II. Hay, Wholesale
Agents 1'ortia.iM* and aolu by D:uggi<-t
Mjjd deal
• ti»jtraoh£>eod?o*
rurally.

“There Is

toch Word

no

Fatl.w

as

*

T A. R R A. IST T

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY!

PETTlfwfwL.L-

Commission*
Sanitary
OJlcen/
j

the U a. ^nnitarv OommistioH, I
Broadway. N. Y..I>eo, 20, 1364. J
ON. I8R VF.L WA8UBURN, JR., of Portland,
Maine, ha* cona nted to accept the duties ol
Gonnral Agent of the Comm Psion f-r Maine, and
i« hereby appointed -uoh
ag< nt by authority ol the
Commi* ion.
Ho will he ready to furnish adyio9 to tho friends
of the Commission's work throughout the State.
All money eonf rituted In Maine tor the Bsc of the
Coiriuias'ott should be paid to Mr. Washburn or to
person* designated by Mm.
Hon. Mr. Wsshburn is the sole agent reoogntisd
by the Commission for Maine.
J. FOSTER JENKINS,
o28dfcwtf
General Secretary.

S

COMPOUND MX TRACT OP

Cubebs and
a Sure,
ps of t. e

Copaiba,

Speedy Cure for all diseas*
Kidneys and Urinary i.h yams,

Certain,

d

ai

/'.ladder
e.tb r ia the ddo or tenule. frequently performing
Apr ect euro in the »h> rt «pa* o of three or our
d«v* a.id u a a in !es» time than any other preparation. in mouse of

Tar rants

Compound

qf

Extract

Cubebs and

Copuibs
there:®
1 a its

no

need of o utiueuu-ut o.
form o» a paoto, H

approved

loa^

unplena

an■! ca*Hot* no
tion' and uo < xp*snre
t re ilo t UaroMi iu the

change of diet
I- eutirel
taste-

—

«• t sons x

ion

the

o

».a-

It is now aofciw wledgcd by
j,rof» Hsiou that iu the above
Cubebs »ud Copaiba arc the
(uo .em dies ki ou n tha: can be relied uj on with
any certai ty cr succor®.

only

or

ly by

&

CO..

vre

t

rlp

caucer

and

SYRUP,

The CANCER and CANKER SYRUP infallicures the worst capes of

bly eradicates and

Canker,

when given up as incurable by
It banishes Salt Kheutn entirely and
permanently. In Erysipelas its effects are sureven

doctors.

prising. All Cits**, however virulent, of Scrofor King’s Evil, White
dwelling, or Tumors,
are dissipated speedily.
Old Ulcers are c.v.red
without leaving bad effects after closing them.
The most terrible Scurvy complaints it banish**
from young or oil.
Distressing Neuralgic
Affections soon yield to its power. It clears th*
Complexion from Blotches and Pimples,
renders it brilliant. Ir cures Jaundice and Dyspepsia, and all Eruptive Diseases. In all cams
of Female Weakness and Irregularities produo
ing General Debility, Piles, etc., its effects are
ula

miraculous.
ijjPOao trial is all that is needed to proge the peculiar virtues ot the Syrup
Its repu ation is now
so woll established that more need not Ik- said,
ltd
immense sale is irs-best recommendation.
Price ft 23 per bott'e.

|
j

OP PIT

T8PIELD, MASS,
iwto*

Endowment Policies for $1,000 to
$10,000, no'

subject

lorteitnre,
Years from Date,
prior decease, with lull participation in
Ten r
to

Payable Twenty
on

OBi-roOts,

|
I

I
|
1

<
Premium* pavaole in One. Fir '•
Ai n-ial Payments, and Poiioits uon-forfeitable tor
th- proportion of pre oiuui
rates,
fo,
re.
For
paid.
sen it for a Cironlar
TH08. F PLnifKKlT, President.
P»«d. Chiokiwino, Seorrtary.

EDWARD SHAW, Agent,
II taay !Heo-lfw3m
10» Middle St, Portland, Me.

Proprietor-*

t.ito ‘irt'ol, Boston

W

F PlilLLU’3 4(0, Ag'ta, Portland.

may3ld'Jm.

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance
U Wall St,

eor.

Company1

William, NEW YORK.

JiHUABY, 1865.

Insure! Against Marine and Inland Navi!
gation Risks.
The whole profits of the Company revert to ths
Assouan, and ars divided Asmur, noon the
Premiums terminated dating the year; aid 'or a hich

Certificates
I-sued, bearing intereit until redeemed.
The Dividends In tho Years 1868-4 and
5 were 4S
per cent each.
The Profits for 38 Years amount to the
sum Of
«]9 891,030
are

Directors of the “Pincataqua Fire an.l Marine
Insurance Company” wonlu announce that the
B>ard has till* day voted to increase tlio Capital
Stock ol said (-ompany One Hundred Thousand Dollars, making the whole Cash Capital f 360,000.
Steamer for Yarmouth.
;
Terms of Sulwcriotion $1‘*> P«r share, Cash—payThe steamer CLIPPER will leave
able at the time of subscription, or on delivery of the
Yarmouth for Portland every mornStock.
ing until further notice, (Sundays
Subscriptions may be made through the following
excepted,) at 8 o’clock.
Agents; At
1
Returning will leave Portland Boston, Messrs. DAVID FAIRBANKS & CO., No.
Pier in the afternoon at4 o’clock.
76 State Street,
Fare each way 30 cents.
Freight taken at low Portland, Me., Messrs. JOHN E. DOW & SON, Cor.
rates.
I
Exchange andMflk Streets,
Excursion parties accommodated on application to
Blddclord, Me., RUFUS SMALL A SON, City
J. W. LAWRENCE, Yarmouth
Building,
Or, LYMAN, SON &TOBEY, Portland
Blddef-.rU, Me., THOMAS QU1MBY. Esq.,
Jnly iSth. 1666.
I Exeter, N H.. WOODBRIDGE ODLIN, Eaq.,
j„|yi3tl
Norway, Me., FREELAND HOWE. Esq.
WILLIAM
For Sale.
Treasurer.
July 28th, 1885.
FARM to Cumberland ot 40
augldlm
I
miles
acres,
eight
from Portland aud within fifteen
walk
ililnStes
oi the Grand Trunk Station.
For lurther particular*
TUC BERKSHIRE
Inquire on the premise* ot
MR8- A- L

duly

44

*

&Co.,)8

U. S. Sanitary Commission

NO CHARGE FOR

ter.J O' lngaJ1s,Mclrare,M*
T’* N 1* f'-weiee JlHro-e *4M

HOWARD'S HEALING SALVE. In all cases
Cancer, Ulcers, Burns, Roalds, skin Euruptfous, etc.
where an
a^/iic it$*m may he ueco *arr,
this Salve, prepared expressly for the purpose, will
he found invaluable
11 veil always he useful In the
Household, and a box of it may hj»v.* much auilcritif
and expense Price 23 cents per box.
JAMK
O BOYLE * tO., (Successors to Reddin'

Embellish-

ARMY & NAVY CLAIM AGENCY.

the

tanjri-

we

^ •Bd eit

<

HiLl,

OF

FLOUR, GRAIN, SHEDS, PROVISIONS, LARD, BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE gen.mil)
Particular attention given to .hipping by quickest

oheapeet

Dealers

by

St.,

relieve Soldiers, Sailors, and their
THEU
for
the

xjnsriojsr

and

and

retail

for tlie Bale of Chase & Co’s (New
York) ORNAMENTED IRON and TERACOTA
such
as VASES, FOUNTAINS, RUSARTICLES,
TIC SEATS &c„ at WINSLOW’S Machine Works,
No. 1 Manulacturers Block, Union Stroet, Portland.
J. L. WINSLOW, Agent.
(1 July 22, 1805.—d&wlw

C. C. HINE, Secretary.

1.

Boiled

AGENCY

CHARLES TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Viee-Pres't.

_

Rax

^h!p Chandlery.

plete

2m

Farm, containing about 125
acres very superior up-land, being the property reoently owned by the late Hon. Horatio Southgate,
Enquire of Seth Scammon on the premises, or
EZRA CARTER, Jr., Portland.
May 3—eod6t&wtf
Oar den and

oftentamed

«o

The theta

As the great and ce ’niu cure fc.r all those I’earftol
and dee'motive maladies which aii»e fn in Xj iu pure
state o» the b.o d.
The wondtriu! wuoce a which
has n a » cases, where- it has b'en ftirly tried, followed i s u-e, moves no room to d« ubt the b'essed
fact that t aucs ;> may bt curtd.
Sufferer* from the scourge may therefore ro longtrdreadthe f**ntu' aReroaiivfS o the dur eon's
knit *>«• the grave. They have a -p ifdv a id cci tain
reined /,wb ch n-WoVvl th m *1 «dy. root and branch,
which a thou*:.mis
case the eper ting knife does
t arc r mu the cured bv rented *v *t<ii h >hor«
not.
«
tbo
and * hat cau only
renoVa'e
constitution,
ugh!y
be on* by r»>tnf/iug the e-. t te mass of the circulate
lie fluid, lb's h'ffscedbyt o Syrup, a-thousands
ha Vo test fled.

ments.

INSURANCE.

Middle

july20

^QQ
Also the Homestead

FIRE

One

FREEMAN CLARKE,
ol the Currency.

Comptroller

Valuable Real Estate In Scarboro’,
For Sale.
ACRES of Salt Marsh, in lots to suit pur-

AND

Up

Red

trs’

ROBERT COLGATE & Co.,

i

No. 1451.

«

CANKkR

!

Liabilities, $18,500.

Office No. 1371-2

LEAD,

In the City of Portland, in the County o CumberGeneral
land, and State of Maine, has been duly organized
under and according to tne requirements ol the Act
Pearl
NEW
of Congress entitled “An Act to provide a National
Currency, secured by a pledge of United States bonds,
and to provide for tbe circulation and redemption
thereof.” approved June 3, 1861, and has complied
with all the provisions of said act required to be comwith before commencing the business of Ban kng under said Act:
Now, therefore, I Freeman Clarke, Comptroller ol
the Currency, do hereby certify that “The National
'traders’ Bank of Portland,” In the City of Portland, 1: mdf:
under*ijroe1 h wing taken tS. Stnre fo. 199
in the County ot Cumberland, and State of Maine, is \ X Commercial
S'reel, o *rn*f of central Wbart
authorized to commence the business of Banking unwill keep constantly or *Ale Hemp. and Manilla
,
der the Act aforesaid.
1 Cordage, of ell sue*,
by the Gang or Retail. A so
In testimony whereof, witness my hand and seal of
Anchors, Ch'uns, Cables, Duck, Oakum, Windlas«
office this seventeenth aay of Jnlv, 1865.
Purchases, tud A< vat stores
with u com-

{>Ued
40

$1,204,188 40

,7. W. Monger A Co.,

Glass-m

287

Gash

Total

ED

Agents,

Broadway.

h

THE GUBAT HUAOIt REMEDY,

etc.

generally,

OF PORTLAND,”

Office

Oil,

For sale by Druggists &

“National Traders Bank

New York.

for »>‘‘a the Svruu provided

'Jnnli^,yi!“twI*iel‘
“r
‘kill

n^wAnss

and Refined.

I

WHEREAS,

to the
that the

proUerodJS

finger OF PROVIDENCE, from th«
i xpor ence seem to point to

Also, LINSEED OIL,

Treasury Department,
of the

well

so

The
Teaching* ut

PI

and in

LITHARGE,

Principal Depot, 482 Broadway, N. Y.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Portland, Me.
July 13—u3m
Comptroller

numerous,

New York.
279 GreonvriohS
Sol J by D.u/gi'ts all ovci iho World.
tnay6 65dly

of New Y

all Druggists and Retailers everywhere.
13?*”!! 1 Beware !!Vof all worthless imitations.
S3F"See that “Costar’s” name is on each Box,
Bottle and Flask, before you buy.
HENRY R. COSTAR.

of

*k»

har character, that
,ttr"™»*»ia'.lyh'111
hesitate toieceivethd

TAB K A iV T

and Linseed Oil Co.,

“Oostar's" Electric Powder for Insects,

Office

iuLr'fi rl?

Tar rants Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copa iba JV E V E H FA IL S.

Lead.

■

Atlantic \

liquid or wash, used to
destroy, and also as a preventative for Bed-Bugs, &c.
Is

ing

antl-«!nfw£3* lt**®ajc,M'y
°f

Mar ufac urcd

“Costar’s" Bed-Bue Exterminator,
Is

com-

to

c'a-x or'd

“Free

“Rats

liable and

plaints tend-

accommodation.

LADIES will find it invaluable in all cases of obstructions alter all other remedies have been tried In
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect
at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with foil directions,
DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
No. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle], Portland.

>

“18

Speakers andSin*'-

TO

£3?’Sold by

M

St.

a

Me

l)r. H.’s Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.

Melrose, Mass*

Burner,

And Petroleum Fluid,
T^OR sale by
•F
A. A. NOYES & SON,
36 Exchange
Aug 12—dlw

Street], Portland,

Eleetie Medical

especial

Proprietor

‘KNIGIITS,

Aug 1—eodlm

Collector.

ropy sediment will often bo found,

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
full and healthy restoration ol the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, In a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential, and will be
returned, if desired.
Address:
Dr. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 5 Temple Street (comer of Middle

Wholesale Agents J. W. Perkins & Co, 86 Commercial St; Wholesale and Retail E. L. Stunwood, cor.
Pore and India bts; 11. 11. Hay, junction Free and
Middle Sis: M S. Whittier, cor. Free and Congress
Sts; Win. W. Whipple No 21 Market Square; and
all druggists in Portland and vicinity.
June 23—d&w3ui

Is

For bale by W. F I hillips * Co., and u U. Hay
WholbMdo Agents, and retailed by ail dealers
medicine.
me hvft’ 65eod Sr* o w dm

Exchange

their collection elsewhere.
NATHANIEL J. MILLER,

a

sometimes small particles of semen or albumen
appear, or the color will be of a thin mllkish hue,
again changing to a dark and turbid appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, Ignorant of the cause, which is the
and
will

BY

1865

MEN.

There are many men at the age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burring sensation, and weakening the system in a manner
the patient cannot account for.
On examining tin

Under Revere IIouso. Boston; aud by druggists gen-

Prepared by 8. Seavery.

BILDEFORD,

LIMERICK, at the Hotel kept by Amos Fetch, Monday, August 21 st, 1865, from 8 to 11 o'clock A. M.;
SANFORD, at Hotel kept by Timothy Shaw, Monday, August 21st, 1865, from 3 to 6o'clock IJ. M.;
SO U TH BE A WIOF,at Newichanwanick House Ihsesday, August 22d, Wobjrom 10 o' clock A.
to 4
o'clock P.M.;
FITTER Y, at office of Francis Bacon, Esq., Wednes1865’-^rwn 10°'clock A. Af., to 2

by

the consumption, and by their
to
have it. All such cases yield to the proper and only
correct course of treatment, and in a short time arc
made to rejoice in perfect health.

erally.

BOTTLE.

PER

$1.00

Officeof Collector of Internal Revenue
First Collection District of State of Maine.

day

though they
friends Supposed

Colds.

FOR LALE

perfect

and a
cure waror no charge made.
but
we
are
one
a
consulted
passes
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as
had

ranted

They will cure Sore Throat.
Always cure Tickling In the Throat.
Sure to prevent Sleepless Nights from Cottghs.
Will prevent the Asthma if taken early.
Are good for cold in the head.
Often cure Bronchitis.
Are an effectual remedy fbr Catarrh,
lways cure Hoai'seness.
ill relieve a Dry Cough instantly.
All Vocalists should use them.
Will always clear and strengthen the voice.
All public speakers should use them.
More in quantity for the money.
The large boxes are the cheapest.
PREPARED AND

Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally tlie result of a bad hab;It in

‘Oostar's" Rat, Roach, Ac., Exterminators,
PRICE

priority
bond-holders,

.heButton aiaiiio
BodoJa. Symond’s

at the Depote i„
Eaa'evn hail
Bo.ton, balem T.y nr, and La-rencu.
For frtigh or patwae* apply tn
A. SOMEFRf. Agent,
At Office on the Wharf
Portland, April 21,1866.—tf
end

HENRY A. CHOATE,

21 st.

levy

Aug.

pathology,

Under Revere House, Boston; and by wholesale anti
retail druggists generally throughout the country.
S3P" To be sure of the genuite notice the Circular
Trade-Mark enclosing a Buchu Leaf on each botr

1304.
Dr. LaroOkaH:—I have been In the habit of prescribing Larookah’s sarsaparilla Compound for two
It will he
years with the most satisfactory results
tound a remedy well adapted to cure Scrofula aLd
incipient Consumption It purilies the Blot d, diverts humors from the lungs and at the same time
acts 8 a sure and permanent Tonic.
It will give good satisfaction wheuever an Alternative ana Purifying Jfledicine is required.
EENJ. P. ABBOTT.

CUMBERLAND R. R.

and to
upon and collect of said bond-holders, a
sum sufficient to
pay the amount due on said Myers’
mortgage, and all other claims having a priority over
the rights and claims of said consolidated bond-holders.
And they further give notice that the sum to
be paid tor the redemption of aid mortgage to John
G.
over the rights and claims
liaving
of said consolidated
is, as conveniently as may bo at the rate oi twelve per cent, on each
hundred dollars of bonds and coupons secured by said
deed and mortgage of Jan. 1, 1857.
The undersigned, Trustees as aforesaid, do therefore hereby call upon all holders of said bonds and
coupons for interest or other claims, secured by said
deed of Jan. 1,1857, to pay their several proportion,
oi the sum to be paid for the redemption of said mortgage to Myers, being at the rate of twelve per cent, on
every hundred dollars so held bv them respectively,
and they appoint the same to be paid to either cf
the Trustees, at the office of Evans &, Putnam. No.
74 Middle Street, Portland, on or before the first day
of September, 1865.
J. C. CHURCHELL, )
Trustees
N. L. WOODBURY,
Y. & C. R. R.
GEO. EVANS,
Co.

to 1

from inexperienced physicians in general practice;
for it is a i*otnt generally conceded by the *est syphiiand management of there
complaints should engross the whole lime of those
who would be competent and successful in their treatment and cure.
The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opportunity nor time to xuakt
himself acquainted with tneir
commonly
one system of treatment, in most cases mak
pursues
ing an indiscriminate use of that antiquated and dangerous weai»oii, the Mercury.

safety

Melrose, Nov.

YQRK.

lic

ogiaphers, that the study

proprietors,

rsEHiiSEtfSq Notice is hereby given to holders of
t§iS®®gp£Bonds and Coupons for interest, issued
by the York & Cumberland Railroad Company, bearittg date Jan. 1, 1857, commonly called “consolidated bonds*' secured by deed of mortgage to JaineHayward and others, Trustees, that at a meeting in
said holders, held on the twenty-lourth day June.
1865, by adjournment from the twentieth day of June.
1865, it wa3 voted “That it is expedient tliat the
holders of the bonds issued by the York & Cumberland Railroad Company, June 1, 1857, commonly
called “the consolidated bonds,” pay and redeem the
mortgage made by said company to John G. Myers,
bearing date Feb. 8,1851,” and that the Trustees under said deed of January 1, 1857, to Hayward an l
others,” immediately proceed to take ail due measures as provided by law to carry said vote into effect,

Myers,

BUCHU,

OF

—

i

STEAMERS

Forest City,Lewiston and

OINTMENT

Is unsurpassed.
The Roughest Skin is made smooth.
Chaffed Hands are instantly healed.
Cracked and Dried Lifs are healed and softened.
To keep the hands and fhee comfortable during the
cold weather, put a little of the ointment on when
going to bed.
Pu up in two sized bottles. The smaller

TWENTY-FIVE

It will cure Nervous Atieotions Palsy arising from
the abuse of Mercury or Lead. It is a Tonic as well
as Alternative, restoring the tone of the system,
thus curing Dropsy and General Debillity, tending
to Consumption. It is a great protection from atacks that originate in change of climate, season and
of life.

)

Arrangement!

THE

augSsodti

wanted ill every town in Maine to

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!

known.

FIFTY

for the
AGENTS

STB AM BOATS.

Emollient,

5—dtf

Z., Piess ouioe,

parts of the .V nyr rin ilierh.iK Ii.ilwat, tor tab
1 he lowcFt rate#, at tfce Distort Ticket Ofpioh,
31 EXCHANGE STREET.
marlSdft w'atf
D. LITTLE, Agent.

Ointment

in,every household* No other Oin'menr
compete with it as a ready and speedy means of
For Bluns and Scalds it is the most perfect

FIRST CLASS CUTT KB for Custom and Ready
Made Work. Constant work and good pay givAddress Box 1006.

a

Through Tickets.
For f£<* OIL REGION* Of NkW
“'JXf^iiiSsVoHK I’lKNtYLVANiA, Obio, and »’■

relief.

slicit and iill

Y

Pasnase Tictn's'nr California, by lbs Od f.ipe
Moil ten'll- H n»d Pmann Railroad may be secorert
by early npfil snuion at this office.
March 20, 1886.
marSOdi wtf
*

ai

Should be
can

MTTM3, Agcnl.

W. T*.

Kennedy’s Salt Rh^um Ointment,

Wanted

orders
TOABRAHAM LINCOLN,
by

August

other mineral substance?.

Family

Great

The

BETWEEN

en.

or

VEGETABLE.

Yarmouth and this-city, on Sun da
in orning last, a Crochet BREAKFAST SHAWL.
X..e under will be suitably rewarded by 1 aving it at
15j Miiid.e Street.
aug£2dlw*

A

mercury

Ono trial is sufficient to convince the most skepti
cal that its efficacy in allaying intlamatlon and reducing swellings is wonderful.

Lost!

Men

no

wholly and purely

It is

a

OINTMENT

SIEUK

SALT

Griffith's Store
Free
and Mr. Lucas’ Store
BETWEEN
Middle Street,
monnak

Business

chauge Street, ii|>staiis.i

Ringworms, Pimples,
Hands,
Burns,

On board Tow BoaMM ncle Sam.

on

COMPOUND.

ers.

suitably rewarded.
WicLIAM H. GRIFFITH,

Miss

all eruption
wholly a

Cure Salt Rheum. Erysipelas, Scald Iload,
Felous^Uleers, Sore Eyes, Chilblains,
Shingles, Boils, Cuts, Wounds. Blist-

sad:

Dog suall

LaCros-te, Green Bay,
L-uG, ! ouisvide, Indianapolis Cafro,
prepared to furnish Through Tickets
from Portland to ai tho principal t i * ice and Towns
In tl*o l«*yn' fctiHe* and the Canaoaa, at the
LOWEST RATES OF FARE,
And *ill n* odful Information ohre~tully furnishe*.
Th' vkllkro will find it grejxt'.y to their advantage
to procure Through Tiekgta at the
1‘orllnnKailwny Ticket Office. 31 Ex-

Piles

Lost /
small, yeljow, shaggy DOG

with
last,
wait© ia
and oiack collar around liis neck
ONFrIlay
marked with silver nails. Whoever will return
a

It is

BLOOD.

Notice to Bond-Holders.

cy, St.
an* is

•rc.

of

cure

YORK

I.ITTLIS

Oshkosh,

Quit

OINTMENT!

RHEUW_

Ulcers and Sores, Rheumatism, Pain in
the Stomach, Side and Bowels, Debility and all complaints arising from impurities of the

tbs c

KENNEDY’S

competent to take

man

a

tuts

n.

Salt
Rheum,

Manufacturing Comp’y,
apl7itC.ni

W.

OF

mors,

Sterling’s Ambrosia
sole

CURB

complaint, in'spepsia, hcrotula,

use

/<i

Hair.

TRR

Dropsy, Neuralgia, Epilepsy,
Erysipelas, Boils, Tu-

It prevents oi’
stops tbo Hair
from falling-; Clevises, Be
ratifies,
Preserves, find renders it Soft find
Glossy, and the Head free from
Dandruff.
It is the best n-tir
Dressing' and
Preservative in the world.

Travelers!

reat I.ca<iiug Routes to Cbi
Agentforall
(scago,
Cincinnati, Cleveland, D troit, Milwaukee,
Gaieua.
St. Paul,

33w4w

Wanted.

The

EDWIN NOYE8,
Superintendent.

West, South, North-West and the CanadaE.

..

Wants, Lost and Found.

young should

Liiver

4BRO Sy
Nv
m

from Po»tlai d at 1 P. m, connects at Ken it l's Mi Is
with the train tor Bangor and o’her stations east,
,• mg’ t.
Psasenyers from Port’aud desiring to
take this route can purchase tickets to Ken. Mills
and ii.fcrw the conductor in th' cars that they go
'hrough to Bangor, and he will so arrange their
fires ihrouah as that it snail ct at them no more by
thj r- u:e th c b anj ov er.
T ain«ar» due in F© tl»nd to conrtoct with trains
for Bouton ou Mondays a 8 20 a. m, and tVery day
* 239 p. K.
Freight Train loaves r ew depot Portland at 6 46 A.
41. daily.

to

Compound!

STERLING’S

(Jn and at er Monday noxt trams win leave rortland eailv lor Btth Ajgus.a, Watervil e, Benda l*k
iRilis, and 8k/Whngan, at. l p. m, and on Batnrdajs
The rain
nl y for Bath and Augusta at8 15 p. m

Important

CORNER,

FOR

EXTRACT

MAGIC LOZENGES!

SARSAPAKILL'A

rod I'leasnrt

FULLER’S

$1 Per Bottle.

iOllM

Parties. Every
s.Iveu to the core
fort ol goes ts.
mjf The Oars from Pci tiand every ball bojr.
WtSRLOW k TUAS'EB.
Weatbroot, Dot. 10—dtf

rulnll; yet the country is hooded with poor nostrums
cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be particular in selecting his
as it is a lamentable yet iuconiroverlphysician,
abie fact, that many syphilitic patients are made
miserable with ruined constitutions by maltreatment

Gravel, Dropsical Swellings,and all diseases o
Urinary Orgaus, in Men, Women and
Children.
Sold for $1 per bottle; six bottles for $0; by all drug
and
gists
apothecaries everywhere.
Is Butter in quality, more in quantity, less in price
than any ether similar preparation.

IT.

Sinolandet’a Extract Bncku.
June30 eodfa^n

been re-luruished end

Company
attention Will bo

FLUID

Foraa’eby W. a’ PBILUP4 & CO 149 Mldd .•
St, and Cromnan & ( o 73Middle Street, Portland
BUKiillljll <k K' G1*1<&, Wli rleaaie Drogggists.
86 lianovtr at, boston Muss, General
Agents ior the
United States.

house,

Night Sweats ilI vors,
J>NtiLiTT and the vailThroat Affections and
Hoarsened to which Pub-

aud

tie.

PEB BOTTLE.

TRY

DR.

RESTORED!

hea thy and normal tone by

a

PBICE, $1

THAYBR, Proprietor

MORRILL’S

to

puro Fluid Extract, not a weak tea or infbsion;
Is the one thing needful for all complaints
insidental to females. (For particulars send fbr circular.)

Sold at wholesale and retail by the proprietor,

Obstinate Cases oi Indigestion, Dyspepsi:. Khiumatjsm, Dropay and Diseases of the Urn yry Organ\ which will be Kssdilv Cubed.

public

miles lronvfortl.ud, lift*
opeu lor the reception of

t)

PORTLAND AMD KENflEBEC K. R.

Aprils?, 1865—apr20if

A

a

Pulmonic

ous

all other

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
tlieir efflcacy established by Well tested experience in
the hands of a regularly educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fits him for all the duties he mu.-t

■

inthbMidk.
Uenkical

CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.

BUCHU.

OF

]<> rnrdy

Tft« bent preparation ever mane tor me following
complaints:
Colds, Coughs, Whooping Cough. Croup, Asthma,
Catarrh Bronchitis, Spitting Blg< d.Pain

ers are

Cures

MEDICINE

ENERGIES

and.-brongbt Lurk

perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well-earned reputation
furnishing sufficient assurance of Ills sMIl and suc-

Vegetable

Indiau

FULLERS

EXTRACT

usi o

necessary,will find iheir

IMPAIRED

*

The publio are respectfully in tonne
•■JubvaHR*! ibis spacious, convenient and wc>
known House, siHiatcU at

sam

Cumberland, sb.
Supreme Judicial Court begun and held at
>) Portland, within and for said County of Cionl.b. } bcrland, on the biird 'Tuesday qf April, Anno
•——-) Domini, 1865.
Upon the foregoing petition Ordered, that the peti-

chiid of mine be sprinkled.”
“Every child of mine shall be sprinkled.”
“They shall, ha?”
“Yei, my love.”
“Weil, sir, 1 can tel) you then, that your
babies won t be my babies.
So good night
sir.”
The lady left the room and the doctor left
the hou c.
The sequel to this story was tha.
the doctor never married, and the
lady is an
old maid.
a

person oeenu to be

of Maine,

State

Tery

ME.

Now Furniture & Fixtam.

with

Is

Dropsy,

ERUPTIONS

SPRING

finely

McClellan

Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Fryetnrg,
Cor way, Bartlett Juonbti, Liming ten, Cornish,
Porter, Freedom, Madison, and -Eason, N. II.
A t Buxton Corner, for West Buxton, Bonuey Satie, South L-au-^ji Uutffigton. Limerick, Newfield. Pareopsflcid. and Osaipee
At Saooarappft for Boutn Windham, Windham
Hill and Nona Windham faily.
DAN. CARPENTER, Supt.
dtt
Portland, April 6. 1866

*iui

INVALIARLF.

FoSM KSIY TLVOWfT AB THI

WkNShOW

Leave 8aco River for Portland, as 5.45 and 9.2'>
A. M., and 3.46 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River, at7.46 A. M. ami
11.60 and 6.20 P. Hi.
The 150 P.M. train out and the 5.45 A. M train
*nto Portland, will bo freight trains with passenger
bars attached
Stages oonneof at Gorham lor West Gorham.,
Blandish, Stoop Falls. Baldwin, Denmark, Set ago,

Faculty!

yield to tbe continued

ALL

IN

fr'OKJKMf Al'EMIfc! BOHSi

1

baptism.”
‘,VV oat, sprinkled.”
“Yes, my dear, sprinkled.”

n..d

fJW'in•HEJiBltept

“hor notice:

Medical

Smolander’s Extract Bucku’

lurnislied hous
iustueeu opan to the
.and it wiilt.
in all r-'ipects a-a first class
jtel li
»wiSni«»H located »ithin a tow rode o 1 ft
icpot, ii
one of flic pleaaanteat and laoat »»>
viag villages o
the State.
It is within live m le-< of the oelebrntcd Polaiu.
Mincral Spriug, the water o* which is kept oonstant
ly on hand at ttio home. The -aoilities lor troo
tithing and ottrr sports aro excellent.
March 27, 1866 —dtf

On audafler R°udav» loth iust, 1865
o;"° will leave as
follows, until far

the

FLUID

Tboso whose sv»t ms era reduced by the ioo ardm t porsult oi bud j- ss or pleasure, r. nderiue a

This spaclou*

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

by

Dyspepsia
wbi.h will

standing or recently contracted, entirely removing
the dregs of disease from the system, and making
* £

DUUU

OK

EXTRACT

Pain or Weakness in the Back, Strictures, Ac.
Cures Weak Nerves, Less of Memory. Trombling,
Dimness of Vision.

—FOK—

■

WERTS, Broprittot.

FLUID
Cares

Cunsui»|)tive

DR LAROOKAHS

cess.

—tt

Ko-opemd

County

groes.’

Recommended

particularbnSch

FULiERS

DR.

Incident to 1 nfuncy a nd Cllildho d it has been ioun <5

A. T.

diseases of the Kidneys and Bladder

DR.

have been Ion/> used

T> e public sre rcspjc.ihlly informed the
it is the intention of the Pro; rietor tie-:
this Hon*., shall be kept a first c ase rr a*.
*
House.
fhe choicest Suppers served.
USD. W.MURCn.

YORK A CUMBERLAND RAIL ROAD*

ar«

SUOO K8S.
teiiig especially

O'i PI&IC POiV JD HO US L ,

BAGL11 HOTEL,
MECHANIC FALLS,

All

WITH-

P.M.

Freight

preparation

WELL KNOWN IN MEDICINE
«nd

*l ^
hours dally, and from .8 A. M. to 9 r>
l>r. H. addresses those who are sufterimr 11IMw *
affliction 01 private disease*, wlie‘
impure connection or the terrible vHe of
Devoting his enure time to that
oi
the medical profession, lie teels warranted In uuar
RAN 1 EKING A CURE IN ALL CASES, Whether of lonJ

Stomach
}

thl*

WILLIAM ST.,

Temple Street,

^m'ctod»

0r

s

Cut-in ou? Disease*.
The article# which cjmpow

tniUCii MILKS FROM TORILA. (>.

The Company au> not
responsible lor baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value, and that persona! unless notice is given, and
paid for at the rate
of one passenger for everv *600 additional value.
0. J. BRYDGEs, Managing Director
H. BAILEY Superintendent
Portiaud. Juue 22ud, 1866 —dtf

Vo- 5

(ireul

W“K£>•*>»

the various

The above Hotel is I ho la-gest in ti e low
f. r Provinceand is first dal in all its de■ par. mcrt*: » fionvcnimt to the United
-..-fidtatesand Nova -c liastenn na'landingJAMB MoloTOeU, prop ietur,?
,,
,
St. John If. B 1st ‘Une, lftfi6—dUrn

Kf turn Tiokets, at Reduced Prices, will be issued
luring tue sunnier season from Portia d to lie he!,
GO!hum, Island Po it, Montreal Bnd Quebec.
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M^miug x» r* 88 train for Bouih Paiia, Lewiston,
Gorham, Island Pond Montreal, ami Quebec, at
1 00 A «i.
Mau train ior Waturvl'le. Bangor, Goiliaia, Island
I’vUd, Montreal ami Quebec at 1.25P M.
Bothot ihi «*e trains conn ot at Montreal wi li cx
pr* sa Gain- lor lonuto, Detiod, Chicago, and all

To the Honorable Justices qf the Supreme Judicial
Court hoi den at Portland, within and for the
Comity qf Cumberland, on the third Tuesday of
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successful prosecuyoung men need (bribe
course, and such a course of study
Hon of their collet
,“UeKa,is *d*P‘*l to lit them
and training «* >
women. Preparatory for these courses
for American
!
to tliom, there will he an
Introductory
and ausiliarf
which pupils may be admitted without rccourse* to
attainments.
The
immediate wants of young
gtid to
ladies and gentlemen preparing to teach will be propattended
and
there will be good facilities for
to,
erly
the study of Drawing, Painting and Music.
Tito subsoriber is happy to announce that he has
secured the services of Miss Harriet O. Woodman, of Portland, late of Bates’ College, as Principal
oKtieLatti(*8* Department. Of Miss Woodman tie
She is a ripe
can sp^ak from personal knowledge.
Besides
scholar, and an exact and thorough teacher.
an'extensive acquaintance with the Greek, Latin,

A

MONDAY, JC5K S»lh, 1806.
;9C Trains leave Portland, Grand t'ruiU
*BPiBStation for Lewiston and Auburn, at
il, olid IJ&o P» M.
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But there are other hearts that win not (del
That lonely love that haunts their eyes and ears;
Thav wound fond faith with anger worse than steel,
And rntof pity’s sprang uraw i ile tears:
0 Nature! hi.li it ever be thy will
111 tning w.tn good t) mingle, good with ill?
should the heavy foot
Why
The
heart of

embracing a preparatory-wnr« ^
& Collegiate course of three -vea^
ladies,
honors at the close, for young
for
just two objects: such a prepe.ation
and

*¥
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Hotels.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

This is an oki lnstitulion (WatervUle Academy)
with a new naino, and a new plan. H*

Tliero are bjuio hearts that Ihw tha roving vine,
Cling tu unkindly rocks and ruined towel's;
Spii iti that suffer and uo not repine—
Patient and sweet n any trodden dowers,
That from ilie passer's heel ante,
Am bring back odorous breath instead of sigh*.

Railroads.
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Classical
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Ot whioh bore ha? been redeemed
tj

Cash,

13,*63,730

fhe Corn!)any has Assets, over Eleven Million
Dollars, via:—
United States and State of New-York
Stock, City. Bank and other bto^k**,
#4,974 7n0
Loans secured by Stock** and otherwise
3,187 960
Premium Notes and Bi.l* Receivable,
Heal Estate, Bond and More#***!. and
other r-ecurit'es,
8,140,630
United States Gold Coin.
'll 890
•lash in Bank,
*88.430

•11.13*600
TBWTXrt

Jr.
,fra
vrmCAJVKT*’
William R Dodge,

John D Jones,
Charles IJenais,
W G If Moore,
Genry Oil.
Wm 0 PieknrsglU,

Donnls

BaMeU,

Lowell Urlhroek,
K Warren We-ten,
Royal Phelps.

Cal.a Barstow.
A F
Dai tei 8 Miller.
Joshua J Met ry.

PJlloC

,e0U0,"”M'"0"’

jarid Law..
mes

Hryce

JOHN l>

®“**1*?

Perkins,

Joseph Gsilurd, Jr,

J

Lewis Csrtis.

Charles H

:

Henry Burgy,
Cornel.us Criunell.J1
0 A Hund,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,
Bon) Bahoook.

Fletch r Wes ray,
Bob B
Go,don W Burnham,
F red-rick Channoey,
James Low,
Chas H Marshall.
JONKH 1'rOSident.

Min'iiim/jr,

D8NNI8. Vic,-President.

"• ". II
Moon*. to Vioo-Pres't
...
J. M Chapman,
Acting Secretary.

At.jlioatiot s r. celvcil hy
J. w. a7.V0Ea, 166 Fore St.
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